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Introduction

I had been in the archive not more than a month when I found a peculiar fragment of the past. In the late 1950s the East German television service had received a letter from an enthusiastic viewer proposing the scenario for a new
show. The action revolved around a strong, male protagonist who fought for
justice, vigilante-style, settling scores in a manner akin to a cinematic gangster. Television staff had passed on this “riveting” piece of work, which they
deemed as wholly inappropriate material. Though it was not more than a
fragment—literally a scrap of paper—that I barely recorded in my archival
notes, it was incongruous and yet evocative enough that I have remembered it
for more than a decade. On the face of it, the letter is hardly evidence of anything, but it is highly suggestive of different threads found throughout this
book. First, it suggests the emergence by this time of an active and interested
audience willing to help shape the future of East German television programming. But, and this is a second important theme, the story this viewer suggested troubled television staff: with its lone wolf protagonist and abundant
representation of violence, it flew in the face of the kind of stories the DFF
had been trying to tell for some time, drawing instead from the narrative treasury of the capitalist West. Somehow, this clearly avid viewer had failed to get
the message they sought to convey.
This is a book about television and the power it exercised to define the
ways in which authorities, audiences, artists, and others could envision what
socialism meant in the German Democratic Republic (GDR). It traces how,
when, and in what ways television emerged to become a medium prized for its
communicative and entertainment value. It explores the difficulties GDR authorities had defining and executing a clear vision of the society they hoped to
establish. It explains how television helped to stabilize GDR society in a way
that ultimately worked against the utopian vision the authorities thought they
were cultivating. To this end, this book considers television as a technology,
an institution, and a medium (or mediator) of social relations and cultural
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knowledge; it examines television from the perspective of television producers, audiences, technicians, and regulators; and it explores narratives by and
about television.
At first glance the GDR may not seem the most likely ground for a fruitful
study of television and its power and influence in the postwar world. By the
end of the Cold War, both the state and its television appeared to be woefully
backward, the product of an older, authoritarian, boring, and less colorful time.
GDR television was unmoved by the commercial television explosion of the
1980s that had resulted from the emergence of cable television, for example,
and, since 1969, had offered programming on only two channels. By the time
the Berlin Wall fell, the lion’s share of this programming was still broadcast in
black and white. More important, popular and scholarly interpretations held
that GDR television was both closely controlled by the state and unable to
command significant audiences from among its own citizens.1
This picture fits with, and was shaped by, post-reunification scholarship
on Germany that argued for the exceptional nature of the GDR in comparison
with its normative West German other. In the 1990s, historians of the GDR
revived “totalitarianism” as a way to explain the emergence, persistence, and
subsequent end of the East German state. The fall of communism in Europe
encouraged some historians to reassert the fundamental illegitimacy of the East
German state, a position that had been undermined in scholarship during the
era of Détente.2 Increasingly, the GDR came to be understood as the “second
German dictatorship,” comparable to Nazi Germany in the goals, means, and
practice of power. Early works focused in particular on the repressive apparatus of state power and political histories investigating decisions made on high.3
Such studies often seemed driven by an ideological commitment to delineating
the boundaries between the “democratic” Federal Republic of Germany (FRG)
and the “illegitimate” East German state.4 Not only the Nazi state but also the
Soviet Union have figured prominently in studies investigating the administrative and cultural origins of the East German state, with early works presenting
the East German state largely as a product of the aims and intentions of the
Soviet Union.5
But the vision of a straightforwardly repressive and bureaucratically regimented police state has been steadily challenged since the mid-1990s, as scholars more interested in social history and the experience of everyday life have
considered the ways in which the regime attempted to build consensus for its
rule. The GDR came to be understood variously as an “education dictatorship,”
a “modern dictatorship,” or a “welfare dictatorship,” for example.6 By the late
1990s, historians had begun to delineate the “limits of dictatorship,” including
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the difficulties East German authorities had in overcoming the continuities of
the past, as well as the problems posed by postwar political, social, and economic upheaval.7 Building on the tradition of the history of everyday life,
scholars at the Center for Contemporary History (Zentrum für zeithistorische
Forschung, or ZZF) in Potsdam, in particular, began to investigate the “social
practice of authority,” revealing the complicated ways in which the regime and
its citizens exercised power.8 At the same time, Anglo-American research began to appreciate the contingent nature of the development of East Germany
both before and after the establishment of the Republic in 1949.9
The most recent scholarship presents a very different picture of the GDR,
one that is much more dynamic and even “modern.” Though informed by post-
reunification debates about the coercive power of the dictatorship, this scholarship is most strongly influenced by the cultural turn.10 It uses cultural analyses
to explore previously under-appreciated areas of research, examining a variety
of aspects of the lived experience of East German socialism, complicating the
oft-imposed juxtaposition of state and society, and revealing the existence of a
much more vibrant society than previously assumed, characterized by “a surprising amount of conflict and texture.”11 Studies of East German fashion,
sport, women, plastic consumer goods, and popular customs, for example,
have made the case that social and cultural change was both more prevalent
and much more influential in guiding policy than has previously been recognized. The government achieved significant social transformation, altering
class relations, gender relations, and regional and national identities, for example, but not without adapting their program of social change to the needs
and desires of people living the GDR.12 A new, specifically East German society emerged from the forge of the Ulbricht years, which offered a certain degree of stability to the state.13 But even this seemingly harmonious state of affairs held within it the seeds of its own destruction: the state could not
imagine—much less envisualize for East Germans, or bring to fruition—an
alternative to liberal-capitalist modernity.14 Not just East German citizens, but
also the state itself, persistently held the GDR up against the example of the
West, which gradually eroded the legitimacy of the state. This recent literature
has begun to “normalize” the study of the GDR, moving beyond the framework
of dictatorship to suggest ways in which the GDR fits into the larger framework of the history of modern industrial societies.15
This book similarly rejects the interpretive framework of “two dictatorships,” which compares the GDR to Nazi Germany and suggests that both were
aberrant stages on Germany’s long path to Western liberal-capitalist democracy, instead situating the GDR firmly in the history of Western modernity. In
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this way, my book fits into a growing, multidisciplinary literature that seeks to
reclaim the modern project from the triumphalist liberal narrative that emerged
at the end of the Cold War. Writing ten years after the fall of the Berlin Wall,
Susan Buck-Morss pilloried the “often-repeated story of the West’s winning the
Cold War and capitalism’s triumph over socialism” and argued instead that “the
historical experiment of socialism was so deeply rooted in the Western modernizing tradition that its defeat cannot but place the whole Western narrative into
question.”16 That is, the story of modernity is not just the story of liberal capitalism; it is the story of liberalism and socialism and their relationship to one another. More cautiously, and looking at the specific context of the GDR, Katherine Pence and Paul Betts have sought to “broaden the idea of modernity” by
interrogating the ways in which the GDR can be seen to have been fundamentally modern.17 Works by Buck-Morss and Pence and Betts identify the program to reshape society as one of the central characteristics of modernity, but
locate that program not (just) in the spheres of politics or economics, as most
studies of “modernization” do.18 Instead, they demonstrate the centrality of culture to the creation of the “dreamworlds” of socialist modernity.
Central to the creation of twentieth-century dreamworlds are the modern
mass media and television in particular, and the GDR thus provides a good
context within which to examine the operation of the media in the postwar
period. The GDR was a modern industrial society with a well-developed (and
well-received, as I will show) television service. That service was embedded in
a number of different contexts, including a longer history of media development in Germany before the Second World War, a cross-border competition
(and exchange) with the fraternal FRG, and a similar competition and exchange
with the countries of the Eastern bloc. It operated as a mediator of political,
cultural, and social knowledge and power in ways comparable to the Anglo-
American context. If it seems to the Anglo-American reader to be more heavy-
handed and, above all, political, than in other contexts, that reveals more about
our notions of what television is “supposed to be” and, in particular, what we
define as political. East German television participated in the attempt to revolutionize the values and worldviews of an entire nation of people, and its story
exemplifies the possibilities and limits of mediated cultural change. Finally, for
the historian, the source base is as complete as it could be, given the opening
of the entire archive of the defunct state in the 1990s.
What did the dreamworlds of the twentieth century look like? Pence and
Betts argue that we find them not in elite, avant-garde culture but in the lived
experience of socialism, where East German identities were formed and articulated. They seek the sites of lived experience in “private life,” among particular
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social groups, and in consumption practices. “Popular music, fashion, consumption, and film,” they argue, are “particularly telling sources for exploring
the individual articulation of identities.” Film and other mass media appear
only briefly in the volume, despite their centrality to the question of identity
formation, individual and collective. It was, after all, the “audiovisions” of the
GDR that saturated East Germans’ waking lives and were the increasingly important means by which they ordered and understood their worlds.19 Part of the
editors’ reticence to consider the mass media is likely due to their (paradoxical) fear that the GDR was, in fact, aberrant. For example, they claim the GDR
“largely did away with civil society and a classical public sphere, which liberal
theorists have long viewed as fundamental to the formation of modern selfhood”; it was “a nonsocial society, a de-politicized polity, a nonpublic public
sphere.”20 This view builds on the work of Jürgen Habermas, who theorized the
inception and transformation of a “public sphere” that was specifically bourgeois and played a decisive role in the development and, in the twentieth century, deformation of the political process.21 Significantly, Habermas’s work on
the public sphere set out to explain the rise of National Socialism, among other
problems, at a time when scholars interpreted Nazism as a failure of modernity,
rather than, as it is now understood, as a “pathological” variant of modernity.22
Critics maintain that Habermas’s conception of the public sphere is, at best,
partial, because it is exclusionary—women and minority groups were denied
the kind of participation in public life that was fundamental to Habermas’s
conception of the bourgeois public sphere—and argue that it was but one example of what were likely many competing public spheres.23 Pence and Betts
suggest, then, that without a political public sphere, challenges to the state had
to be found in sites of consumption, privileging individual experience and the
performance of individualized identity, and certainly not in world created by
the “state-controlled” media.24
A much more fruitful conception of the operation of the media in modern
societies is found in the work of Antonio Gramsci. Gramsci similarly sought to
explain the success of fascism, and his work explored the ways in which particular social groups could seize and, more important, maintain power.25
Gramsci’s thought does not present a fixed model of power but rather suggests
possibilities for interpreting state power based on shifting blocs and alliances.
This is particularly important for the study of modern state power, for three
reasons. First, it undermines the ideologically laden rhetoric of malicious (specifically state socialist) manipulation of society, since the balance of consent
and coercion described above results from any given regime’s need to legitimize itself; second, it suggests that the transmission of power in regimes across
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Eastern and Western Europe can be theorized the same way; and third, it allows
us to explore the extent to which citizens exercised agency and constructed
their own meanings.26
Gramsci is but one of many influences, including the Frankfurt School,
Pierre Bourdieu, Michel Foucault, and others, that have shaped two generations of cultural studies. I see this book as a contribution to what Scott Denham, Irene Kacandes, and Johnathan Petropolous call “German cultural studies,” a field that has recently come into greater focus.27 Similar to
Anglo-American cultural studies, though less well known, the German variant
explores the nature of culture, power, and communication. For Kacandes, specifically German cultural studies should be defined by (collaborative) interdisciplinarity, an interest in texts, and scholarship that does the “theoretical and
analytical (work) required to position specific cultural practices.”28 Among
German historians, it has taken some time for cultural studies approaches to
emerge, due, in part, to the political implications of exploring the culture of
“dictatorships.”29 Hopefully this book will contribute to overcoming any divide
(real or perceived) between German studies scholars and historians, dispelling
the notion that “historians can’t do culture.”30
It is time that historians overcome their fear of cultural studies and, given
the centrality of the media in twentieth-century culture, television as well. We
must historicize television, so that we can better understand—and indeed,
reevaluate—the history of the postwar period. Despite its power and influence
since the Second World War, historians have largely ignored television.31 There
are a number of reasons for this. First, television history is difficult. “Television” is conceptually slippery: it is a technology of communication, but also a
medium of entertainment and information. The conditions of its production
and transmission have changed fairly drastically over the last sixty years. It
operated within a set of industrial relations, ideological structures, and commodity flows that were historically specific and defined by differing geopolitical contexts (sometimes deceptively easy to identify), yet also part of a larger
transnational flow. Second, writing about television forces scholars to mobilize
a number of different questions, methods, and approaches. It involves the study
of institutional structures, regulatory frameworks, and infrastructural factors,
while it also demands that we find effective ways to “read” programming, ask
conceptual questions about the medium, and get some sense of audience reception when we can.32
More important, for historical work, is the problem of breadth and depth
of archival sources. Early broadcast-era television was ephemeral and therefore is hard to come by: it was relatively cheap to perform and transmit live, but
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was also immediately lost. Early production documents often disappeared as
well. On the other hand, there was a lot of material produced for television, so
looking at a significant “sample” can be daunting. Moreover, if material produced for television still exists, it is often considered proprietary and thus is
difficult to access. In the GDR, for example, few efforts were made to preserve
the artifacts of early television.33 In the first few decades of television service,
the only documents the DFF routinely kept were lists of shows transmitted on
any given day. Few production documents have been archived, and only a fraction of the mail that the DFF received from viewers still survives. Many of the
production documents that made this book possible were relics of Cold War
conflict. German broadcasting authorities in both East and West “recorded”
(by means of kinescope) and, in some cases, transcribed fragments of programming transmitted by their counterparts on the other side of the border. These
were returned, archived, and (at least partially) catalogued after reunification,
providing historians of early German television an enviable treasure trove of
sources.
As early as 1974 Raymond Williams wrote one of the first, best books
tracing the emergence and impact of television in the broadcast era, which has
long provided scholars with a number of avenues to navigate the difficulties
outlined above. In it, he argued against technological determinism—that television’s significance could not be reduced to its technological characteristics—
and for the study of television as social practice. That is, the basic science behind television had long been understood, but television did not really emerge
as a powerful tool of communication until modern societies found a social
purpose for the technology.34 He theorized television’s “particularities,” including its “flow,” its forms, and television’s ability to provide a stunning, new,
visual experience.35 He considered the numerous forms television programming had taken by the early 1970s, including those it had borrowed and modified from other media and forms that were wholly new to television.36 He considered the medium, which made possible “moments in many kinds of program
when we can find ourselves looking in what seemed quite new ways.” Television could provide “an experience of visual mobility, of contrast of angle, of
variation of focus, which is often very beautiful.”37 These insights flew in the
face of the mass communications approach that had dominated television research since the 1940s, and laid the foundation for the study of television as a
new field, distinctly different from film studies.38
Despite Williams’s early intervention, “television studies” as a distinct
field has just begun to coalesce in Anglo-American scholarship. This likely
seems a relatively late development to the reader, given that scholars had begun
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investigating television almost from the moment of its inception in the 1940s
and 1950s.39 But, by 1989, there was still “no regular forum for current research on television.”40 By that time, Horace Newcomb’s Television: The Critical View was in its fourth edition, but current television scholarship was still
published in (primarily) film journals such as Screen or Cinema Journal.41 It
was not until the late 1990s that the emergence of a “loosely organized protocol for understanding television as a cultural, social, political, aesthetic, and
industrial form” pointed to some sort of consensus about what constitutes television studies.42 There are no “Departments of Television Studies” and few
independent professional organizations, but there is other evidence for the
emergence of a coherent field: in the past decade scholars have been able to
disseminate their work in new journals, such as Critical Studies in Television
or TV and New Media, in the highly regarded online forum Flow TV, at the
feminist television conference “Console-ing Passions,” or through publication
in television series housed at distinguished university presses such as Oxford
and Duke.43
This rise of television studies, perhaps unsurprisingly, coincided with rising interest in the national audio-visual heritage in a number of Western industrialized countries, which led to government support for television research in
the United Kingdom, France, and Germany, for example.44 Although television
is a “young” field, there is some consensus among its practitioners. Proponents
of “television studies” do not simply use television as evidence of historical
events, but rather place television at the center of interpretations of society and
culture. Such scholarship is not about programs, audiences, producers, history,
context, or institutions, but it considers all of these in explaining the “operation
of identity, meaning, community, politics, education, play,” and so on.45
Study of GDR television began in West Germany in the 1960s, when the
West Germans still referred to the GDR as “the zone.”46 This early work was
characterized by a Cold War framework of analysis that took the illegitimacy
of the GDR as a starting point and sought to ferret out the political implications
of a dictatorial television system.47 East German scholarship on television first
emerged in the 1970s, with the work of literary scholars Ingeborg Munz-
Koenen and Käthe Rülicke-Weiler and the institutional histories of Heide Riedel.48 By the 1980s, members of the East German television service and the
Association of Film and Television Producers had begun to compile their own
history of the East German medium collecting oral recollections of the early
period of television.49 Peter Hoff, who collaborated on this project, became a
sort of “dean” of GDR television studies, writing prolifically until his death in
2003.50 Rising interest in the study of the GDR after the fall of the Berlin Wall
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brought some attention to television, but shaped by the politics of the waning
Cold War. Scholarly assessments described television as, at best, part of the
failed socialist experiment and, at worst, an instrument of dictatorial control.51
In the late 1990s, a number of nostalgic works appeared that began the
process of trying to knit back together the German-German televisual past.52
Most recently, the German government-sponsored research group “Program
History of GDR Television—Comparative” has examined the East German
television service and its programming in more than forty books and other
publications.53 The project has performed a great service in laying a foundation
for understanding the inner workings of the apparatus of television in the GDR,
as well as excavating, identifying, classifying, and interpreting programming
that had been more or less consigned to the “dustbin of history” less than two
decades before.54 The body of work, at least in the period under discussion in
this book, suggests a general consensus that the DFF developed in a manner
not unlike other modern television services, although overlaid with a political
bureaucracy and mandate that it could not escape. This government was illegitimate and repressed artists, but it did manage to entertain parts of the population and even, inadvertently, transmitted images and incidents that were at
odds with the government’s claims to power (Machtanspruch).
Contemporary political debates have shaped this work. In the twenty
years since the end of the Cold War, it has been difficult for German scholars
to argue a position any less damning than the one above, which would open
such scholarly work (and popular memory, in the case of Ostalgie) to the
charge of “gilding” and “glamorizing” (verschönern and verschönen), or normalizing the dictatorship, especially in a “soft” field like television history.55
At the same time, the project was guided by the deliberate decision to examine
DFF programming specifically in comparison to its West German counterpart.56 That was understandable and even fruitful, but it also suggests that the
project (or the government sponsors, perhaps) held GDR television to a normative standard of development (as it did in other areas at the time).57 Certainly,
the television service responded to developments in the West, but there is
something to be said for approaching it on its own terms, lest we simply conclude that its difference was evidence that it could not live up to a normative
Western standard.
It is my intention, in this book, to try to extricate television from the (persisting) politics of the Cold War, while at the same time demonstrating just
how, and in what ways, it contributed to those politics. Thus, it is a history of
ideas, values, and perceptions, grounded in the structures and material conditions of the (East) German postwar world, and the world of the burgeoning
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Cold War that examines both “real” and mediated historical conditions.58 Since
historical scholarship turned toward interpretations that privileged the linguistic and cultural construction of reality, there has been a suspicion of cultural
analyses among those who still hew to strictly materialist history. In a recent
American Historical Review forum on “historiographic turns,” American anthropologist Gary Wilder noted that the assumption still exists that if “historians by definition analyze archival documents, then historians must be able to
answer their questions with archival evidence,” which “implies a certain understanding of actors, agency, and causality . . .” and “means that questions that
cannot be answered archivally are not worth asking. . . .”59 But analyses that
mobilize cultural methods have much to say about the history of politics,
power, and the structures of social life, especially during the Cold War.60 In the
postwar period, television increasingly shaped people’s understanding of the
world, birthing new “imagined communities.”61 But, paradoxically, given the
context of increasing state power in the postwar period, it did so in a way that
often undermined states’ ability to define the social world of their nations.
Envisioning Socialism is the first book in English to discuss television as
an institution, a medium, and a center of social and political power in the GDR.
But more important, it is a contribution to a nascent body of work that demonstrates why the historical study of television—no matter what the domestic
political situation—is so important to understanding the postwar world. Television in the GDR was an important component of the SED’s rule. It played an
important role in mediating the state’s attempts to shape and discipline competing visions of socialism in the 1950s and 1960s. But the medium that emerged
was not defined by its technological characteristics or a repressive political
mandate, but rather through the confrontation with the social and political context of the GDR. It took on meaning and became a certain kind of medium in
response to a particular set of circumstances. In short, it did not emerge with a
set of fully formed expectations and rules, but was “invented” in response to a
particular set of ideas, pressures, and aspirations.
It was the specific context of 1952 through 1958, in particular, that allowed television to take the shape that it did in the GDR. While the DFF concluded fairly early on that television could be a medium of political transformation and should be developed in that direction, by 1956 it also became clear
that television had to negotiate audience expectations and desires, a tension
that persisted throughout the period under examination in the book. Also in
1956, DFF coverage of the Hungarian Revolt laid bare for the ruling SED a
certain set of “deficiencies” in television broadcasting, mostly technological
and political, that the Party set out to solve. They did so in ways that gave the
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television service a narrowly defined (and technologically determined) political mandate and pulled it into the same kind of ideological war that radio had
been fighting in the late 1940s and early 1950s. The television service enthusiastically took up the challenge to build socialism and intervened in the Second
Berlin Crisis with popular programming that also built a narrative explaining
the state’s decision to build the Berlin Wall. As programming reached more
viewers, it invited more scrutiny. Discussion of the state of television reached
a high point in December 1962, when a showpiece program set off a firestorm
of criticism that reverberated through the television service, SED meetings,
and the press for months afterward. At the center of this maelstrom was a controversial television opera. Fetzer’s Flight was “experimental” (and modernist)
in nature, but the crux of the debate really had to do with the emerging notion
of the “right” of the viewer to be entertained. The Fetzer aesthetic was confusing and non-naturalistic, and the depiction of an “anti-hero” ran counter both
to authorities’ desire to see uplifting stories of communist growth and to audience taste. If the battle to discipline artists to accept and develop an effective
socialist realist aesthetic that appealed to both state authorities and audiences
was under way, in the early 1960s television won this battle, becoming the
preeminent medium of socialist realism in the GDR. This victory was short-
lived, however. Caught between the ambiguous political mandate to draw
viewers, build socialism, and provide uplifting stories of socialism across the
“friendly fraternal states” of the Soviet bloc on the one hand, and the ever-
increasing pressure of the television schedule on the other, the television service ultimately undermined the nation-building project it had pursued so enthusiastically. Increasingly, the DFF relied on cheap, unobjectionable material.
The socialist spectaculars that had played such an important role in building
both the television audience and the sense of a particular, East German, culture
gave way.
This story is comprised of a number of important threads. In the first
chapter, I explore the development of the infrastructure of broadcasting between the 1940s and 1958. Debates and conflicts over transmission towers,
receivers, and especially the airwaves of the first decade had little to do with
providing a full and entertaining program day. Instead, they represented the
SED’s instrumental view of the medium, which defined the development of
television transmission (not programming) as the goal of state policy. The
“zero-sum” logic of the Cold War spurred this on, defining the airwaves as
“territory” to be conquered and occupied in the ideological contest between
two opposing worldviews.
The second chapter examines the creation and expansion of the DFF
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(Deutscher Fernsehfunk, or German Television) between 1952 and 1958.62
This was the institution responsible for creating (and transmitting) television
programming. East Germans’ early expectations of television, which had been
defined by their experiences with older media, quickly gave way to new expectations about the “live” experience television offered. As television producers
grew more confident with the new medium, they began to make a case that
television could contribute to building socialism through political agitation.
During these early years, audiences embraced television for its cultural programming, light entertainment, and representation of the “live.”
In the third chapter, I explore the role of politics and especially the ruling
Socialist Unity Party (SED) in shaping the early development of television
between 1950 and 1958. In the early 1950s, state authorities defined television
as a medium of transmission. They understood any political missteps as the
fault of either undeveloped infrastructure or politically unreliable staff. In response to the June Uprising of 1953, the SED took steps to ensure the political
reliability of the service, installing “cadres” specialist Heinz Adameck as director of the DFF. Adameck professionalized the service, making sure that it
could fulfill the instrumental task set out for it. But exploiting the “live”—the
most anticipated novelty of television—remained difficult, and (non-)coverage
of the Hungarian uprising drew the SED’s attention and ire. The government
thereafter redoubled its efforts to develop the infrastructure and political reliability of television transmission, while the DFF developed more topical,
youth-oriented, entertainment and educational programming that could contribute to building socialism.
The final three chapters trace the emergence of television as an important
political and cultural force in the GDR. Chapter 4 examines the cultural influence of television programming. In it, I dissect the interplay between topical,
political programming, such as the nightly news Current Camera (Aktuelle
Kamera), and entertainment genres, especially the crime thriller, exemplified
by episodes of Blue Light (Blaulicht). Both drew from the context of the Second Berlin Crisis, and they did so in a way that naturalized geopolitical conflict
and, ultimately, the construction of the Berlin Wall.
In the fifth chapter, I explore the repercussions of the heightened tensions
surrounding the construction of the Berlin Wall for television programming
and infrastructure. Events of this period, such as the Ochsenkopf campaign
(targeting reception of West German programming among East Germans in
September 1961) and the censure of the DFF’s Fetzer’s Flight in December
1962, have frequently been mobilized as examples of the repressive nature of
the East German state. But both of those stories are much more complex and
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reveal, instead, a government that eschewed outright measures of outright coercion in favor of organizing consent. They also illuminate an emerging consensus about the “right” of the viewer to be entertained.
Finally, I place the uproar over Fetzer in the wider context of debates raging over cultural policy in the early 1960s. During this period television producers faced the twin challenges of finding enough programming—original or
acquired from other sources—to fill the television schedule, just as the boundaries of televisual narratives became clear. The DFF increasingly relied on historical melodramas depicting stories of socialist conversion, as well as topical
shows and entertainment spectacles that explored and modeled viewers’ everyday lives, to appease audiences and state authorities alike.
The history of television in the GDR cannot be reduced to the caricature
of a deeply unpopular medium and unrelenting repression perpetrated on a
largely disinterested public, just as GDR history cannot be reduced to persistent crisis and opposition. Instead, we can find the GDR in the myriad ways the
state and its citizens came to terms with one another. In particular, the state
leadership’s strategy for socialist success in the 1950s and into the 1960s was
constructive, not destructive: their goal was not to repress liberalism but rather
to create a society of convinced socialists with well-developed socialist personalities. The story of television is key to understanding the ways in which this
enterprise succeeded and failed.

Chapter 1

Cold War Signals:
Television Technology in the GDR

On 2 June 1952, the director of the State Broadcasting Committee (SRK) Kurt
Heiss called the recently appointed head of the provisional television center
Wolfgang Kleinert and declared, “We must start broadcasting tomorrow, as if
we have a real program!”1 These first broadcasts were haphazard. They were
not intended to transmit a coherent political message, cultivate an audience, or
provide viewers with an alternative to nascent West German programming.
Neither did they reflect a dramatic increase in the production of television
shows or access to television receivers. Instead, the decision to begin television
broadcasting was a matter of occupying valuable “territory” in the Cold War:
the airwaves. Faced with new international conventions governing the allocation of the European airwaves, state authorities had to use the frequencies allotted to them or lose them to other state broadcasting services. Above all,
GDR authorities feared losing those airwaves to West Germany or her allies. In
other words, the decision to begin broadcasting television signals in East Germany had nothing to do with the artistic, communicative, or even ideological
value of the medium of television; it reflected instead the increasing importance of the airwaves in the context of the German-German Cold War.
For the GDR’s Socialist Unity Party (SED) in the early 1950s, “television” was a technological problem that, if solved, could ensure nationwide and,
even more important, pan-German reception of East German television signals. But early broadcast television was an enigmatic technology, and East
Germans working in television spent much of the 1950s inventing the medium.
Television workers focused on one of two things. Technicians and engineers
developed the technology of transmission and reception, including cameras,
television receivers, and transmitters capable of spreading television signals
across the country. Writers, directors, actors, and cameramen, on the other
hand, faced the difficult problem of creating a viable program and constructing
14
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the norms of a new medium. Though these two groups often worked in isolation from one another, television only emerged as a viable means of communication as a result of both groups’ efforts to invent a new medium. This chapter
traces the work of the technicians and engineers who created a system of distribution that spread television throughout the country, catching and ultimately
overtaking radio as the preeminent medium of information, entertainment, and
ideology in the GDR. The following chapter focuses on those who created a
new system of production, inside and outside of the studio. Only by the end of
the decade did the system emerge as a widespread and increasingly popular
medium.
This chapter explores this remarkable expansion in the technology and
infrastructure of television broadcasting over the course of the 1950s, which
was an essential precondition for the emergence of television as a potent social
and political force in the postwar period. Television technology had been under
development for some time in Europe and the United States. But it had not yet
been “invented”: that is, technicians (primarily) had been experimenting with
the technology enough to discover its particular characteristics, but no real
consensus had yet emerged as to the purpose or potential of this new medium.
In addition, television technology of the postwar period differed significantly
from the prewar mechanical-electrical hybrid technology developed by the Nazis, for example. Television, like other aspects of socialist administration in the
GDR, grew hesitantly and haphazardly in the first decade after the war. Authorities sought to solve the technological difficulties of distribution and reception in a context defined by the shifting territorial consensus of postwar Europe
and the emerging Cold War competition with West Germany. This competition
was both real and imagined. It took place on the ground, in the expansion of
networks of transmission and the means of reception. But it also was reflected
in—at the same time as it shaped—each side’s perception of the threat of the
opposing broadcasting system. At this early date, television was hardly conceived as an instrument of a manipulative, authoritarian message. Rather, it
was a means to stem the tide of West German encroachment on the newly
founded Republic, while laying a foundation for pan-German reception.

Inventing Television Technology
Before the Second World War, television technology was ill suited for broad
use as a medium of entertainment or information. Scientists across Europe had
begun experimenting with television transmissions in the late nineteenth cen-
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tury. By 1914, they had invented a variety of systems that could transmit little
more than indistinct shadows no farther than across the room. By 1926, it was
a little better: for observers at a public television demonstration in England,
“gradations of light and shade were reportedly visible, as opposed to only
crude outlines.”2 The first public exhibitions of television transmissions like
this one, undertaken at technological fairs such as the Berlin Radio Exhibition
in the 1920s, introduced mechanical television to the public3 and inspired amateur imaginations about the utopian possibilities of the new medium.4 Enthusiasts could buy kits to build television receivers, and at least one devotee called
for others to “build television communities.”5 Some identified lofty purposes
for the technology, including shrinking the distance between far-flung family
(through “visual telephony”) or making possible greater understanding between peoples through programming exchanges.6 By 1929 the mechanical-
electrical hybrid television system—which used a mechanical camera but reconstituted the image by means of an electronic cathode ray tube—could
transmit relatively recognizable images. But the complexity of solving the
problems of early television technology—poor picture quality and limited
transmission range—dampened popular enthusiasm.7 In 1931 the Berliner
Tageblatt reported, “It was not long ago when one heard almost daily about
some kind of ‘completely revolutionary’ television invention, whose introduction would occur in only a few weeks. But the weeks became months and the
months became years and then everything became quiet. . . .”8 The pace of
television development slowed until the late 1930s when the transition from
mechanical to electrical television began to revolutionize the way that the images were produced and thus what people could see.
The relatively quick transition from experimental technology to viable
mechanical-electrical system in the 1930s was due to the massive investment
of European governments, especially in Germany (through the German Postal
Ministry) and the United Kingdom, as well as private capital. By 1931, the
German postal service had spent over two million Marks on television technology, without ever introducing the medium to viewers.9 Public and private capital’s rising interest in television technology lay primarily in the promise of the
potentially huge profits to be had. Fresh from their success in marketing radio
receivers, the German electronics industry held out similar hopes for the German television receiver market.10
After the National Socialists came to power in 1933, television technology became integral to their economic policy, military preparedness, and cultural politics. Nazi economic plans for the development of television included
subsidies and tax incentives for production of television receivers, which could
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both serve as a symbol of German technological superiority and go some way
toward subsidizing the business community, which was struggling in the context of the Great Depression.11 But the commercial model advocated by the
Postal Ministry—the development of private reception in the interests of selling receivers—conflicted with the National Socialists’ own, narrower goals for
television. The Nazi government privileged military applications of the new
technology, for example, investing in the development of television-related instruments of warfare such as guided bombs, radar and radar detection systems,
and applications for visual reconnaissance.12 The Propaganda Ministry also
worked toward introducing public viewing facilities, hoping to disseminate
“propaganda” in what it perceived as the more politically reliable environment
of public reception.13
Public viewing began in Berlin in 1935, and the Nazis introduced a “regular program” in time for the Berlin Olympics in 1936. On the occasion of the
first German television broadcast, the Nazi official responsible for television
development, Eugen Hadamovsky, wrote to Hitler: “Now, in this hour, broadcasting is called upon to fulfill its greatest and most sacred mission: to plant the
image of the Führer indelibly in all German hearts.”14 But the Nazis never
quite achieved this grand vision. Only 200 receivers were sold, mostly to television facilities in Berlin, limiting television’s new audience.15 The invasion of
Poland cut short the further spread of television; government plans for mass
production of the “Unity Television” (Einheitsfernseher), scheduled to begin 1
September 1939, never transpired. Public viewing in Germany quickly ended,
and most of the extant television receivers ended up in the hands of government officials. Though television became a fixture in military hospitals in Berlin and in occupied Paris (broadcasting from the Eiffel Tower), Hadamovsky’s
vision of widespread political agitation remained unfulfilled.16
Germany was not alone: the onset of war forced other European governments to shelve their plans for television and transformed the direction that
American television would take as well. The British and the Soviets, in particular, had been working on the technology. These efforts focused largely on
the hybrid mechanical-electronic system and differed substantially from the
all-electronic systems that came into widespread use after the war. The BBC
quit broadcasting in 1939, and Soviet television, which had fleetingly provided
a home for German communist émigrés (and the first director of East German
television) in the 1930s, went off the air in 1941.
In the United States, the war effort mobilized television technology for
military use, but by war’s end it had come to be defined as a medium of commerce.17 In 1946, a year after the war ended, there were just six television sta-
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tions in the United States, broadcasting mostly local programming, to twenty
thousand sets in New York City, Chicago, and Philadelphia. Work on a nationwide network of transmission grew hesitantly in the late 1940s. Rising signal
interference led the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to suspend
the process of applying for new station licenses between 1948 and 1952. In
1953, the number of American television stations tripled, unleashing a “TV-
buying frenzy” that led to television ownership for 60 percent of American
families.18 But American consumers often found television receivers in stores
before there was much programming to tune in.19
By the time the Germans capitulated to the Allies in May 1945 the constituent parts of the media system were either in ruins or thought to be so
thoroughly intertwined with the Nazi regime that the Allies decided they
would have to be rebuilt completely. The postal and telegraph systems had
collapsed, and Allied authorities closed down other elements of the media
system considered to be politically suspect, such as radio, the print press, film
production, and cinemas. But the media could be useful in the postwar occupation of Germany, so plans for reconstructing the media system began immediately. Allied forces seized extant media facilities across the country, haphazardly repairing damaged transmitters and equipment to get their message
out to Allied troops and German citizens alike. The British launched radio
service from the Hamburg transmitter with a broadcast of their national anthem on 4 May 1945.20 That same day saw the revival of film production,
when Wolfgang Staudte received permits to begin filming his famous indictment of the recent past The Murderers Are Among Us (Die Mörder sind unter
uns) in the rubble of East Berlin.21 The following week, the Soviets began
broadcasting radio programming using a captured transmitter near Tegel airfield in Berlin. And by November, the American authorities had established
DIAS (“Wired Radio in the American Sector,” or Drahtfunk im amerikanischen
Sektor),22 later expanded into RIAS (“Radio in the American Sector,” or Rundfunk im amerikanischen Sektor).
While the reconstruction of radio broadcasting, film, and the print press
began immediately at war’s end, television received little attention before
1948. This was a matter of using the few available resources to the occupation’s best advantage. Most of the fledgling television infrastructure had been
destroyed during the war, and re-development would prove both costly and
time-consuming. But, more important, television seemed to have little to offer
the Allied authorities. It could not do much to facilitate the military occupation
of Germany or play much of a role in democratizing Germany. Film, press reports, and especially radio could publicize information on the occupation, or-
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ganize teams of “rubble women” who cleared the debris from German streets,
and broadcast reeducation programs that both explicitly reminded Germans of
their defeat and attempted to reinforce democratic thought.23 Given the lack of
infrastructure, programming, or even a sense of television’s potential, television could not.
All four occupying powers agreed that the media could be the cornerstone
of democracy in Germany, but the liberal-democratic principles of freedom of
speech and information were hardly the guiding principles of the media systems they each created. Instead, each sought to achieve a balance between
freedom and control over broadcasting in their zone of occupation. Each hoped
to inculcate democracy by allowing some freedom of information, while at the
same time maintaining strict control over the kinds of things that could be
broadcast over the German airwaves. They prohibited criticism of the occupation, for example, and sought to keep the language and values of National Socialism out of radio, film, and the print press. Moreover, Allied authorities
sought to purge those associated with the Nazi regime from the German press
and broadcasting. New screening procedures denied press licenses to anyone
who had been involved with the Nazi Party, for example.24
If the Allied authorities could generally agree on the goals of the postwar
media—to democratize Germany—as well as the limits of the media’s freedoms, they differed on the kind of media system that could achieve those goals.
Unsurprisingly, each favored its own media system as the model for postwar
Germany. There did not have to be four separate services, but the Allies’ inability to share broadcasting space made it so.25 American civilian officials attempted to export American commercial broadcasting to Germany, while the
British strongly advocated replicating their own model of public service broadcasting, wherein messages were much more centrally controlled. On an administrative level, American officials introduced a decentralized system in which
the four American-occupied postwar German states operated their own broadcasting services, while the British, French, and Soviets implemented much
more centralized systems of administration in their zones of occupation. The
major concern of each of the four occupation authorities at this early date was
simply to resurrect a viable media system, yet to accomplish this, they often
worked at cross-purposes. The decentralized broadcasting system operated by
the Americans, for example, required more, weaker transmitters (and thus more
frequencies), leading to quarrels among the Allies regarding the distribution of
broadcasting frequencies.26 French administration officials fought against the
encroachment of the Allied Control Council to keep exclusive control of their
zone’s broadcasting system. The regional disparities in media structure of the
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1950s, then, were not “East” or “West” German in character, but rather characteristic of the idiosyncrasies of four separate zones of occupation.
Thus, the decisions the Allies made between 1945 and 1948 in the context
of growing Cold War antagonism laid the foundation for the disparate media
systems found in postwar Germany and held profound consequences for the
development of television technology in the early 1950s. In 1945 the goal of
“one Germany” established on the basis of liberal democracy was still possible. Occupation authorities made policy in response to postwar conditions in
Germany—the administrative chaos, economic devastation, conditions of scarcity, and collapse of the German state—while pursuing the fundamental aim of
creating a stable, passive, and antifascist Germany. This was particularly true
of the early phase of the occupation, before the onset of the Cold War, when
even the Soviets still envisioned Germany’s postwar democracy along the lines
of a bourgeois-liberal state.27 Soviet control over the media, imposed between
1945 and 1948, was not out of line with the approach of other occupying powers and was not initially intended to establish a “dictatorial” broadcasting system. But, by 1947, the boundaries between East and West Germany had begun
to harden, and Cold War conflict increasingly shaped Allied plans for the postwar German state.28 The Bi-and then Tri-zone agreement united the Western
Allies and created a media system characterized by a regional structure that
was relatively free of the control of the federal government (and its messages).29 Left on its own, media in the Soviet zone was a tightly managed system that broadcast a centrally controlled message. These distinct differences in
media structure in East and West by 1948 did not result from an inherent political divide between liberal democracy and communist dictatorship but rather
reflected the exigencies of the emerging Cold War. Television’s role within this
system would be defined by the increasingly aggressive and hostile relationship between the Allied powers.

Broadcasting and the German Cold War
By 1948, the emerging Cold War superseded the spirit of cooperation that had
characterized the Potsdam Conference and changed the character of broadcasting on both sides of the border. The Marshall Plan, debates over superpower
involvement in the Greek Civil War and the resulting “Truman Doctrine,” and
stalinization in Eastern Europe typified the growing antagonism between the
American and Soviet “Allies.” The Anglo-American allies took measures interpreted by the Soviets as steps toward the permanent division of Germany, such
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as the Bi-zone Agreement and, later, the subsequent currency reform in the
Western zones, exacerbating Cold War conflict and leading to the Soviet blockade of Berlin (1948–49). With rising Cold War conflict, the goals of the Allied
authorities and the Germans under their control had become more consistent.
Anglo-American authorities increasingly viewed a strong, liberal-democratic
West Germany as a bulwark against communism in Europe, while Soviet authorities, previously focused on denazification and instilling anti-fascism, became much more interested in supporting the goal of the German “Muscovites,” to establish a communist state in Germany.30
Germany had become the front line of the emerging Cold War. But the
Cold War was fought not on the traditional battlefields of European wars, but
rather increasingly through narratives disseminated over the airwaves. Over the
postwar period, the capitalist and communist worlds advertised competing visions of economic power and political freedom—the achievements of Western
consumer society and liberal democracy set against communist successes (in
the space race or arms production, for example) and anti-fascism. But the propagation of these competing visions could not succeed without the incredible
expansion of the technology of broadcasting—harnessing the middle and very
high frequency waves, setting up a network to distribute those signals, and, finally, enabling reception. Thus the broadcasting war was not just about programming but also about constructing a viable system of distribution. Between
1948 and 1952, European broadcasting and especially the German airwaves
became a new and unprecedented battleground.
Since the popularization of radio broadcasting in the 1920s, Europeans
had struggled over the expansion, dissemination, and use of broadcasting frequencies. During the Weimar Republic and under the National Socialists, Germany had enjoyed a disproportionately large share of the airwaves. In 1926, the
first European regulatory plan gave Germany a considerable share of European
frequencies, because of its relatively well-developed broadcasting apparatus.
After 1939, when the Nazis went to war to expand their “living space,” they
conquered the remaining airwaves and could broadcast across most of Europe.
In 1945, the defeat of Germany opened up the possibility of redistributing the
European frequency spectrum, making it available to other countries. Between
1948 and 1953, European broadcasters convened a series of conferences to
achieve a number of goals. First, they discussed the possibilities of defining a
single, universal standard for television transmission; on this they could not
come to consensus, however, resulting in two separate European standards.
Second, they sought a solution to the problem of equitably redistributing longand middle-wave radio frequencies to manage the massive signal interference
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problems in the crowded area of continental Europe. Complicating this was the
“German question”: how to provision the country adequately when the Allies
were advocating more for their own purposes—the occupation and the growing Cold War.31
The Copenhagen conference, convened in 1948, was very much a product of this period of transition between the end of the war and the beginning of
the Cold War. European authorities were most concerned with increasing their
share of the airwaves and were uninterested in restoring Germany’s disproportionately large share of the frequency spectrum. Cooperation among the Allies
had broken down so far by this time that the Allied Control Council (ACC),
which still held responsibility for the administration of broadcasting in occupied Germany, was powerless to advocate for Germany’s long-term interests.
Instead, delegations from all four Allied powers participated in the
conference—the American delegation as a non-voting observer—and independently sought frequencies in Germany for use within their own zones of
occupation.32 The American delegation requested fifteen frequency bands, almost three times as many as the British or French authorities and almost twice
as many as the Soviets, including eight for American forces radio and the
“propaganda” broadcaster Voice of America. Yet, to the dismay of the American authorities, their allies—the Soviets, but also the British and French—
hoped to minimize the number of frequencies awarded to the United States.33
American authorities complained to the state department that, in their view,
“thus far, the British and French have not viewed German frequency problem
in true light as a facet of East-West problems [sic].”34 European and American
delegates had diverging geopolitical interests in this debate that resulted from
the burgeoning Cold War.
In the end, the conference allocated just two frequencies to each zone; the
Americans received one extra, designated for military broadcasts. They were
not alone in their disappointment: many European states were unsatisfied with
the results of the conference—Greece, Portugal, and Luxembourg, among others, refused to sign or adhere to the agreement.35 Rampant disregard for the
provisions of the conference followed, and by 1954, illegitimate use of European frequencies had affected 45 percent of European middle-wave frequencies.36 American authorities exacerbated this problem, developing a plan to
meet their broadcasting needs by persuading “friendly” neighbors to “lend”
their frequencies to the United States, through the application of economic
pressure if necessary. Thus conflict over the airwaves was yet another aspect of
the emerging Cold War. It was opportune for the development of television: the
limitations of the middle-wave frequency spectrum led Europeans to develop
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the use of the very-high frequency spectrum, making modern television transmission possible.37
The Copenhagen meeting and similar conferences laid the groundwork
for both the technological foundation and the geopolitical rivalry of television
broadcasting. Soviet authorities in Germany began developing television technology in 1949, when they instructed Director of Broadcasting Hans Mahle to
assemble a staff of experienced broadcasting personnel.38 Many were technicians who had begun working in television under the Nazis, such as Ernst Augustin and Walter Bruch. A year later, the government approved plans to build
the Television Center (Fernsehzentrum) at Berlin-Adlershof. By that time, the
area around the port city of Hamburg in the former British zone of occupation
in West Germany also had become a media center. On 12 July, NWDR (Nordwestdeutscher Rundfunk, or Northwest German Broadcasting) successfully
broadcast the first postwar German television picture. In August, the regional
directors of West German broadcasting founded the ARD (the Association of
German Public Broadcasting Corporations, or Arbeitsgemeinschaft der
öffentlich-rechtlichen Rundfunkanstalten der Bundesrepublik Deutschland), a
federal institution to coordinate regional television production and broadcasting across the FRG.39 The following year NWDR began broadcasting test signals on an experimental basis and some programming as well to the neighborhoods around Hamburg-Lokstedt. By June 1952, the GDR broadcast its first
test signals from the “Berlin Transmitter” between the Television Center in
Adlershof, in southeast Berlin, and the city center.40
In the GDR, television officials within the Postal Ministry were preoccupied with the expansion of the transmission network over the next few years.
They allocated funds to develop television technology and signed agreements
with East German industrial partners to build and deploy transmitters around
the country. This effort faced several structural difficulties that led to unexpected “delays” in the expansion of the system. In the early 1950s, television
technicians found it difficult to access the technical research that would help
them construct a viable system. The Cold War had isolated East Germans from
the resources of the international scientific community, preventing scientists
and technicians from attending international conferences on television technology and exploring the advances made in what was a rapidly changing field in
more developed centers, such as Britain or the United States.41 East German
television technicians were able to visit the Moscow television center in July
1951.42 But unlike the Russian system, the East German broadcasting system
was built on the basis of VHF broadcasting; this was a technical standard left
undeveloped by the rest of the East European community to which the GDR
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belonged.43 Until embargoes against the GDR were lifted, allowing the import
of newer equipment, technicians were left to replicate outmoded Nazi transmission technology such as the iconoscope (an early electronic camera) or
experiment on their own with newer technology, which took time.
New transmitters gradually expanded the network, despite the difficulties
inherent in meeting planning priorities with limited resources. They were able
to erect transmitters of increasing strength that expanded broadcasting throughout Berlin and beyond. Through one transmitter relay, they were able to broadcast to Leipzig by August 1953. That year the Postal Ministry also contracted
the construction of several transmitters to expand the network into Thuringia
and central Germany. Located in the Harz mountain range and the Thuringian
Forest, the transmitters Brocken and Inselberg were the crucial link between
these areas and the Berlin broadcasting center. They even promised to reach
parts of the Federal Republic. At 10 KW, they would be much stronger than the
Leipzig Transmitter, could broadcast farther, and would prove much more valuable components of the transmission network. Yet production delays thwarted
the Ministry’s plans. The State Planning Commission had incorporated the
transmitters into the production schedule, only to eliminate them later.44 It took
considerable correspondence among the Sachsenwerk Radeberg factory, the
State Broadcasting Committee, the Ministry for Mechanical Engineering (Maschinenbau), and the State Planning Commission before production could be
rescheduled. The transmitters then were slated for completion in October and
December 1954, but those deadlines also passed without delivery.45
By the time that Brocken and Inselberg were up and running in 1955,
authorities in the Postal Ministry were convinced that East German industry
was completely unprepared to develop the requisite technology for a domestic
television service. The contractors simply had not been able to deliver the
Brocken and Inselberg transmitters, as well as other technology the Ministry
had ordered for the Television Center, in a timely fashion. Officials further
claimed that, “after small successes in 1950–1, industrial interest in our developmental task essentially plunged to zero.”46 They traced the lack of success in
developing television technology to the fact that “the economic importance of
the industrial production of radio and television equipment is not appreciated. . . .”47 The development of radio and television was not the highest priority of industrial planners because East German industry had other, often more
pressing, problems. Contractual obligations to the Soviets often took precedence over domestic production. The Sachsenwerk Radeberg factory, for example, was only able to build the Brocken and Inselberg transmitters after Soviet authorities withdrew their own orders for materials that fulfilled the GDR’s
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postwar reparations obligations.48 And by 1956, postal officials noted that Republikflucht (flight from the Republic) of workers with specialized skills had
taken its toll on the technical development of the service.49
When it came to television, East German industry was caught in a dilemma of resources: exploiting the few that were available at home, or spending valuable currency to acquire technology from abroad. More often than not,
the answer was to rely on imported technology. When an economic embargo
against the GDR in place in the early 1950s ended, the East Germans bought
most of the necessary technology from the West. Already in 1956, the Postal
Ministry had decided that fulfillment of the mandate to expand television could
only be achieved through the procurement of technology such as transmitters
and transmission trucks (used to broadcast signals from locations outside of the
studio) from outside the GDR. Indeed, in September, the Central Committee
approved the purchase of a transmitter from the West German firm Siemens in
order to improve television reception in the area around Berlin.50 In 1959, the
Ministry still had to import key parts, from antennas to entire transmitters,
from elsewhere including Czechoslovakia.51
For television officials, the development of the transmission network suffered from an apparent lack of direction in this state-controlled planned economy. By 1955 they warned that television technology was developing “along
the lines of least resistance.”52 A report before the State Broadcasting Committee identified a lack of coordination among the responsible ministries, which
were more interested in their own agendas than the larger plan. Lack of communication had resulted in the construction and deployment of a haphazard
network of mismatched transmitters. Television sets that were built to receive
a specific frequency could receive signals from one or another of the transmitters, but not all of them.53 To East German officials this was no small problem,
since it hindered reception of East German signals. But their concern went
much deeper than that: in particular, officials noted that the standards of the
newer transmitters made it impossible for West Germans to tune in the East
German television program.54
The haphazard development of the transmission network complicated the
expansion of reception in the GDR. This was exacerbated by the existence of a
West German transmission relay, dubbed the “Broadcasting Bridge” (Funkbrücke) by East German authorities, that broadcast radio and television programming, along with other wireless communications (for various West German agencies and Allied troops stationed in Germany, for example) across East
German territory to West Berlin. This transmission network interfered with East
German signals broadcast centrally from the Müggel Hills in southeast Berlin,
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making reception all but impossible west of Potsdam, and affecting signals as
far south as Leipzig. But GDR authorities devised a plan to fix the situation:
they would build small transmitters and place them strategically to interfere
with West German transmitters, thus freeing up Berlin airspace for East German
signals. This plan never came to pass, however. If implemented, East German
officials would have had to give up on reaching Germans on the other side of the
border, which was just as important to them as domestic reception. Focused on
reaching and building a pan-German audience, they decided instead to improve
reception by coordinating East and West German frequencies, converting GDR
transmitters to the West German standard.
Once the transmission network was in place, the East Germans still had to
equip viewers and mobilize audiences in East and West to tune in. In 1952,
television reached only a handful of viewers. This was partly due to the limitations of the transmission network, but, even if television signals could have
been broadcast widely across the GDR, there were few television sets to receive those signals. In July 1952, the East German television audience was so
few in number (there were seven registered viewers), that when technical problems forced the DFF off the air, DFF employees reportedly could inform each
by telephone that there would be nothing more to see that evening.55 Within six
months, there were seventy regular viewers; a year later, there were at least six
hundred. By 1960, there were one million registered receivers in the GDR.
This remarkable expansion of reception was essential for the development of
television as an important tool of communication in East German social, political, and cultural life.
By the time the television program went on the air in 1952, the Postal
Ministry had been developing the technology of transmission for several years,
without much sense of what a television program would look like. Nor had
they spent many resources making sure that, when the time came, East Germans would get the message. Domestic reception was not much of a priority
for government authorities before the late 1950s. In the early 1950s, East German industry was manufacturing thousands of television sets, but these Leningrad T-2 receivers followed a Soviet design and were destined for export eastward in fulfillment of reparations agreements with the Soviet Union. In fact,
before 1953, the GDR produced no sets for the domestic market.56 Those who
could boast of early access to East German programming often had one of the
few remaining Nazi-era television sets, had procured one from the black market, or had bought one in the West.
The initial structural limitations on the growth of the audience persisted
for some years as East German industry worked to produce sufficient sets in-
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Fig. 1. Leningrad T-2 television receiver on display at Leipzig Trade
Fair. September 1953 SLUB/Deutsche Fotothek, Roger and Renate
Rössing.

expensively enough to satisfy East Germans’ demand for them. Early receivers
were expensive: the outmoded Leningrad T-2, with its tiny screen and bulky
casing, still cost more than 800 DDM to produce.57 The Leningrad model was
manufactured primarily for Soviet consumption, so those that were diverted
into the East German market had to be reconstructed to receive signals in the
East German frequency range, which added up to 500 DDM to their expense.58
When they hit stores in 1953, they were sold for 3,500 DDM, an impossible
price at a time when the average monthly salary was about 300 DDM.59 East
German authorities encouraged manufacturers to cut the cost of producing
televisions to make them more affordable, hoping to drop prices to not more
than 800 DDM.60 Alongside these basic receivers, they mandated the production of a more expensive “luxury” model, “Rubens.” In January 1954, the
Council of Ministers ordered fourteen thousand of the new “Rubens” television sets, which cost the consumer 900 DDM (only 120 DDM more than it cost
to produce), and five thousand of the “Rembrandt” model, for about 1,300
DDM apiece.61 At the time, West German sets cost between 700 and 1,700
DM. The more significant difference between the two markets became clear by
1957, however, when West Germans could choose from 130 different sets.62
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Receivers were expensive, and they bore all the hallmarks of the early
broadcast period, with small screens and inconsistent reception. In 1953, the
screen on the common Leningrad model was about eight inches (measured, as
receivers are, on the diagonal), or not much larger than a contemporary postcard.63 Television officials hoped to grow them to sixteen inches by the end of
the year; by contrast, screen size had already expanded to twenty-two inches in
the West.64 Not just screen size, but a number of other factors affected reception of broadcast-era (very different from cable, or now, satellite) television
signals. The relatively weaker transmitters of the early broadcast period produced signals that were more vulnerable to interference. Delayed signals could
produce “ghosts” (secondary, shadow images that appeared to repeat the
broadcast, when the set received the delayed signals.65 Contemporary viewers
complained of frequent service outages and variable reception. Viewers often
described the picture as “leicht verrauscht” (noisy or snowy). The weather
seemed to interfere easily with reception: “in humid weather—without rain—
the picture and sound are good; with rain or dry, clear air there is bad reception,” viewers reported.66 Passing trucks could disturb reception. On the other
hand, good reception required a significant amount of effort and some knowledge on the part of the viewer regarding the proper situation of the antenna and
tuning of the receiver. Some “problems” with reception really resulted from
viewers’ unfamiliarity with the technology: one director of a public viewing
room complained that the picture “was always distorted towards the vertical,”
likely caused by improper tuning of the receiver.67 It was difficult for people to
fix these problems themselves, in part because so few had any experience with
television sets at all. If a receiver “broke down”—whether the fault of the
viewer, the receiver, or the transmission network—the television could end up
sitting in a corner, unused. Due to these issues, repair shops were overwhelmed
with work orders, many of which went unfulfilled for months if the repair required replacement parts.68
Despite the price of the sets and the conditions of reception, there was an
insatiable demand for receivers. Liaisons from the television service were
pleased to discover a sort of “television hunger” in places like Frankfurt an der
Oder.69 Yet, the limited production of sets could not hope to keep up with domestic demand.70 By early 1956, manufacturers estimated that ten thousand
sets had been sold, though according to government statistics, there were more
than thirteen thousand televisions in the GDR.71 Over the next few years, television officials found that demand grew in direct proportion to the availability
of receivers and tried in vain to meet it through the expansion of production
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and the introduction of imported receivers.72 Accordingly, the audience grew
between 1955 and 1957 from around thirteen thousand television owners to
over three hundred thousand. This number doubled by 1959, when television
ownership grew to just less than six hundred thousand sets. In 1960 television
ownership rose above one million sets.73 Despite the high prices and relatively
low quality of East German receivers, television ownership rose sharply, even
more so than in West Germany.74

The Politics of Broadcasting
For some time, historians of the Cold War have operated on a number of specific assumptions. The Cold War was an intensification of long-standing conflict between East and West that predated the Second World War.75 It was comprised of a set of events that transpired generally between the end of the Second
World War in 1945 and the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991. The United States
and the Soviet Union were the primary players in the conflict, though more
recent scholarship is internationalizing this picture by considering the agendas,
intentions, and actions of “regional” players in Europe or Africa, for example.76 It was characterized by costly and potentially devastating economic, scientific, technological, and military competition, exemplified most dramatically
in the nuclear arms race. Despite consensus on these factors, the Cold War remains a “bundle of contradictions” that historians have not yet been able to
periodize with authority.77 That is, in part, due to the fact that scholarly understanding of the Cold War has not yet fully integrated social and cultural analyses.78 Not just treaties and summits comprised the Cold War, but “virtually
everything, from the Olympics and opera to literature and space travel, assumed political significance and hence was deployed as a weapon both to marshal opinion at home and to subvert societies abroad.”79 Already in 1992, diplomatic historian Arthur Schlesinger argued that this “old-
fashioned
geopolitical rivalry” had intensified to the point that it threatened our very existence precisely because the superpower blocs were “constructed on opposite
and profoundly antagonistic principles. . . . divided by the most significant and
fundamental disagreements over human rights, individual liberties, cultural
freedom, the role of civil society, the direction of history, and the destiny of
man.” Each side “saw the other as irrevocably hostile to its own essence.” For
Schlesinger, the “war” resulted from mistakes such as “over-interpreting the
enemy,” engaging in “arrogant prediction” and “national self-righteousness,”
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and approaching the conflict as a “zero-sum game.”80 That is, the Cold War was
a war of ideology that was shaped by perception, speculation, conjecture, and
presumption. The media were central to this war of ideology and perception.
The story of the German airwaves demonstrates the importance of perception in Cold War battles in the early 1950s. For the Germans and their allies,
competition over broadcasting was the front line of the Cold War, with the goal
of occupying the “territory” of the airwaves. German authorities could never be
sure of where they stood in relation to their counterparts on the other side of the
border. But they were often sure they were “behind.” In the early 1950s, East
German authorities feared the broadcasting successes of the West; by the end
of the decade, however, the tables had turned. In 1958, Western commentators
began warning of an East German “television offensive.” Commentators believed that DFF television was not only reaching West German viewers but also
seducing them with an appealing program. The Postal Ministry and other East
German authorities had managed to achieve this feat by solving a number of
problems that expanded the distribution and reception of television signals
across the country.
In the early 1950s, radio remained the preeminent medium of communication, nation-building, and Cold War ideology, but East German broadcasting
authorities were increasingly concerned about the possibility of losing ground
to the West in the battle to develop viable television technology.81 As they saw
it, even though the GDR had been constructing the basic infrastructure for
television since 1949, the only result of that effort had been an experimental
transmission of the groundbreaking ceremony for the Television Center at
Berlin-Adlershof. By contrast, the British zone was a media powerhouse, and
more television stations were popping up in each state of the West German
Federal Republic.
The East German government was not the only party concerned with this
burgeoning competition. In 1950, American authorities argued against investment in television, reporting “practically no public interest” in the medium,
which was “an unnecessary luxury,” especially in the face of the occupation
authorities’ significant investment in the infrastructure of middle-wave radio.
On the other hand, the British argued that if the Western Allies did not develop
television, “the novelty and entertainment value [of television] would encourage many Westerners to buy sets designed to receive the Eastern programmes.”82
The Western Allies would be giving up dangerous ground to Soviet influence.
The British founded NWDR and, in anticipation of the introduction of television service by the DFF, began operating a second program from Berlin in
1951. The decision to undertake a Berlin program was consciously ideological:
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the program would reach audiences in Berlin that NWDR could not hope to
reach from Hamburg and could act as a sort of “display window of the West”
in the GDR.83 It was a decision that television authorities did not take lightly:
the Hamburg transmitter was too weak to transmit signals into Berlin, so it involved an expensive replication of services. That is, West German television
workers had to go to Berlin and build an entirely new program. This program
was at least as limited as the test program broadcast in Hamburg and consisted
primarily of the transmission of topical reports recorded on 16mm film. But the
newer Berlin transmitter was much stronger than the Hamburg transmitter,
which meant that it could broadcast the program both to the local Berlin audience and back through the West German transmitter relay to Hamburg.84 East
German authorities referred to this system as the Funkbrücke—a “broadcasting bridge”—and sought to manage its influence on the GDR.
American authorities were focused on the larger goals of the Cold War
and were most concerned that the Soviets were getting a head start. They feared
that “Soviet” signals were infiltrating the “free world” with transmissions that
crossed borders into Norway, Denmark, Finland, Afghanistan, Iran, and the
front line of the Cold War, West Germany. The GDR was “busily pumping
Communist TV programs over the border,” and it was both easy and inexpensive (about ten American dollars) for West Germans to modify their sets to receive them. GDR television drew West Germans (especially in Bavaria) to
sporting events in particular, and, disturbingly, the female announcers were
“quite attractive,” as well.85 This gave the “Soviets” free rein in both East and
West. In the GDR, they wielded this power heavy-handedly, forming “television clubs” that could “help fill their once nearly-empty propaganda centers.
After the TV program ends, the Communists start their political discussions.”
This troubled American authorities, which were not sure how these “Soviet”
messages were received. The U.S. High Commissioner (HICOG) reported that
“Sovzone television . . . was technically poor and [its] contents bordered on
inanity.” Some programming “was made up almost exclusively of still pictures,” and it consisted of “90% anti-American hate propaganda, . . . featuring
pictures of hunger and unemployment in the U.S., policemen mercilessly clubbing strikers, etc. . . .” The report concluded that “anyone with a Western mind
would consider this kind of spectacle as stupid and ineffective. However, . . . he
wonders whether people behind the Iron Curtain still react with Western
minds.”86 American authorities feared Soviet influence transmitted through an
increasingly powerful, transnational network of television broadcasters; never
mind that the Soviets were not particularly involved in domestic broadcasting
in the GDR at this time. American media scholar James Schwoch argues that
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American policymakers deliberately mobilized such rhetoric, aware that it did
not reflect historical reality, to “capture attention and promote the particular
interests of a certain group of American officials, . . . particularly . . . [at] HICOG and RIAS.” That is possible. I argue instead that such reports reflect the
increasing importance of the war of perception in Cold War Europe. Significantly, GDR authorities engaged in almost identical rhetoric in discussions of
the politics of reception in the GDR.
Authorities’ concerns about television reception among East Germans
centered on two issues: how to give them access, and what they were watching
once they had it. It is important that, despite the cost of producing receivers and
the problem of affordability, there was little debate among East German authorities about the site of reception: it would be in the home.87 Public viewing
was only considered a means to overcome the difficult problem of providing
the public with receivers. For example, postal officials considered the possibilities of Blockempfang (apartment house reception): the provision of television to a number of people through the deployment of a central antenna—
perhaps on top of an apartment building—that fed individual receivers within
the building. This strategy could have the added benefit of preventing the proliferation of ugly “forests of antennae” on East German rooftops. Planners
imagined putting this kind of receiver in places such as hospitals as well but
soon decided that the cost relative to the production of individual receivers was
prohibitive. Certainly, this could have been a means of restricting group reception to East German signals, but that did not seem to concern officials much in
this early period of television broadcasting, and, as we will see in a moment,
East Germans were resourceful enough to subvert that kind of control.88 A
second, much more widely supported alternative was the placement of individual receivers in public buildings, such as in the workplace break room, the
community clubs of the National Front or factories, or in the vacation lodges of
the national trade union.89 Many East Germans saw television for the first time
in one of these centers. Still, officials never questioned the principle of private
reception or the goal of making available affordable receivers that East Germans could buy for their homes. In any case, East Germans made their own
access to television. People asked their neighbors to open their homes so they
could also watch television. Tenant committees appealed to television owners
in their apartment buildings to allow the group to use their television on a specific day of the month.90 Some enterprising television owners held regular collective viewing sessions, even charging admission.91
East Germans were just as resourceful when it came to what they watched
on their television sets. The Leningrad receiver distributed in the GDR had
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been reconstructed from Soviet standards to receive three television frequencies (or channels), while manufacturers configured other models to receive just
one frequency. But NWDR often came in more strongly than the East Germans’ own signals in Berlin and elsewhere, and television distributors reported
that customers often requested that their expensive sets be configured to also
receive NWDR. People who could not afford to buy new sets that could receive
Western channels turned to a burgeoning cottage industry based on the reconstruction of existing sets for this purpose, a service that cost about 300 DDM.
Postal authorities identified several shops in the Berlin area, including two located on Stalinallee in the center of Party strength in East Berlin, that specialized in reconfiguring television sets. Of two hundred sets sold in Potsdam-
Werder in 1953, postal officials estimated that all of them had been reconfigured
to receive NWDR.92 One man had even cornered the market on this type of
reconstruction, charging the exorbitant rate of 540 DDM for the service. “Guild
Master B.” was not running a secretive, underground operation either. He quarreled openly with Party members over the configuration of GDR receivers,
arguing that all sets should receive NWDR, because “one can’t get any [East
German] broadcast stations in the GDR” anyway.93 Postal workers characterized the practice as “illegal,” but also recognized that there was no legal regulation that prevented the practice or punished people for doing it. Herr B. went
so far as to initiate a court case to legitimize the service by establishing legal
precedent.94
A much more visible symbol of West reception had also begun to appear.
In 1953, postal officials began to notice 200 MHz antennas popping up on East
German houses. They were easily recognizable by their short length and were
perfect for receiving television signals in VHF Band III. Since the GDR could
not yet transmit signals in this frequency range, the Postal Ministry could conclude only that these had to be used to receive West German television.95 Some
officials worried that even more East Germans were hiding similar antennas by
installing them under the eaves of their houses. But, in the end, authorities
perceived this not as a matter for proscription but one of competition. In
Schwerin, for example, there were twenty television owners and likely many
times that number who were tuning into West television. They concluded that
if the Marlow transmitter, slated for construction in 1954, was strong enough,
it would divert viewers back toward the GDR’s program.96 With the right transmitters, GDR television signals would reach into people’s homes, on both sides
of the border.
At the outset of 1957, basic problems of transmission and reception persisted, but authorities were taking measures to get programming out to the
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greatest number of Germans in East and West. Areas remained that still had no
television service, affected most significantly by cross-border interference.
East Germans on the periphery of the DFF coverage area still complained of
“snowy” pictures due to interference from Polish, Czech, or West German signals.97 Interference in the western areas of the GDR, largely the result of differing broadcast frequencies, was most troublesome for GDR authorities, who
worried that this interference would result in the loss of East German viewers
to Western signals and hamper West Germans’ reception of GDR programming.98 In an effort to ameliorate cross-border interference, improve the picture quality in the GDR, and win viewers from the FRG, the Postal Ministry
undertook a time-consuming and costly conversion of the broadcast standards
of their equipment to the 5.5 MHz Western European standard in 1957. The
government even paid for the conversion of existing television sets to the new
standard.99 The GDR was the only Eastern European country to adopt the
Western European standard in the postwar period.100 This broad conversion of
broadcasting standards in the GDR suggests, on the one hand, that the state was
unenthusiastic about repressing reception of Western signals in the GDR in the
late 1950s;101 on the other hand, it exemplifies the SED’s fervent belief that
GDR television could and should compete with Western broadcasting for the
pan-German audience. State authorities were much more concerned about
Western reception of East German signals.
Such measures proved successful enough that West German commentators began to worry about the encroachment of GDR signals on their territory.
By 1957, Western commentators had identified what they perceived as a “television offensive” against the Federal Republic. In January 1958, the newspaper
of the West German Social Democratic Party, Vorwärts, published a report that
claimed that television was now taking its place alongside radio in the “war of
the airwaves.” In the GDR, the author warned, “television towers are supposed
to shoot out of the ground like mushrooms along the borders . . . and in the
television studios the first Propaganda-cadres of this ‘airwave offensive’ are
being educated. Instead of ‘steamroller tactics,’ [they] will henceforth attempt
to fascinate the West German television audience with humor, sex, and jazz.”102
This commentator warned that, in the war of the airwaves, the field of battle
had changed: no longer was the GDR acting defensively, trying to keep Western signals out of the GDR as it had in the period of the Funkbrücke; now it was
going on the offensive. The GDR had built new, stronger transmitters and was
positioning them to broadcast signals into Hesse, northern Bavaria, and Lower
Saxony. Soon, communist signals from the GDR and their allies, the Czechs,
would cover the entire area of West Germany. Similarly, a Spiegel commenta-
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tor argued, “even half of the East-Zone’s transmitters would be enough to provide the so-called GDR with a television program. All of the other transmitters
in the Zone are positioned so that they can deliver the East-Zone program to the
entire zonal border area (Zonengrenzgebiet).”103 For these commentators at
least, television in the GDR was now ready to take its place in the ideological
battles of the Cold War.

Conclusion
Over the course of the 1950s, East German technicians transformed the possibilities of television technology in the GDR. Their work laid the foundation for
television to become not only an important tool of information and ideology,
but also a veritable social force in East Germany by the early 1960s. When the
GDR was founded in 1949, television consisted of a few leftover bits of Nazi-
era technology. National Socialist, American, and Soviet television, understood to be important precursors that blazed a path for early television elsewhere, were, for a number of reasons, not effective models for the East German
service. Nazi television was based on technical standards that were hopelessly
outdated by 1949. Soviet policies hindered rather than helped the development
of early television in the GDR, and their own television was based on different
technological specifications. In particular, Soviet policy privileged the fulfillment of postwar reparations over the development of a strong indigenous economy, draining the resources of the nascent television system. Certainly, the
policies of all four of the occupation authorities demonstrated a significant lack
of coordination in the reconstruction of the postwar media system in East and
West. Decisions made before the foundation of separate German states did
much to shape the regional peculiarities still evident by 1991. But what this
story also shows is how important the technology of television became because
of the context of the Cold War. Even before the introduction of programming,
television played an important role in the Cold War battle between the German
states. East German technicians had to solve the problems of distribution and
reception, a process that was fraught with difficulty. They made important decisions that shaped the GDR’s television system, privileging, for example, the
competition for a pan-German audience over securing a broadcast network that
could reach only East Germans. The technology of dissemination secured the
future of broadcasting and reinforced the territorial boundary between the two
German states.

Chapter 2

Inventing Television Programming
in the GDR

In mid-1952, a young television worker named Günter Hansel arrived for his
first day of work at the East German television service (DFF). Despite his
youth and inexperience, his new boss immediately threw him into producing
the news. Hansel, one of the service’s first employees, experienced “torturing
uncertainty” when meeting television director Wolfgang Kleinert for the first
time. Kleinert “threw a stack of pictures [at him and declared,] that’s tonight’s
show.” Hansel stared at the pictures and wondered, “what is that supposed to
be? . . . What is Television?”1
In the early 1950s, television was still new, untested, and even unknown
among wide swaths of the population. Nazi-era television broadcasts had
reached fairly small numbers of people in cities such as Berlin and, after its
conquest, Paris. But Germans were much more familiar with the existing media of film and radio, and those experiences defined their early expectations for
television. Film, for example, had already familiarized audiences with moving
images synchronized with sound, although projected on large screens in collective viewing environments. On the other hand, radio had accustomed audiences to understanding the home as a locus of reception. Radio (unlike film or
television) seemed ubiquitous—receivers were inexpensive and widely available, and programming could be widely broadcast, across the GDR and into
the Federal Republic.
Given these kinds of expectations, we might expect early television to
have been a disappointment. Certainly, early viewers gathered, often in community viewing rooms, to watch relatively low-resolution images flickering
across tiny screens. Lucky (or connected or wealthy) viewers watching from
home, if they lived in good proximity to a transmission tower, were willing to
forgive frequent problems with signal interference and did not mind the short
program day, which in the early 1950s lasted no longer than the average
36
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feature-length film. By the standards of established media, then, early television might have seemed vastly inferior. Writing about the early expansion of
television, Raymond Williams described it as a “poor-man’s cinema” that
could not begin to approximate the visual experience of film.2 But television’s
early appeal lay less in the (by this time often larger-than-life) representation
of the world as was the case with film, for example, and much more in its ability to transmit “reality.” Television observed the world and allowed viewers to
do the same, broadcasting images and events, ostensibly unmediated, as they
were happening. For this and other reasons, television was able to overtake
both cinema and radio within a decade, spreading rapidly and (thus far) irrevocably into the homes of the industrialized world.
In the early 1950s, television workers in the GDR were just beginning to
explore the potential of the new medium of television. Television’s appeal lay
in the specific characteristics of the medium developed in the 1950s, but at this
early date, they had yet to define those characteristics and figure out how to
harness them with the resources available. In short, they had to “invent” television. Creating a new medium was not simply a question of discovering and
developing technology—building television towers, improving signal reception, or revising broadcast standards—but an aesthetic and political question as
well. Above all, early television workers at the East German television service
(Deutscher Fernsehfunk, or DFF) had to forge a television program when no
one was quite sure what that might look like.3 Indeed, what we know as television is, at its most fundamental, nothing more than the transmission of electrical charges from one place to another. Much of early television “programming” involved learning how to make those electrical charges represent the
world in two dimensions. In the early 1950s, DFF staff experimented with the
technical and aesthetic dimensions of television transmission and representation, gradually developing their own sense of its possibilities. As they grew
more sure-footed, new programming allowed them to harness television technology, enabling it to become more than a curiosity for the burgeoning audience, and begin to establish the medium as an instrument of social, political,
and economic power in the GDR.
This chapter explores the development of the DFF during the crucial period between 1952 and 1956. During this period, DFF staff faced a number of
challenges as they learned what they could do with the medium. Many staffers
had left work in other types of media and brought their preconceptions with
them. Thus the expectations associated with radio, film, theater, and even Nazi-
era television initially shaped television workers’ visions of the medium, as
well as the administrative structure, conditions of production, and early pro-
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gramming of the DFF. In the first two years of the service, broadcasts remained
little more than experiments in form and content, as staff learned the possibilities and limitations of television. Yet the ideas and expectations of older media
soon gave way as early experiments exploring the particular characteristics of
television allowed new approaches to emerge.
This was especially true after the introduction of direct transmission
equipment liberated television from the studio. In 1955, DFF staff took stock
of their first three years of televisual experimentation and even set about codifying the lessons they had learned. Codification reflected the push toward an
industrialized mode of production (which will be discussed in chapter 3), but it
also represented a new sense—among DFF staff, at least—that television programming could also have a role to play in both domestic nation-building campaigns and the larger Cold War. By 1955, the DFF leadership paid more attention to the “messages” of television programming, which became the basis of
their argument that this new medium could contribute to political agitation for
a growing audience. They began to delineate the social purpose of television: it
would not be an artistic medium or transmit simple entertainments. Instead, it
would work actively to transform the ideas and values of the East German audience by transmitting high culture and hard-hitting, topical political features.
But if television authorities had found one purpose for television, the audience
had found another. At first simply fascinated by a new technology of live transmission, viewers embraced the new medium and soon began to demand more,
specialized programming. By 1956 the contours of East German audience taste
had begun to emerge, which had important consequences for the future direction of the program.

Experimenting with Television
By 1952, preparations for the new television service were busily under way in
Berlin. That year, GDR authorities opened the first East German television
studio in the southeast Berlin neighborhood of Adlershof, as well as the GDR’s
first transmitter relay, which reached the city center. A bare-bones staff began
hiring a small and youthful team to work on developing a social purpose for the
new technology. Wolfgang Stemmler arrived at Adlershof for his first day of
work as an editor in mid-November 1952 to find that he was one of only thirty
employees of the new Television Center, a number that included the kitchen
and waitstaff in the Television Center’s cafeteria.4 As late as the winter season
of 1954–55, Stemmler alone comprised the department of entertainment pro-
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gramming at the DFF.5 For many members of the small staff, working in television was their first real job. Many arrived to fill positions with vague job descriptions and often had to take on multiple roles.6 Maria Kühne, one of the
DFF’s first announcers, also performed in early dramatic pieces and worked as
an editor for the service.7 Otto Holub, who became a fixture of GDR television,
was only twenty-four in 1952; he panicked when he discovered that he had
been hired not as a director’s assistant, as he had been led to believe, but as the
service’s first director.8 Most of the staff had never worked in television, although a few had some previous experience with the medium. The head of the
Television Center, Hermann Zilles, previously had worked in radio. Director
Hans-Erich Korbschmitt had worked both in theater and film. Though television was still relatively unknown, it appealed to a number of staff who came
from film. Screenwriter and dramaturge Hans Müncheberg, for example, described the contemporary situation at DEFA as “utterly depressing,” while others saw in television the opportunity to enjoy greater artistic freedom while
working on projects that would see the light of day.9 A few had previous experience in television elsewhere. Hans Mahle, former head of the Television Center had worked at the television b roadcasting center in Moscow during the Nazi
period. Back in Germany after the war, SMAD (Soviet Military Administration
in Germany) charged him with the reconstruction of the media in the Soviet
zone. He hired Nazi-era technicians, such as Ernst Augustin and Walter Bruch,
to help with development of television. Their expertise was integral to early
GDR broadcasting: Augustin built the television cameras used in the studio
during the first two years, for example. Others had less technical experience
with the medium: Walter Baumert, a screenwriter and dramaturge, recalled being fascinated the first time he had seen television, as a child in Nazi-era Berlin.10
The SED’s definition of television’s purpose—to occupy the airwaves as
“territory” in the Cold War through the apparatus of transmission (but not production or reception)—shaped the conditions under which DFF staff worked in
the early 1950s. They operated with outdated equipment and through chronic
shortages of production materials. In January 1953, one month after the “official” beginning of the test program, the DFF owned just one “iconoscope,” a
television camera made obsolete by the development of the orthicon in the late
1940s.11 There were paper shortages that made duplication of everything from
memos to rehearsal schedules to scripts impossible.12 The government had not
provided the service with television receivers currently in production, which
they needed to produce a program, using them as monitors during broadcast,
for example, and for training purposes. None of the DFF’s employees owned
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their own sets. Precisely those people who should have been watching for reasons of professional development could only do so on a set in the DFF cafeteria, at a public viewing room just outside of the DFF campus, or at the House
of German-Soviet Friendship in the center of East Berlin, and only if those
rooms were open when the program began after seven o’clock in the evening.13
Even the group responsible for building “studio technology”—its mandate was
to (re-)engineer existing technology—did not receive any sets.14 In lieu of
building their own technology then, the DFF would have to import some of
television’s most basic technology for the foreseeable future.
That television’s initial mandate had little to do with programming was
also clear in the experimental nature of early DFF transmissions. Broadcasts
lasted not more than two hours a day, and they were transmitted only five days
a week during the first two years. Television transmissions did not reach very
far, and viewers who lived outside Berlin only gradually began to receive them.
Early broadcasts consisted primarily of images of the DFF’s station identification or a clock in the first few months. Gradually the service began to include
some filmed material, but broadcasts remained short, utilitarian, and repetitive.
Early on, the service procured three DEFA films for broadcast, including one
entitled Horses and another on the subject of tooth care. They were shorts of
little more than several minutes of material that were transmitted in perpetual
rotation.15 The monotony led Hermann Axen, head of Agitation, to demand
that television workers seek out other material.16
One option for television employees was to create programming themselves, but the widely varying backgrounds of the new television staff meant
they had very different expectations and ideas about the kinds of things that
television could and should do. Ernst Augustin, for example, took his lead from
his experience with television during the Nazi period. Nazi producers had used
television primarily to transmit variety programs, in which diverse acts—a ballerina, a singer with accompanist, or a juggler, for example—performed for the
camera. The Nazi-era television studio consisted of a set of raised platforms, or
stages surrounding the television camera, which stood in the middle of the
room. In this configuration the camera simply transmitted the action as if
merely observing it (rather than constructing it for the viewer). This reflected
the contemporary conception of television as “televised theater” transmitted by
a few (because they were costly and scarce) studio cameras.17 As the chief engineer overseeing the construction of the Television Center, Augustin followed
those same principles in designing the Adlershof studios, and those conditions
in turn shaped early experiments with programming.18 Television workers later
recalled feeling that the entire complex had been misconceived. They found the
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Fig. 2. Television Studio, 1952. BArch, Bild 183–17697–0002/. (Photo:
Hans Günter.)

studio spaces were too small, and there were no designated (or otherwise available) spaces for rehearsal, makeup and costume changes, or set design and
construction.
By 1952, the first of five planned performance spaces was near enough to
completion to use as a broadcast studio.19 It was small, about forty-three square
feet. The camera occupied one-quarter of the room, allowing only a few people
to fit into the remaining space at one time. The iconoscope was bolted to the
floor, could not be swung left or right, and could capture only close and medium shots of its subjects (transmitting pictures of the head and torso, for example).20 Spotlights generating excessive heat flooded the room with bright
light for the sensitive camera.21 Such studios had been planned and mostly built
before the GDR had developed any television programming, and it had been
designed in accordance with contemporary—
though quickly outdated—
expectations of television. This was the space early television productions had
to negotiate.
While Augustin created the conditions for early variety shows, former
film workers, such as Hans Müncheberg and Wolfgang Luderer, began producing elaborate stage plays more along the lines of the film narratives to which
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they were accustomed.22 Those who came from radio, by contrast, were more
comfortable with the aural than the visual dimensions of the medium. They
even submitted scripts for broadcast with no indication of any visual component for the program.23 In other programming, pictures simply illustrated the
spoken word. One early example was the “slide series,” for which producers
made slides from still photographs and transmitted them over the airwaves
with accompanying voiceovers. Stories for Bärbel consisted of stories read
from illustrated children’s books with accompanying slides made from the
original illustrations.24 This strategy was also the genesis of Current Camera
(Aktuelle Kamera). A photo-reporter provided enough stills for a daily ten-
minute segment, which, in altered form, later became the nightly news program and survived until the end of the Republic.25
The “slide series” reflected the experimental nature of early “original programming” as staff reconciled their expectations of television with what they
actually had to work with.26 The makeshift and ultimately unsustainable nature
of such experiments is exemplified by sports “coverage” transmitted in 1952.
Günter Puppe and a colleague developed “an endless number of photos” to
comprise the visual element of a broadcast reporting on a recent boxing match.
They supplemented the still images with voiceover commentary. Puppe recalled, “Wolfgang . . . began to describe the match, . . . with bombastic pronouncements, with great speed and fervor. . . . slide after slide of grim, sad-
looking, frozen boxers flickered over the screen.” Puppe described this as
“tragi-comic”: “we actually believed that if one put together enough slides,
with a moving commentary, one could bring still pictures to life.”27 As this incident suggests, the slide series was ill suited to the medium of television. The
concept—animated audio reportage with a visual element tacked on—was defined by the model of radio. It was prohibitively expensive for the television
service and did not last long. A report from the mid-1950s had to explain for its
reader what the slide series had been.28
In the view of the DFF, the “slide series” was as close as the service got in
its first few years to achieving simultaneity (Aktualität), although, in fact, there
was not much that was “simultaneous” or “live” about it.29 (It probably was the
closest the DFF got to representing the outside world during this period.) For
most new television workers, nothing in their previous work had prepared them
for the live nature of the early medium. Television is always live, of course, in
that transmission and reception happen almost simultaneously. That made it at
once unforgiving and ephemeral: “second takes” were impossible, but at the
same time, once transmitted, the image and sound vanished. Most contemporaries agreed that visual simultaneity was television’s most compelling charac-
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teristic. But this was also its most disappointing feature during the early broadcast era. For most people, “live” connoted the spectacular capture of life’s
fleeting moments, perhaps a game-winning goal or a speech at a political demonstration. The DFF could not yet capture that kind of “live” because it could
not transmit outside the studio.
Transmitting film was one means through which the DFF could simulate
the “live” and was often used while the service experimented with other early
television forms.30 But film stock was expensive, and the feature films that
could be shown on television often were as well.31 Programmers were resourceful and found they could acquire older feature films on the cheap. The
DFF’s first film series consisted of old silent films that the actor Ludwig Trautmann had found in his cellar.32 One employee “bought” a Soviet film with two
bottles of vodka.33 Gradually, the DFF expanded the kinds of programming it
transmitted over the airwaves to include on-air addresses, excerpted performances from films, operas, and the circus, dramatizations of novellas, and its
first quiz show. Increasingly the service experimented with programming that
consisted of mixed forms—live performances intermingled with filmed excerpts of their own programming, theatrical, or feature film performances. The
show Theater and Film Mirror, for example, used filmed excerpts of theatrical
performances intercut with live discussion to advertise contemporary productions of Berlin’s cultural scene.34
As they experimented with new types of programming, DFF staff learned
to negotiate television’s other particularities as well. Paradoxically, television’s
visuality proved unexpected, even for television workers who came from film
or theater backgrounds. DFF staff had to learn to “transmit for the eyes.”35
Specifically, television’s visual field proved much smaller in scale than that of
film or theater, and much narrower, though deeper, than theater.36 Television
workers had to take into account the small size of contemporary screens. Although early television cabinets were often fairly large, built to contain the
bulky cathode ray tube, the screen on which the television broadcast appeared
was very small. Film could rely heavily on both visual scale (as seen in epic
films such as Lawrence of Arabia, released in 1962) and the representation of
in-depth detail, but television’s small screen limited the scale and detail comprehensible to the viewer.
DFF staff learned to work with televisual space by experimenting with
new forms and subjects. During one incident, the DFF went on location to film
performers of the Friedrichstrasse circus. They shot the action in extreme long
shots, that is, from a distance that would allow them to capture all the action on
the stage in the frame. The small visual field of the television receiver meant
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that the resulting images were almost incomprehensible. When transmitted,
contemporaries described the figures as so tiny that the program gave viewers
“the impression of sitting in the last row.”37 In general, television workers began to discover that less detail allowed the image and message to be better
understood and make a greater impression on the audience.38 But DFF directors also learned that they could manipulate this sense of space. Preparing to
broadcast an opera performance in a cramped studio, Otto Holub realized he
could create the illusion of space. Staff built a stage in the small studio and
dressed the room with a variety of props representing a small concert hall, such
as a set of theater seats. Holub positioned the camera as far back in the studio
as possible. During the broadcast, the conductor directed the performance
while kneeling in front of the “stage”—on camera he appeared to be standing
in an orchestra pit. The whole illusion gave the impression of much greater
depth than existed in the studio.39
The incorporation of film clips allowed the DFF to manipulate both televisual space and time during a live broadcast. Though expensive, film offered
television producers several advantages. Filming outside the studio, television
workers could begin to represent a world that the small studio spaces would not
allow. Incorporating filmed excerpts offered live performers and set dressers a
window of opportunity to make costume and set changes in the studio during
the broadcast.40 The live studio performances would have been easily distinguishable from filmed excerpts, due to their spartan sets, flat two-dimensional
space, and the length of each shot, prolonged by the inability to cut between
perspectives. But contemporaries experimented with introducing a new, more
dynamic visual style, through such means as the so-called Körperblende (body
blend).41 This allowed the production to transition from one scene to another
through a modified fade: an actor approached the camera, darkening the shot;
in the next scene the action began with the actor (or a different one) walking
away from the camera “fading” the action back in.42 This technique could both
“cut” the scene and change the camera’s perspective on the action, by allowing
an opportunity for minor changes to the set or costume, thereby creating a
greater sense of motion, space, and elapsed time than normally allowed by
single-camera, live productions. Through such experiments DFF employees
began to define what could be done on television and develop their own televisual style.
The success of televisual style and representation also relied upon those
who worked the control desk, in the studio or the transmission wagon. They
too had to learn the possibilities and limitations of their equipment. It took
practice to achieve seamless, or even steady, soft fade-outs and quick transi-
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tions between cuts, for example. Technicians had to be prepared to deal with
the idiosyncrasies of their machines. Early television cameras had to “cool
down” between rehearsal and show time so they could reliably transmit the
evening broadcast.43 Staff constantly had to monitor the quality of the picture,
with attention to the fact that early electronic cameras conveyed colors “unpredictably,” resulting in reportedly “ghastly” shades of grey appearing on the
television screen.44 Tele-cines, the machines that turned filmed images into the
electrical charges enabling television transmission of feature films and the like,
had to “warm up,” taking twelve seconds to begin transmitting images. It required a delicate sense of coordination to help synchronize the transmitted
images with the commentary of a speaker located in a different room, not to
mention to seamlessly blend the transmission from live action to filmed excerpts, or vice versa.
Finally, early televisual experimentation began to develop a language of
representation, conventions that became the “rules” of making television. Television transmissions were essentially composed of images devoid of context,
and staff had to figure out how to make them comprehensible for their audience. Experimentation produced an intricate web of visual conventions shared
by television producers and their audiences that helped viewers understand
particular shots or scenes, not to mention whole shows. These conventions
were not instinctive but had to be developed. For example, in 1955, camerawoman Hanna Christian discovered the Bildachse or “180 degree rule,” an
important visual convention for the naturalistic representation of sports broadcasts and interviews.45 The principle of the rule was (and is) to position cameras in such a way that cutting between perspectives did not disrupt audiences’
perception of the scene, but instead replicated it. In the case of an interview or
a sports event, for example, the perspective of the camera had to replicate
closely the point of view of someone in attendance. No one would watch a tennis match from both sides of the court; representing the game that way on
screen jarringly violated the reality effect and confused the viewer. Yet this is
just what Christian did. She prepared to film her first soccer match by positioning cameras on either side of the midfield line (on the sidelines of each team’s
“territory,” which is “normal” for sports coverage); she also put cameras on
either side of the field, crossing the imaginary line of perception.46 Cutting
between shots from one side of the field to the other resulted in one player
seemingly running “down” the field, then, in the next shot, running upfield.
Thus, players on the field running toward the goal appeared on the receiver
instead to be running every which way. Cutting between these points of view
produced contradictory images and non-naturalistic representation.47 If Chris-
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tian’s initial placements of the television cameras seem an egregious mistake to
us today, it only demonstrates how well entrenched conventions of visual representation have become in our own world. It took time for conventions to develop defining the “correct” way to frame sporting events, as well as for viewers to learn to see it “correctly” as well.48
Not just for Hanna Christian, but also for most early television workers,
the decisive shift of their young careers came when television technology enabled them finally to leave the studio. In 1955, the DFF acquired two transmission trucks, allowing the service to transmit live programming from elsewhere,
including the soccer field, the State Opera, the National Gallery, the People’s
Enterprises (Volkseigene Betrieb, VEB), and the People’s Chamber of government (Volkskammer). The trucks were equipped with orthicon cameras, the industry standard, and could transmit much clearer, sharper images with less light
than those in the studio. The mobile cameras proved so superior to the studio
cameras that directors of studio productions tried to appropriate them for use
inside the Adlershof studios as well. At the same time, newer receivers came on
the market, with larger screens and better resolution, making the transmission
of scenes from the out-of-doors, the stage of the State Opera, or meeting halls
the size of the People’s Chamber a more visually appealing experience than it
had been on the tiny Leningrad. Taken together, these two developments
brought about a sea change in the possibilities of early television programming.
Without these changes, popular programming such as the variety show The
Laughing Bear (Da lacht der Bär), which the DFF later televised from the
2,500 seat Sport Hall in the Stalinallee, could not have been so successful.49

Codifying Television as an Instrument of Political Power
In 1955, after three years of experimentation with the medium, DFF staff prepared for the introduction of its “official program” in 1956. With the official
program, the service began broadcasting three hours a day, a slight increase
over the daily two-hour broadcasts of the previous three years, but this was part
of a more general trend in the expansion of broadcasting over the course of the
1950s and did not represent a sharp discontinuity with the “test program.”50
Nor did the types of programming the DFF prepared change much. Even the
political shift to greater recognition of the program and its place in the broadcast universe of the GDR had nothing to do with the onset of the official program but was instead provoked by the events of the Cold War later in the year.
But for DFF staff this represented an opportunity to make their case for the
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social and political purpose of television programming. In a series of reports,
DFF staff reported on the lessons that television workers had learned in the first
years of television broadcasting.
In “Thoughts on the Dramaturgy of Television,” Werner Fehlig, the first
director of the Department of Television Drama, defined television as a new
and distinct communicative technology within the universe of the existing media forms of radio, film, and theater. While each medium had its own specific
and valuable properties, television, he wrote, “stands between film and radio as
something completely new, the perfection of the invention of broadcasting.”51
Fehlig identified four characteristics of the medium that differentiated television from the other media and, therefore, made it an important means of political agitation. First, television was a visual medium that fulfilled its audiences’ desire for the extraordinary and unmediated experience of witnessing
social, cultural, and political transformations unfold. Television was not theater, which could establish a strong personal relationship with the audience
over the course of a specific play. Television workers needed to learn “Fürs
Auge senden”—to broadcast for the eyes.52 To that end, the close-up and the
spoken word both played important roles in contextualizing the televisual narrative. Second, he noted the popular appeal of visual simultaneity, or Aktualität, the “coincidence of event and experience” that the audience expected from
television. Third, each piece of television programming was only a small part
of a larger, perpetually changing, television “flow” (Programmgestaltung). Individual parts of the daily schedule could be enveloped in a variety of programming that helped the audience to interpret contemporary events. Finally, television enjoyed a privileged mode of reception: the audience tuned in to television
in their homes, where they were most vulnerable to a persuasive, personal address, which would allow television to connect with their “inner essence” (inneres Wesen). Thus television’s mode of address should avoid “mass scenes,
excited . . . plots, quick scenes and sudden cuts.” Instead, the conditions of reception called for a “more contemplative tempo.”53 Fehlig thus began to codify
the important lessons of television production. DFF staff had learned that television could draw an audience by offering an intense viewing experience.
This and other reports submitted in 1955 mark a turning point in the television leadership’s vision of the television program, which, after years of experimentation, had become more coherent and clear. In addition, since such
reports also made their way up through the bureaucracy of media control, to the
State Broadcasting Committee and the Agitation Commission of the Central
Committee, they also represented an attempt on the part of the television leadership to entrench television in the minds of the authorities as another impor-
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tant part of the East German media universe. Fehlig explicitly defined television as an important political tool that could serve the socialist revolution in
Germany: it would not simply reflect reality, but rather present the dynamism
of revolutionary development in the GDR. Indeed, Fehlig argued that “where
the struggle between the New and the Old is seen, where the first indications of
the new, better and more beautiful life can be found, which claims victory over
the Old, the television cameras of democratic broadcasting also must be
there.”54 Television, therefore, could serve as an effective medium of political
agitation, contributing to the SED’s nation-building campaign under way since
at least 1952.
But, as scholars of GDR cultural policy have shown, the contours of the
cultural struggle for a new and better world had long been a matter of debate
among government officials, artists, audiences, and others, both in the GDR
and abroad. In particular, the boundaries between the acceptable “New” and
the unacceptable “Old” were not always clear.55 Since at least 1950, the SED
had defined “culture” and cultural activity as integral to achieving the enormous economic undertaking that lay ahead for the state. Cultivation, and even
relaxation (Erholung), would prepare East Germans for their industrial tasks.
The SED founded cultural centers, community clubhouses, and lending libraries, promoted higher education in the arts, and fostered museums, theaters, and
publishing houses. At the time, authorities such as SED leader Walter Ulbricht
expected that pretty folk songs and pictures of beautiful, happy, selfless (socialist) people would comprise GDR culture.56 In 1952, cultural policy began
to harden when the SED embarked on a concerted campaign to build socialism.
In this context, “socialist realism” became “not just one creative variant among
others, but rather the only possibility, the only method that [could] lead to the
growth of a great German national art.”57 Socialist realism had been the guiding principle of socialist art in the Soviet Union since at least the 1930s, but the
basic principles were contested and not easily defined. In the GDR in the
1950s, it was associated rather amorphously with “partisanship,” “belonging to
the people,” and certain ideas about “socialist man,” for example. During the
period of destalinization (1953–56) some artists tried to (re-)interpret it as an
element of the humanist worldview. But in 1956, the SED clarified that socialist realist art was by definition “consciously partisan,” and, by 1962, “socialist
realism” had become an aesthetic category unto itself: that is, not just the subject matter, the story, or the composition of a work, for example, could qualify
it as “good art,” but criticism now also took into account its level of partisanship (which mattered as much or more).58 The SED encouraged artists to build
on the acceptable part of the German artistic tradition, which it increasingly
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identified as the German classical heritage. That is, it privileged the work (and
thus the values and worldviews) represented in the literary tradition of the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries: the world of Goethe and Schiller
(and the “rising bourgeoisie”), and not that of Baudelaire or Beckett (representing the “declining bourgeoisie”).59
Given the technological mandate for television and the relative lack of
attention paid to programming at the time, television was not a factor in this
debate in the early 1950s, but as DFF staff began to seek an expanded role in
the agitation program of the state, these principles were influential in the types
of programs they developed. The most important types of programming that
emerged in the first years of service were television drama, “topical” (political)
television, and entertainment.60 Dramatic programming was the most well-
developed aspect of the program, often adapted from theater, film, and even
radio, as producers began to develop television-specific drama. Topical television was the most explicitly televisual aspect of the program, and, to DFF staff,
it seemed to have the most political potential, rooted as it was in the immediate
and seemingly unmediated “transmission” of everyday experiences. It could
potentially grapple with the big geopolitical issues of the day; paradoxically, it
was the type of programming with which the DFF enjoyed the least success,
precisely because simultaneity was so difficult to harness. Finally, the television service had its most “uneven” experiences with entertainment television.
Socialist authorities defined “entertainment”—in literature, on the radio, or on
television—as worthless, vapid kitsch.61 This conception of entertainment was
similar to that of contemporary West German television workers. Television
staff at NWDR, for example, reported that the British model was “more appropriate” to the system they were hoping to build than the American model.
Where the American system dangerously flooded viewers’ lives with daylong
programming, the British system offered a shorter program day of not more
than a couple of hours in the early 1950s. The popular entertainments, such as
quiz shows, games of skill and chance, and other audience contestant competitions found on American television, were not well-suited to the average “lower
profile, reserved” German and would not satisfy what they saw as Germans’
greater need for knowledge and insight.62 Yet DFF staff developed entertainment programming, because it solved their most important problem: how to
come up with enough cheap programming to fill the television schedule, which
by the mid-1950s was expanding to capture the pan-German audience. Another
advantage was that it combined elements of the dramatic tradition with the simultaneity of topical television. They soon learned how important “entertainment” television would be: even early on, viewers flocked to entertainment
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programs. For DFF staff, entertainment proved to be the means to raise the
profile of television service in the GDR.
Television drama was the most abundant type of programming to be found
on the DFF schedule in the early years of service and included both guest performances and, increasingly, original DFF productions. In this, it approximated
the experience of television service in other industrialized nations.63 The DFF
hosted numerous theatrical ensembles, including the companies of the German
Theater (Deutsches Theater), the People’s Stage (Volksbühne), or the Dresden
State Theater (Staatstheater Dresden), among others, which would perform
excerpts from their own repertoires in the studio.64 Furthermore, the television
service produced a new play each week; actors generally performed each play
live two or three times for television audiences over the course of a week. Television writers wrote scenes based on material taken from literature, theater, and
operas, from contemporaries, such as Brecht, but also classics of the German
canon, such as Goethe or Schiller, or the Russian tradition, such as Alexander
Popov or Alexander Pushkin.65
Dramatic pieces from theater, film, and even radio seemed readily adaptable to the technical conditions of early television, but they generally failed
when they were conceived simply as theatrical pieces playing before a camera.
Television had a hard time doing justice to the artistic conceptions of guest
productions, and theater directors rarely took into consideration the fact that
television was a medium with different rules. Unfamiliarity with the technical
conditions of the studio led to confrontations between theater artists and television producers. During the rehearsal of a guest performance of the Berliner
Ensemble in 1953, actress Helene Weigel insisted that, in keeping with the
principles of Brechtian realism, the audience be able to see the actors’ feet.
This condition meant that the production consisted entirely of long shots,
which, given the cramped space of the studio, was difficult for television producers, and it was likely unappealing to viewers watching on their sets at
home.66 Original DFF productions, by contrast, were small in scale, short, and
took place on sparely dressed sets. Most shows used just two actors, who performed as closely together as possible (while attempting to avoid the creaking
floorboards!).67
At this early date, marrying DFF staff’s enthusiasm for the political task
with the inexorable rules of “broadcasting for the eyes” was still difficult. For
example, they created a television version of Alexander Pushkin’s Boris Godunov to transmit at the 1953 Leipzig trade fair, where GDR television was on
public exhibit for the first time. DFF director and novice producer Hermann
Rodigast wrote a treatment with just five scenes.68 The story traces the rise and
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fall of the eponymous prince and includes a massive battle scene. But Rodigast
“could hire only seven extras for this production” with which to stage the battle. The director “constructed the scene so that the actors ran out of the different forest paths toward the camera, then disappeared behind a thick tree, put on
another wig, grabbed a different gun, to appear as a mass of fighters.” Rodigast
described the preparations as “more than comical . . . [that] quickly almost
became bad theatre,” although the resulting scene appeared “astoundingly
good” on the monitor.69 Since the DFF’s only television camera was bolted to
the floor of the smallest studio and could not be moved into the larger studio
needed for the production, television workers had to film this hourlong show.
Rodigast, like the authors of the original play (Pushkin) and the subsequent
opera (Mussorgsky), conceived his Boris as a big, political, theatrical show
thematically centered on an enormous battle. Yet for the production Rodigast
could command only a small studio and no more than fourteen actors; meanwhile, viewers had to watch this improbable scene on a tiny screen. Theater
and television drama occupied a privileged space in the schedule as components of the high cultural enterprise of cultivation that was so dear to the SED.
Television was not quite ready for this spectacle, but the potential political
value was clear.
It took some time for theater to be adapted and emerge as television
drama, but the live nature of television seemed ready-made for “topical” television. Yet engaging the “live” was harder than it seemed. Early topical television
included programming such as Current Camera, which explored the presentation of current events. For the “topical-political” editorial department of the
Television Center, Current Camera proved that television could contribute to
political agitation.70 The show was conceived to be explicitly political, unlike
much other DFF programming. It could broadcast SED decisions to viewers,
“explain (those) decisions to the people and fill them with enthusiasm to put
them into practice” through coverage of such diverse areas as politics, economics, culture, and sports.71
Reporting on current events and engaging the audience in contemporary
issues were the goals guiding each episode. Each show consisted of two news
items at the top of the show that displayed current events, as well as five or six
others that concentrated more on deconstructing contemporary problems.72
The DFF modeled the program closely on the DEFA Wochenschau, a newsreel
series that film audiences saw before feature film presentations in movie theaters. The television version of the newsreel had one apparent advantage: it
could present much more current information, since it was broadcast four times
per week (on Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays, and Sundays). Mobilizing tele-
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visual simultaneity relied on a certain flexible spontaneity, as well as the technology to capture images outside the studio. But planning for each installment
of the Current Camera began six weeks in advance of the actual show, when
department staff met to formulate a set of general ideological questions that
would guide the show. The final conception for the show normally would be set
as early as three days in advance.73 Moreover, the DFF could not transmit pictures from outside the studio until late 1955. The service learned, though, that
it did not necessarily have to provide instantaneous images to fulfill the viewer’s expectation of immediacy; providing the perception of simultaneity could
be enough. One filmed segment that reported on Soviet Foreign Minister Molotov’s quick stop in Berlin was first broadcast on Aktuelle Kamera several
hours later. The DFF concluded that “recordings with original sound, which
give the viewer the impression of original reports achieve the greatest effect.”74
Most important was that the DFF not seem indifferent to the audience
desire for the “live.” A viewer from Kleinprausitz reminded the DFF, “for those
of us who work in agriculture, your weather service is more valuable than the
radio reports, because the weather situation is elaborately explained in depth
on the weather map. Would it not be possible, in the interest of agriculture, to
transmit the weather service daily and, best . . . shortly before the beginning of
the evening program?” This viewer appreciated that he could see explanations
of the weather, but wanted to see that day’s weather. “Topical” could not just
be recent, it had to be more current. A viewer from Leipzig elaborated on this
problem in a letter of complaint in which he described his own conception of
topicality: “I say, current is what has happened in the last 48 hours—that’s
what we want to see, but there’s still so little. On Sundays you always only
transmit repeats. Sport reports are current on Sunday evenings—not when first
broadcast on Tuesdays. . . .”75 The televisual characteristics of simultaneity and
verisimilitude seemed to be the easiest to exploit—just point the camera and
transmit the picture—and the most politically effective, drawing large numbers
of viewers to television. But “live” television—the spectacle, that is—was difficult to achieve in the way viewers wanted to see it.
The third area of programming development was “entertainment,” which,
on the face of it, did not seem able to fulfill the overall goals of political education and socialist nation-building. But entertainment programs emerged and
grew quickly in number because they readily adapted to the conditions of early
television production. Mostly small productions, they fit easily into the smallest of the DFF studios and were easy to transmit with the iconoscope camera.
In addition, such programs offered viewers a sense of the “live” even though
the shows never left the studio—in the early years, at least. Entertainment pro-
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gramming was simple, it was cheap, and it could help fill up the expanding
television schedule. Early DFF shows were simple variety acts produced in
collaboration with performance groups from around the GDR, such as the Berlin Thistle (Berliner Distel) or Leipzig Pepper Mill (Leipziger Pfeffermühle)
cabaret ensembles, or adapted from radio (just as they were in other emerging
television nations). Variety programs, which did not include much action,
quickly bored DFF staff (and, they thought, their viewers as well), and they
began to develop original programming, from game shows to musical revues
and variety shows.76 By 1956, game shows were especially popular, and the
service consistently received mountains of viewer mail in response to questions or puzzles posed in DFF programs.77 With that, the DFF learned to value
entertainment programming: it could attract a large (and growing) audience,
and, increasingly, they could transmit explicitly political messages in an entertaining, satirical, and non-threatening manner.
Television entertainment in the GDR and elsewhere performed an important nation-building function in the early broadcast era. Taking a transnational
view of television entertainment, media scholar Richard Paterson argues that
entertainment programming offered viewers “pleasures in the face of the problems of life” that could either “reconcil(e) audiences to the status quo . . . or
lead people to question and criticize the status quo by reference to the ideal
world in the entertainment utopia. . . .” It could “create a shared community in
which at its most banal viewers can share catchphrases or points of conviviality
and laughter.”78 DFF programming achieved this indirectly, and increasingly
through programs with a deliberate political message. In January 1953, the
DFF introduced its first game show, quizzing viewers on a variety of topics.
The moderators challenged viewers to identify slides of well-known German
landmarks, such as the cathedral in Ulm or the Zwinger palace in Dresden, and
tested their knowledge of the young GDR, asking them to identify the new East
German Wartburg automobile, and awarded prizes to the winners.79 The musical revue Out of the Request File (Aus unserer Wunschmappe) solicited viewer
requests in the television weekly before each show, then played the songs on
the air. Such requests ranged widely, including operetta and popular hits
(Schlager), though moderators replaced what they defined as “kitschy Schlager
melodies” with “good beloved” songs. They soon found that the show was
highly popular—it was “an important ‘point of connection’ to the audience”—
and it allowed the DFF to educate and improve viewer taste.80
Delivering a much more deliberate political message increasingly underpinned conceptions of DFF entertainment programs. A new film series incorporated excerpts from old and new feature films to “demonstrate the path from
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manuscript to script to finished film.” One innovative aspect of the show was
that it invited the critique of East German writers and a handful of viewers that
would be incorporated into each episode. Producers hoped that the show could
draw pointed conclusions about “good” and “bad” creative forms through the
combination of film excerpts, expert criticism, and lay commentary. A second
show was conceived that could appeal directly to East German workers, who
could view the program on their factory’s television. In it, lay “actors” would
entertain a specifically working-class audience “through the use of humor. Two
workers [will] dramatize typical goings-on in the factories in front of the television camera.” East German performance groups and lay artists could supplement such skits with “popular-scientific” filmed segments depicting production methods, appearances, and other acts cultivating “the cultural heritage
(Kulturerbe).”81 Such shows demonstrated the emergence of a specific notion
of television entertainment, focused on political agitation for and among viewers, long before the SED demanded that art integrate East Germans and their
experience of everyday life, at the “Bitterfeld Conference” in 1959.82
The trend toward didactic entertainment was the Television Committee’s
attempt to win viewers and mandate a steadfast political direction for future
programming. The Television Committee conceived shows that experimented
with the medium of television as a means to appeal to, and even create, a specifically “socialist” audience. They coached the television audience in the fundamentals of the socialist cultural heritage, first by illustrating “good” and
“bad” cultural products, and second, by modeling “typical” behavior in order to
cultivate a community of like-minded workers. The shows were not simple
tools with which to manipulate viewers but demonstrated the real desire on the
part of the television service to reach out to its audience. By 1956 they undertook an even greater effort to discover the audience. Staff left the studio to make
the rounds of television viewing rooms across the Republic, in the interests of
improving television programming and expanding television’s audience.

Discovering the Audience
By October 1955 the DFF began to make concerted efforts to discover its audience. A new Department of Outreach took on the task of establishing a “good
connection” between viewers and the DFF. They approached this problem with
a three-pronged strategy: publicizing the program, collecting and analyzing
viewer mail, and meeting the audience by visiting existing public television
facilities and inviting regular viewers to “town hall” meetings to discuss the
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program. Through such rudimentary audience research, the DFF hoped to discover how television had been incorporated into the political work of the mass
organizations and the daily lives of East Germans. Key to this task was the assumption that local officials had even noticed television, and the belief that, by
working with the audience, they could improve the program and the political
impact of television on East German cultural and social life. This effort began
in November 1955, when an employee of the Department of Outreach undertook a three-week trip to district offices of mass organizations and television
rooms in some of the major centers of television reception, including Leipzig,
Halle, Erfurt, Lichtenberg, and Berlin.
Most of the television facilities were in the regional clubhouses of the
National Front and ranged in size and sophistication from a viewing arrangement in one small room to facilities that occupied freestanding buildings. On
the road, DFF staff realized that local officials had responded in a wide variety
of ways to the introduction of television. In rare cases, local officials had embraced television, setting aside space for the receiver, outfitting rooms in a
comfortable way, advertising the program, and faithfully supervising the use of
the television. But other officials were indifferent. They were completely unaware that they could acquire television sets with public funds and, often,
could not imagine how television could possibly prove helpful to their agitation campaigns.83 Even where television rooms did exist, there was widespread
apathy, and sometimes antipathy, toward television. Some officials had simply
plugged the television into the nearest electrical socket, left it untuned to receive programming, cursed the flawed reception, and allowed it to fall into
disuse. DFF staff feared that, at any given time, approximately one-quarter of
sets in public viewing facilities were “out of order,” sometimes because their
keepers were unfamiliar with the receiver, and at other times because of the
apparent long wait to have a set repaired. Few facilities advertised the television program, though this hardly mattered given the scarcity of programming
in the early years. (Early viewers were fascinated by the technology, so the
television schedule was not as important as showing up sometime after 7:00
p.m. to check out what was on.) Some facilities allowed television viewing
only a few times a month, fearing interference with other club activities and
meetings. A few community leaders had not bothered to pick up the set designated for their area. Yet, the crotchety supervisor of one such clubhouse rejected the suggestion that his set should go to another district where it would
get more use, decrying the impact of such a loss on his own district: “You can’t
do that to the district of W—.”
Television may not have become as integral to the agitation efforts of the
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National Front as the DFF had hoped, but it was spreading quickly across the
GDR to become an important element of social life. More television rooms
opened every month, while the number of privately owned sets also rose. People planned social events around entertaining with their television sets: “The
show with Charlie Chaplin was great (knorke). My parlor was full of people
and everyone laughed themselves crazy. . . .”84 Rising numbers of people
wanted their own sets. In Frankfurt/Oder the DFF found the anticipation of
television had reached a “sort of television hunger.” The waiting list for a new
television there was so long that the local chapter of the national youth organization (FDJ) went around the state wholesaler, buying their sets from a private
retailer instead. Requests that the DFF schedule programming for shift workers
grew in number, confirming rising viewership. The DFF’s audience expanded,
even across the border: “I can assure you with great pleasure that you have a
great many viewers over here,” wrote a viewer in Berlin-Reinickendorf. “The
program is good and topical and not made just for the top Ten Thousand.”85
New television owners proved easy to please, while experienced viewers
were more discriminating. Researchers described audiences in vacation
lodges of the national trade union, mostly made up of first-time viewers, as
“hardly critical.” They reported that television had aroused such excitement
among vacationers that most intended to buy a television when they got home.
The staff members who supervised the use of FDGB televisions, on the other
hand, were more judicious in their comments, calling for more opera and theater in television.
Television’s impact differed in urban and rural areas. In Berlin successful
television rooms could draw sixty to eighty people on a good evening. The
television room at Naugarderstrasse 12 in Prenzlauerberg reported two thousand visits a month in early 1956 (over sixty viewers a day, on average). It drew
so many viewers that on some evenings not everyone could get a seat. In Berlin, television seemed to appeal especially to children and teenagers, who were
interested in children’s programming, game shows, and sports coverage. Some
authorities thought that television’s appeal among youths could be a means of
preventing the emergence of “latchkey kids.” Others believed that television
had the power to keep kids out of West Berlin cinemas, although, given the
variety of entertainments in Berlin, television could not hold youths’ attention
for very long. There were skeptics though, who thought television was too
much trouble: television rooms drew rowdy teenagers, so-called Halbstarken,
who damaged sets or modified them to receive Western broadcasts. Teens monopolized the room on evenings when crime thrillers were scheduled. Before
the show they were raucous and disruptive, making it impossible for others to
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enjoy, or even hear, the program. When their show began, however, they paid
rapt attention. If television had begun to draw social outsiders into the purview
of the mass organizations, it was also the case that local officials did not always
see this as a good thing. Television rooms in Weissensee and Potsdam began
restricting the use of the sets to active members of their organization, rather
than allow potentially disruptive kids access to “their” television.
Television was particularly popular in small towns and rural areas. A National Front television room in Schkeuditz near Leipzig could report on average three thousand visits a month between January and April 1955, which was
even more than in Berlin. In small villages with few, if any, other entertainments, such as Gröbers (near Leipzig), the television room became the center
of social life.86 For many people, television became the medium through which
they could experience the cultural life of the metropolis. One viewer from
Leipzig noted that broadcasts from the Berlin operas and theaters were “always
an experience, since here in the countryside we have few opportunities to see
good performances.” Others lauded lighter entertainment such as the variety
programs, circus entertainment, game shows, music revues, shows broadcast
from the factories, and film series. Such shows “bring rural folks relaxation
and pleasure” of the kind rarely found where they lived, and The Laughing
Bear (Da lacht der Bär), an entertainment show simulcast on radio and television, was “awaited with bated breath.”87
By 1956, viewer mail and rudimentary audience research confirmed that
television had begun to affect reception of other media especially in rural areas.
Research suggested that radio lost listeners to television in the first year of
television ownership. Those who had owned both television and a radio for
more than one year chose whichever medium was broadcasting their preferred
programming, usually entertainment or sports. Entertainment always won out
over educational programming (Bildung, or self-cultivation). There was relative consensus among viewers that, although they enjoyed watching old films
on television (The Blue Angel, Battleship Potemkin, or Girls in Uniform, for
example), they really wanted to see current films and did not want to have to
wait to see them until months after the theatrical release. But people were willing to replace cinema visits with television, so it should come as no surprise
that film theaters had begun to lose customers.88 The director of the Department of Culture in the district of Suhl (the person responsible for the dissemination of television there) knew of no public television rooms in his district.
But as an officer of the local cinema, he reported with some dismay that ticket
sales had been declining since the introduction of television to the nearby
FDGB vacation lodge. Vacationers, at least, preferred to stay in to watch televi-
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sion to going out to the cinema.89 In Erfurt, viewers meeting with the DFF
claimed they no longer went to the theater as often, since the television actors
(who were often regular players from Berlin’s major companies) outshone
their local theater company. While television’s ability to draw audiences from
other leisure activities would be music to the ears of any television executive
today, the DFF reminded their audience that television was simply a new factor
in the cultural life of the GDR with no designs on displacing theater or cinema.
The audience had definite opinions about what should be broadcast on
television. In general viewers were tremendously self-interested: they wanted
to see things that fulfilled their desires and corresponded to their worldview.
This meant, for example, that sports fans wanted to see lots and lots of sports
coverage; it also meant that some viewers deemed programming such as What
You Won’t Find in Mother’s Cookbook (Was nicht in Mutters Kochbuch steht)
inappropriate for general viewing. Instead, viewers suggested that such programming should be broadcast in a special “women’s show,”90 segregated from
the rest of the program schedule. Audience taste tended toward the low-and
middlebrow.91 For every viewer demanding more broadcasts from the State
Opera House in Berlin, there were many others who wanted more entertaining
variety shows, crime thrillers, and game shows. They would not accept just any
entertainment: one viewer wrote to complain about the “primitive entertainment . . . (dumb) questions and observations” offered by the Laughing Bear
and asked, “(I)s it really impossible to raise the level of the program?”92 This
viewer did not reject entertainment but had become more discriminating in his
taste. Other viewers just wanted to win prizes. But they did not want everyone
to win prizes and complained that the DFF awarded prizes too generously.93
In their programming taste, then, the East German audience approximated
most other audiences in the industrialized West. They were not apolitical, but
they were self-interested and sought out types of programming and viewpoints
that approximated their own worldview. They flocked to entertainment programming. This picture of the East German audience, laid bare in rudimentary
audience research in 1956, persisted right through the life of the GDR. The
DFF sought to use this knowledge to balance audience desire with its own
agenda of political agitation. The revised program schedule of 1958 thus reflected some but not nearly all of the lessons learned from audience research.
The new daytime schedule included repeats of the previous evening’s programming for shift workers, for example. As the schedule expanded, the DFF abandoned the transmission-free Monday evening, instead transmitting “women’s
programming” at that time. The television weekend began on Saturday evening
(since most viewers worked six days a week until 1965) and was comprised of
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the “evening-filling entertainments” requested by viewers.94 On Saturday evening the DFF broadcast extravagant variety entertainment shows with live audiences, while more sedate theatrical productions (original programming of
the DFF or transmissions from Berlin theaters) appeared on Sunday evening.95

Conclusion
Developing television as an important communicative medium required not
only the development of the technological foundation of the service but also
the creation of a notion of what television could be. In the first several months
of service, the DFF program consisted of experiments in form and content, as
inexperienced staff learned the possibilities and limitations of television. The
difficulties they faced included tight resources, as well as the conceptual challenges posed by a medium with which few East Germans had had any real
experience. In 1952 expectations of television were still shaped by preexisting
media: theater, film, radio, and even Nazi-era television. By 1956, however, the
experiments of the early years had yielded results. Television staff were able to
codify the lessons they had learned about the new technology, and did so in
part to make a case for the political usefulness of television for their superiors
in the State Broadcasting Committee and the SED. And, as DFF workers “invented” television, they became more adept at creating effective programming
and reaching out to the small, but growing, audience. For their part, the audience had definite opinions as to what should appear on television, and they
were not afraid to share them.
Although television was not yet nearly as powerful as radio or film, DFF
workers had established that it was a very different kind of medium. For the
DFF leadership, at least, television promised to participate in the revolutionary
transformation of East German society. Still, at the outset of 1956, television
remained the stepchild to radio broadcasting and the press, especially in the
estimation of the SED. It was not until the geopolitical upheaval of 1956 that
events transformed the SED’s vision of television and the medium’s potential
contribution to SED politics. By 1960, television had emerged as one of the
most important tools of mass political agitation of the SED.

Chapter 3

The Revolution Wasn’t Televised:
Political Discipline Confronts Live
Television in 1956

In November 1956, an East German broadcasting enthusiast wrote to the head
of the State Broadcasting Committee, Gerhard Eisler, to express his dismay
with the news coverage of the East German press and broadcasting services.
Heinz D., the deputy director of a medical training facility (but who described
himself as a working-class guy, or Arbeiterjunge), criticized the broadcasting
apparatus for neglecting current events coverage and for reacting too slowly to
international events. He complained that East German broadcasting was not
doing enough to “[expose] these enemies of the working class,” “the liars and
hypocrites” of RIAS (Radio in the American Sector) and the SFB (the television and radio broadcaster “Transmitter Free Berlin”). This was particularly
dangerous, he claimed, because many East Germans received their news from
both East and West German broadcasters and came to the conclusion that “the
truth lay [somewhere] in the middle.”1 H.D. warned, in particular, “We can no
longer allow ourselves such gross mistakes as the initial silence in the press
and broadcasting about the events in Poland and Hungary. What was the result?
Everything oriented itself around the Western broadcasters. . . .”2
H.D.’s criticisms, which would have been important enough to GDR
broadcasters under normal circumstances, took on a whole new dimension of
meaning in the context of November 1956. The Hungarian uprising, which had
seen increasingly significant demonstrations by students, intellectuals, and
other protesters by the end of October, became an international crisis with the
invasion of Soviet troops in the first week of November. Autumn of 1956, encompassing the uprising and resulting Soviet intervention, represented one of
the most significant moments of the Cold War. It clearly delineated the boundaries within which Eastern European countries could “experiment” with varieties of communism and exemplified the limits of Soviet tolerance of dissent
60
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within the newly inaugurated Warsaw Pact. For NATO countries, the uprising
represented a moment of decision about the future of the Cold War. In the end,
they chose not to intervene. The crises of November 1956 (in Hungary, but also
in Egypt) demonstrated the reluctance of either side to revise the geopolitical
balance of the Cold War through force. This made the war of the airwaves that
much more important. It was also a defining moment for the SED’s approach
to East German television. The SED had a general notion of what they expected from television, against which the reality of what television could provide at the time came up short. But the development of a particular technology
is not determined by its technological characteristics. It only acquires meaning
in the negotiation of particular social, political, institutional, economic, and
cultural contexts.3 That is, the SED had to face the technological and political
limitations revealed by the Hungarian revolt and decide just what kind of television it was willing to build.
By 1956, the DFF broadcast a “regular” program that had overcome
many of the difficulties of the early years and could begin to take up this fight.
But challenges remained to draw attention in late January when the service
undertook the complicated task of broadcasting a special program from the
winter Olympic games in Cortina d’Ampezzo, Italy. This undertaking, while
exciting and groundbreaking, pointed to many of the difficulties that remained
for the service to solve if television was to be an effective tool in the battle for
hearts and minds. These problems would resurface again in November, in the
midst of the Hungarian uprising. As the Soviets moved into Hungary, the East
German Television service remained silent. Paradoxically, it was the DFF’s
failure to respond to the uprising that propelled the medium into the forefront
of the Cold War battle for the German airwaves. DFF (non-)coverage of the
events in Hungary brought the liabilities and political possibilities of television directly to the attention of the SED leadership. Whereas the SED’s concern with television to this point had focused narrowly on the preservation and
expansion of television signals within the GDR, the realization that the television program could and, indeed, must compete with the West led the SED to
more aggressively develop the service. Most important, the Central Committee viewed television not as a tool to stifle information but rather as a means
to disseminate its own message in competition with the West. Television’s
purpose was thus defined in a narrowly political way. The Hungarian uprising
was a crucial turning point in the emergence of television in the GDR. The
SED set out to solve the problems of 1956 with the goal of pulling television
into the same kind of ideological war that radio had been fighting in the late
1940s and early 1950s.
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The SED and Television before 1956
In the early 1950s, the SED had little interest in television and only peripherally exercised control over the medium. The problem of television broadcasting, much less programming, paled in comparison to the daunting tasks of establishing a new state (and building a new nation) in the ruins of the early
postwar period. Scholars have come to understand that the SED could not control every aspect of East German society. In the first decade of the GDR especially, the SED faced too many challenges. The Central Committee sat through
long meetings and “grappled with dozens of agenda items,” addressing everything from party discipline, to foreign policy, to Party members’ health issues
and vacation plans.4 Consequently there were real limits to the Central Committee’s practice of, and interest in, control over television broadcasting. Instead, they held the Postal Ministry and ultimately the Council of Ministers
responsible for the development of the broadcasting infrastructure, while the
State Broadcasting Committee (SRK, founded in 1952) supervised the television service proper. The Central Committee exercised its power over broadcasting only by broadly defining the political agenda and depending upon politically reliable cadres to toe a Party line. The SED defined television (rather
vaguely) as “a political institution like the press and radio, [which] serves the
consolidation of the workers’ and peasants’ power and, as a result, the keeping
of the peace and the creation of a unified, democratic Fatherland . . .” and left
the rest to the supervision of the SRK.5
Indeed, by the end of 1952, most SED leaders had never seen a DFF
broadcast.6 In August of that year, just two months after the introduction of
programming to the East German airwaves, the Central Committee had mandated the distribution of television receivers among members of the Politburo,
the Central Committee, and other representatives of the East German state.7 By
January 1953, it had become apparent that even members of the SRK—the
body responsible for the development of the program—were not watching television. In their first meeting of 1953, one member criticized television, only to
discover that few of his colleagues had kept up with the emerging program.
The committee ordered its members to “get to know” television. Members
were to watch the program over the subsequent week and to participate in a
special tour of the “Central Laboratory and Television Center.”8
The foundation for this situation, in which the leading government bodies
had only the foggiest idea of what was going on in television, had been laid in
the politics of the late 1940s and early 1950s. Between 1949 and 1954, for
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example, an increasingly bitter ideological struggle fought against the West led
to a dramatically shifting vision of GDR state and society and much attention
to achieving ideological clarity among East Germans. In this context, radio
broadcasting played an important role in transmitting political discipline: by
the early 1950s, the SED was directing nationwide radio campaigns, fine-tuned
daily on the basis of SED analysis of the Western line of argument.9 But television, still nascent, remained outside of this campaign.
By June 1953, events suggested that the cultural campaign to inculcate
socialism was failing. The SED’s program of radically reshaping the East German government, economy, and society through purges, the administrative
centralization of the provinces, and economic reforms had led, by 1952, to a
rising number of strikes and “strike threats” in individual plants across the
Republic, as well as the number of people leaving the GDR.10 In the spring of
1953, the Soviet leadership warned the SED to reconsider their radical program, but the SED instead pushed onward, announcing in May that production
quotas would rise by 10 percent. The Soviets intervened, setting the SED on a
“new course” that promised to raise the East German living standard.11 The
state allowed the re-opening of private businesses that previously had been
closed, returned ration cards to East Germans who worked in West Berlin, and
offered a limited amnesty to those who had fled the Republic. But they refused
to let up on the production quotas, bringing the situation to a boiling point.12
Rising unrest gave way on 16 June to mass demonstrations in Berlin. The following day thousands of people, including workers, small farmers, policemen,
and the rank and file of the SED, participated in strikes in hundreds of towns
across the Democratic Republic.13 Faced with several hundred thousand protesters, the Soviet authorities declared a state of emergency in three-quarters of
the GDR’s districts, using tanks and troops to restore order.14 Fifty demonstrators died and, over the next two months, ten thousand were imprisoned in connection with the demonstrations.15
The SED’s official interpretation of the events of 17 June described the
uprising as an attempted coup against the government perpetrated by a small
group of organized protesters with the help of Western secret agents. Although
most government officials generally accepted the official interpretation of
events, the uprising still led to turmoil within the SED. Party members criticized the conditions that had given rise to the uprising as well as the government’s use of violence to end the demonstrations.16 Further, the Soviet leadership made it clear that it held the SED and their policies responsible for the
uprising, and the East German leadership found itself under pressure to correct
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its own mistakes. Yet, by early autumn, when party discipline had begun to
recover and criticism begun to wane, the Party undertook renewed efforts to
purge the Party’s ranks of ideological undesirables.17
The political fallout of the June uprising led to a two-pronged response in
broadcasting. First, authorities made concessions in the interests of appealing
to and thereby politicizing a larger audience. Up to this point, authorities had
defined radio as a tool that could educate (erziehen) and mobilize the population to specific ends, popularize the goals of the state, and develop a “national”
and “socialist” consciousness. The uprising suggested that the narrowly political approach to this had failed, and they increased the amount of entertainment
programming in radio.18 On the other hand, they sought out the unreliable staff,
who had ostensibly undermined broadcasting in a purge that reached into the
television service. Both of these responses demonstrate a deeply instrumental
view of the media: that broadcasts need only consist of clear messages crafted
by politically committed staff to be unproblematically received by the audience.19 In this view, with the technology of transmission and reliable staff already on hand at the radio service, it was only a matter of getting an audience
to listen to the message.
At the Television Center, the search for unreliable staff turned up alleged
agents for the Western powers. In November, the SRK claimed to have uncovered an American plot to gain information about the GDR’s broadcasting facilities and launched an investigation of the Television Center. According to the
head of broadcasting, Director Kurt Heiss, American agents had recruited a
receptionist to explain details of the management and structure of the Television Center, to procure technical documents regarding the development of television in the GDR, and to recruit others for the same purpose. For this service,
American agents paid the receptionist-informant with sixty bottles of liquor
and spirits, which she used to stage drunken “orgies” (Saufgelagen und Orgien) with other television workers in her apartment.20 The investigation resulted in a prison term of almost four years for the “informant” and implicated
five other employees of the Television Center, including the director of the
Television Center, Hermann Zilles.
Television—barely extant—had escaped the worst of the Stalinization
campaigns of the late 1940s, but Heiss and Zilles had been around. In October
1949, shortly after the foundation of the Republic, the Party investigated the
broadcast apparatus and removed everyone who had fled to England during the
war. They accused the director of the Berlin broadcasting service, Heinz
Schmidt, of “experiments in form in [his] radio work that deviated from the
Party line and . . . too great a political tolerance for non-communist editors.”21
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The SED removed both Schmidt and his deputy director Bruno Goldhammer,
replacing them with Kurt Heiss and Hermann Zilles respectively. The drive to
establish greater ideological control of broadcasting did not end there, however.
The second-highest-ranking SED member responsible for broadcasting, Director of Broadcasting Hans Mahle, introduced administrative measures in 1950
aimed at raising the “ideological clarity of all employees of broadcasting.”22
Mahle had spent the war in Moscow, where he had worked in Soviet television
and, after the war began, radio broadcasting.23 But, in 1951, Mahle himself fell
under the scrutiny of party investigators and was demoted to the leadership of
the television service.24 A year later the SED denounced him again, removing
him from that position and naming Zilles the director of television.25
Similar to Mahle, the case against Zilles seems to have arisen primarily
from the SED’s desire to find scapegoats and remove non-conformists within
its ranks, this time in the aftermath of the June uprising. Zilles’s crimes were
not political but ostensibly moral. Zilles, a lifelong communist, had been imprisoned in Buchenwald with other of the SED’s top leaders, including the
head of Agitation and Propaganda, Hermann Axen.26 He had been promoted
through the ranks of broadcasting, holding positions under Kurt Heiss at Berlin
Broadcasting, before taking up leadership at the Television Center. Yet the accusations leveled against him attacked his “liberal views” and lack of moral
qualities. Zilles had displayed a “lack of moral steadfastness” and “lack of
discipline”; he had engaged in the “excessive consumption of alcohol” and
cultivated an “artistic atmosphere.” The SRK concluded that his leadership had
led to “serious mistakes, defects and weaknesses” within the Television Center.27 They removed him and installed as head of television the chief engineer
of the State Broadcasting Committee, Gerhard Probst.
The SED’s quest to remove non-conformists from within its ranks had
shaped the direction in which television would develop over the rest of the
decade. Specifically, the SED had removed Hans Mahle, one of the few leaders
who had had any real experience with television, and, in November 1953, they
replaced Hermann Zilles, whose “artistic approach” to television they found
unacceptable. With the installation of the engineer Gerhard Probst, the SRK
felt they could now control television more firmly, but Probst’s vision for television centered on developing the technological foundation of the service, fulfilling the instrumental view that if the technology were there, the message
could unproblematically be transmitted. As we will see below, events in November 1956 tested this view. With Probst, television development remained
fairly confined to the goal identified in the first chapter of this book: occupying
airwaves. This situation persisted until 1954, when the escalation of tensions
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between the two German states convinced the SED of the need to regulate the
political reliability of the airwaves. The “cadres politics” (Kaderpolitik) of the
SED had reached television, which previously had had much more freedom
from this kind of manipulation than radio.28 With this, the SRK replaced Probst
and set television on a new course.
Disciplining Television: Heinz Adameck and the DFF, 1954–58
In a special meeting on 28 June 1954, the SRK appointed Heinz Adameck as
new director of the service, indicating the increasing desire to inculcate ideological homogeneity within the organs of state.29 Unlike Gerhard Probst, an
engineer who had led the service since 1953 and had been most interested in
developing the technological basis and infrastructure of the service, Adameck
was much more ideologically inclined. He had been responsible for developing
SED cadres, first in the East German province of Thuringia and later in the
broadcasting apparatus as a member of the State Broadcasting Committee. He
came to the service with no previous experience in media production. He was
unconcerned with the creative element of television—DFF television would
not be “art”—and hardly interested in entertainment programming. Instead, he
narrowly adhered to the SED’s official formulation of television’s purpose
identified above.30 To achieve the SED’s political objectives, he took on the
task of politicizing and professionalizing the service: achieving political discipline within the workforce of the television center and figuring out how to
make the televisual medium serve political ideology. The political effectiveness of television relied on both of these elements.
The first task of the new leadership was the attempt to build a politically
reliable and professionalized staff at the Television Center. Between 1954 and
1956, Adameck established firm authority over the television workers. He took
employees to task for relatively minor infractions such as tardiness.31 Television committee meetings took on a more political tone as Adameck elicited
explicit political statements from committee members.32 But most important
was his use of “personnel politics,” introducing politically reliable staffers to
buttress the regular workforce. An “Adameck group”—people the State Broadcasting Committee (SRK) had assigned to the service at the same time as Adameck, including Werner Fehlig, Willi Zahlbaum, Dieter Glatzer, and Ursula
Priess, along with some ten other members of the SRK—composed the core of
this new workforce.33 These people took up key positions in the service in
newly created positions or by replacing existing employees. In January 1955,
for example, Adameck censured the head of the personnel department or per-
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forming “flawed work.”34 Within two months, Ursula Priess had taken the discredited manager’s place.35
While Adameck introduced seasoned and reliable SED members in hopes
of strengthening the political reliability of the service, he also sought to raise
the political level of other television workers. He enthusiastically implemented
“state-political training” that he, as a member of the SRK, had first mandated
for radio employees in January 1953 (and not unlike the measures Mahle had
introduced into broadcasting in 1949).36 Every fourteen days, selected television workers received training to learn about the GDR and improve their ability
to make clear and convincing arguments to the public on behalf of the state,
such as explaining the measures taken by the Volkskammer (People’s Chamber
of government).37 Topics included the basic tenets of Marxism-Leninism and
lessons on the state machinery of the GDR, along with more specific themes
such as “The Alliance of the working class with the class of working farmers
in the GDR” or “The resurrection of reactionary, aggressive (volksfeindlich)
militarism—a mortal danger for the people of Europe.”38
Finding—or training—staff that were both politically reliable and creatively talented posed another problem. There was considerable departmental
infighting over qualified creative staff. To address this, the Television Committee tried to streamline television operations by establishing ground rules governing all television workers, including actors, writers, directors, and cameramen. They introduced standardized contractual obligations and established a
catalogue of “independent contractors” from which the service could draw.
The service had an especially hard time hiring actors. It had to compete with
the Berlin theater scene, DEFA productions, and radio plays, all of which could
offer actors both a higher profile and higher pay rates. Standardization of pay
rates for actors across the arts, introduced first in 1958, both reflected the increasingly important role of television in the cultural life of the GDR and began to ameliorate television’s hiring problems, but finding enough professionally qualified and reliable workers continued to be a problem into the 1960s. As
was the case in the Postal Ministry, the television service had a difficult time
retaining technical workers. In particular, low-paid, overworked cameramen
began leaving for the West in the late 1950s, complicating television’s technical problems with the government’s fears of people fleeing the Republic (Republikflucht).39
While Adameck strengthened the political and professional reliability of
the workforce, he tried to do the same for the television program. He made
structural changes to the service, centralizing the artistic, organizational, and
especially political responsibility for the program in a new department of pro-
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gramming. This department augmented the existing offices of editorial management (Chefredaktion) and transmission management (Sendeleitung), instituted by the Television Committee under Probst. The new department played a
political and professional role, taking responsibility for the daily “program
flow”—coordinating everything that passed over the television airwaves in the
course of a program day. The department also included an administrator responsible for “analyzing the daily program from the political, organizational
and artistic standpoint . . .” and reporting the results to the program management office.40
The creation of this new office reflects that the political reliability of the
service hinged upon the regular and professionalized operation of television as
a medium of programming. Indeed, one of the DFF’s persistent problems was
producing enough programming to fill the schedule. The DFF created a film
library in 1954 in which material created or otherwise owned by the service
could be catalogued and therefore more efficiently reused.41 The service tried
to negotiate film-sharing agreements with DEFA, which loaned visual material, equipment, and studios only reluctantly before 1958. It began seeking film
exchange agreements with the Soviet Union, other socialist countries, and
West Germany.42 In 1957 Adameck required all television workers who traveled abroad to carry cameras in order to take pictures that could be used as file
photos for the service.43 But the problem of finding or creating enough programming to fill the schedule persisted throughout the life of the television
service.
Between 1954 and 1956, Adameck tried to shape the DFF to fulfill an
explicitly political task. He established political discipline among the workers
and took steps to ensure a politically and professionally reliable program. Yet
the transformation remained incomplete. In November 1956 the television service caught the attention of the Central Committee when it failed to live up to
the achievements of the West. Thereafter, Adameck had allies in high places
that increasingly believed in the power of television to influence political affairs and began to throw their weight behind developing the service.

Programming Live Events: Broadcasting Cortina d’Ampezzo
and Hungary
In the year preceding the Hungarian uprising, the television service underwent
a number of transformations. In January 1956, for example, the television service replaced the “test program” of the early 1950s with its “regular program,”
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the official beginning of television service in the GDR. This official program
did not represent a conceptual break with the experimental “test-program.”44
The most decisive change had nothing to do with official pronouncements: it
was the acquisition of technology that allowed the DFF to broadcast from outside the studio. In November 1955, the GDR imported a television transmission truck, thus opening up a whole new world—the out-of-doors—and introducing a whole new set of conceptual and practical problems to television
coverage in East Germany. Liberated from the studio, East German television
could now begin to fulfill the promise of television as a medium that could offer the extraordinary and unmediated experience of witnessing social, cultural,
and political transformations unfold. After November 1955, broadcasts from
sports fields, entertainment halls, chambers of government, and other locations
outside the studio supplemented studio productions.
With new possibilities came new challenges. These came into sharp relief
during DFF television coverage of the 1956 winter Olympic Games in Cortina
d’Ampezzo, Italy. These were the first Olympic Games to be televised. They
also represented a milestone in the history of the Cold War: East and West
Germany still competed as part of a pan-German team, and it was the first
winter games in which the Soviet Union took part. Soviet athletes swept the
standings, dominating speed-skating events, winning the hockey tournament,
and breaking the Scandinavian stranglehold over cross-country skiing. With
these performances, Soviet athletes began to emerge as dominant competitors
in world sports; their success helped to push the Olympic Games to become
another symbolic battleground of the Cold War.45 This Olympics was also the
first live, international event covered by the DFF and exemplified the many
remaining obstacles to the service’s ability to effectively transmit live events.
The case of Olympic reportage gives us a good idea of what we could
expect of the DFF in November 1956, since it took place only nine months
before the Hungarian uprising. First, it is important to remember that East Germans had acquired the necessary technology to broadcast outside of the studio
just three months before, and they were still experimenting with broadcasting
outside the confined (and controllable) conditions of the studio.46 Also, the
DFF had not been preparing for such a task and was caught off-balance when
the SRK made the last-minute decision to broadcast coverage of the Games.
Television workers scrambled to get ready for the events. They prepared technical equipment, completed background research, and acquired travel permits
for DFF staff to enter Italy. One reporter covered the events on location, and he
learned of his assignment just days before the Games. Coverage of the Games
proper was similarly impromptu. There was little communication between
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television producers working different shifts, so the broadcasts followed no
particular protocol, and, more important, no one learned from anyone else’s
mistakes.47 Finally, the DFF’s Olympic coverage was dependent on the live
feed provided by Italian television, which broadcast both live telecast and
filmed newsreel coverage of the sporting events, essentially free of charge, to
any other national service that wished to use it.48
Assessing the successes and failures of the coverage after the Games, the
DFF drew several important lessons. The DFF considered it a failure that 85
percent of their Olympic commentary was broadcast not from Cortina
d’Ampezzo but rather from the studio in Berlin.49 They feared that their coverage had lacked the capacity for spontaneity that could have capitalized on socialist successes. For example, Soviet success at the Games had provided the
perfect opportunity to illustrate the superiority of socialism over capitalism.
Yet DFF coverage had not fulfilled the ideological potential of this success, in
part because East German commentary had relied to a great extent upon information acquired from West German (radio) broadcasters “whose political message stands in contradiction to our own.”50 The DFF announcer often failed to
respond to gaps in coverage that occurred through the failure of pictures or
sound, leaving viewers to wonder what had happened. This was significant
enough because it disrupted the broadcast; more important, such mistakes potentially repelled German viewers from East German television, thus making it
more difficult for the DFF to build an audience. This was especially critical in
the case of the Olympic coverage because, in the estimation of DFF television
workers, television coverage of sporting events offered one of their best opportunities to build a pan-German audience.51 Indeed, American authorities
noted that many West Germans had watched the Games over the East German
channel, particularly in restaurants and beer halls in Bavaria.52 DFF workers
had to be prepared to make spur-of-the-moment decisions in evaluating, interpreting, and broadcasting the images coming at them. These were all skills that
could be mobilized in a moment of political crisis, but they were not to be
learned before November.
The DFF, the SED, and the Hungarian Uprising, November 1956
Before 1956, the SED was concerned almost exclusively with East German
radio broadcasting, but the escalation of Cold War tensions pushed the Party to
see television in a new light. After Stalin’s death in 1953 some countries in the
Soviet sphere of influence began to explore limited liberalization. Then, in
February 1956, Khrushchev gave his “Secret Speech” detailing and denounc-
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ing Stalin’s crimes against socialism, unleashing a wave of demonstrations especially in Poland and Hungary. By November, the situation in Hungary escalated to the point that the Soviets intervened to restore order. The East German
authorities, who had weathered their own crisis of legitimacy (though for different reasons), introduced measures intended to pacify East Germans, including a shorter forty-five-hour workweek, a bonus system, and increases to workers’ pensions.53 They supported the Warsaw Pact decision to put down the
uprising and mobilized the broadcasting apparatus in support of the intervention as well. Yet, although the uprising was dramatic and visual, the DFF barely
registered the events. This cannot be understood as a deliberate, political decision to play down the uprising; in the SED’s view, it was a blunder of massive
proportions. The SED investigated the roots of this failure into 1957 and took
steps to “fix” television, securing the transmission of politically reliable messages by developing transmission technology and disciplining staff.
Between 1953 and 1956 the Soviets undertook a number of measures that
allowed limited liberalization in the eastern bloc. Soviet leaders pursued rapprochement with western European powers and the United States, sought to
improve relations with Yugoslavia, and allowed the emergence of a few reform
communist leaders. The Soviets installed Imre Nagy in place of Hungary’s
“blood-soaked” leader Rakosi—dubbed “Asshead” by Hungarians.54 In 1955,
Rakosi engineered a plot to sideline Nagy, but, during the uprising in October
1956, Nagy was returned to the prime minister’s role by popular demand. By
this time, Hungarians were demanding full national sovereignty, including the
withdrawal of Soviet troops and neutral status for the country in international
politics. Many sought a reformed socialism; some called for Western-style parliamentary democracy. Although a reformer, Nagy was a committed socialist.
After his appointment on 24 October, he sought to manage the increasingly
radical demands of the population within the geopolitical realities of Soviet
foreign policy, working behind the scenes to find a way to end the crisis without Soviet intervention. With Soviet invasion imminent, he made a “last-ditch
effort to rescue the Revolution” by announcing that Hungary would withdraw
from the Warsaw Pact.55 On 4 November, Soviet tanks arrived to restore order.
The Hungarian uprising was a moment of crisis for the East German government. Within the ranks of the SED some had hoped for political and social
liberalization, even openly calling for it.56 But the Soviet invasion of Hungary
only reinforced the reservations of Stalinist SED leaders such as Ulbricht. On
5 November, the day after the Soviets arrived in Budapest, the East German
Central Committee met to discuss how to respond to the uprising. They explained it as an attempted counter-revolutionary coup against the democratic
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forces of Hungarian socialism and prepared to go on the offensive to disseminate this interpretation of events among as many East Germans as possible.
They directed local party organizations to undertake factory assemblies to “express solidarity for the revolutionary worker and peasant government in Hungary” and to reinforce the message that “the help of the Soviet troops, which
occurred at the wish of the government, serves to hinder the white [counterrevolutionary] Terror and guarantee peace and democratic progress.”57
The 5 November meeting also marked the Central Committee’s first explicit discussion of television programming since the DFF had gone on the air
in June 1952. Television was a medium of current events: here was an explosive, topical event perfect for broadcast, yet the DFF had barely registered it.
More important, DFF coverage had “lagged behind the reportage of the Western broadcasters” in both pictures and commentary. Television coverage had
focused not on dynamic events on the streets of Hungary but instead on a meeting of the People’s Chamber (which would have been much more static and
even boring). Yet even that “had not been broadcast correctly.” Coverage had
skipped over the most important speeches, detailing counterrevolutionary connections between West German remilitarization and imperialist aggression in
Egypt, in favor of an excerpt about German reunification. Later, the DFF had
broadcast a roundtable discussion with Karl-Eduard von Schnitzler, East German television’s most infamous political commentator, which also had been
completely unsatisfactory, despite the fact that “Comrade Schnitzler had been
apprised of the significance of this broadcast.”58
This discussion makes clear that the Central Committee had a specific set
of expectations for television and believed it was simply not cooperating with
that agenda. They did not yet understand what was required to exploit that
topicality in the way that they hoped to see on 4 November. It had not been
long since the DFF had acquired the ability to harness effectively the characteristics of topicality and immediacy, and their first forays into televising live
events outside the studio had been fraught with difficulties. As the case of the
Olympic coverage demonstrated, television producers had to operate within a
particular, and limited, set of conditions. Certainly, this was a political
problem—they had to figure out how to interpret the events—but first they had
to get pictures! At the time the service neither had its own correspondent in the
country nor could rely on reports from Hungarian broadcasters. There were no
television relay stations to provide live images from Hungary as there had been
for the Olympic coverage. Film exchange agreements with socialist countries
were just starting to bear fruit, though by this time Hungarian broadcasters had
not produced much programming.59 And the events in Hungary took the DFF
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by surprise: they erupted quickly, and Eastern European revolts did not have a
place in the official program of the SED. Faced with uncertainty, television
producers chose the People’s Chamber clip because it fulfilled the agitation
plan, which mandated that the DFF work toward German reunification.
While the coverage of the revolt exposed the technical and ideological
weaknesses of the television service, it also revealed the potential strength of
the televisual medium. Television’s failure to address the Hungarian uprising
“properly” had proven that the medium of television could play an important
role—positively or negatively—in the SED’s agitation campaigns. This important case does not bear out popular and scholarly conviction that, above all, the
SED wanted to maintain tight control of information and, in effect, hide the
“truth.” In this case, the East German Central Committee clearly had much
confidence in the truth power of live television. They were not afraid to broadcast topical pictures with their own argumentation. What they did fear was the
possibility that the only televisual images people would see would represent
the point of view of the imperialist West. Only by sending images across television screens could they exploit the power and appeal of the televisual image to
tell their side of the story.
In the aftermath of the uprising, the Central Committee began to supervise the development of television technology more closely, a task that previously had been the province of the Council of Ministers, while pledging to
devote more resources, including valuable Western currency, to its development.60 They commissioned a report to determine what exactly had hindered
the immediacy of television’s coverage.61 Many similar reports had been compiled over the course of the 1950s, detailing with brutal honesty the technical
problems facing the television service.62 Then they pursued a program of intensifying topicality in programming, on the one hand, and expanding television’s
audience, on the other. By early 1957, the Radio and Television Department of
the Postal Ministry had begun to build television cameras and other equipment
for television studios and planned to build new radio and television studios in
Leipzig.63 They mandated domestic manufacturers to increase the production
of affordable receivers for the public.64 But they still could not produce direct-
transmission technology and had to import two more broadcast trucks to meet
this goal.65 Construction of the relay stations and other technology needed for
live broadcasts from other socialist countries remained in the planning phase.66
Indeed, the problem of resources plagued the GDR, not least because it had to
compete with West Germany. In 1957 the SRK warned the Politburo about
dwindling allocations in the Second Five-Year Plan (1956–60) and asserted
that if the television service continued at the current rate of development, by
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1960 it “would experience not only a relative decline compared with West
Germany, but it is also not certain that the current capacity of television could
be maintained.”67
Authorities turned from the technological foundation of the service to assess the morale of broadcasting personnel. The Postal Ministry extolled its
workers, claiming the incident had shown that broadcasting as an instrument of
Agitation and Propaganda was securely in the hands of the working class.68
Behind the scenes, of course, authorities were well aware that problems such
as Republikflucht were hampering the development of television technology.
Some workers had not received adequate training, due to high rates of “turnover.”69 At the television service, though, there were enough political inconsistencies that Adameck’s own leadership came under scrutiny.70 DFF technicians
often privileged their professional tasks over important political questions.
Some deliberately avoided political arguments, while others more undertook
more “heated discussion,” although from the wrong perspective, as in the case
of the Television Center’s fire brigade.71 “Negative political opinions” arose
from dissatisfaction with working conditions at the Center. Younger staff in
particular complained of overwork and schedules that demanded they work an
excessive number of overtime hours.72 Here, too, Republikflucht hurt the program. These problems were part of a wider sense of dissatisfaction, particularly among young technical workers across the GDR, which resulted in the
large numbers of refugees that left for the West over the course of the 1950s.73
More difficult than the politics and the bread-and-butter issues of the
DFF’s technicians were the challenges coming from the staff involved in programming. They criticized post-intervention television reports, noting, for example, that Yugoslavian President Josip Broz Tito’s speech on the uprising had
not been broadcast in its entirety, but rather excerpted.74 For the Television
Committee this meant that television staff were displaying a distressingly “insufficient knowledge of [. . .] socialist journalism,” and it dispatched department heads to undertake detailed discussions regarding the “principles of socialist journalism, criticism and self-criticism, and the relationship between
truth and Aktualität [topicality, immediacy].” For the Television Committee
and, ultimately, the SED, though, excerpting the speech was an editorial choice
taken to interpret and report the event properly—in other words, to try to extract truth from topical pictures. Just like the 4 November broadcast, Tito’s
speech represented an opportunity to win “hearts and minds,” using television
to tell their side of the story. In the months after the uprising, the SED’s vision
of a counterrevolutionary putsch attempt was the “truth” of the uprising. In a
meeting on 5 December 1956, for example, the Television Committee outlined
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the “talking points” (Wochenargumentation) to be followed in television coverage. On the matter of Hungary, the Committee directed DFF cameramen to
focus on depictions of “the normalization of life,” “the relationships of Soviet
soldiers with Hungarian citizens,” “senseless terrorist destruction,” and “the
return of refugees.” Through these pictures, the DFF could expose the inconsistencies of counterpropaganda from the West.75
Thus, in the autumn of 1956, the SED discovered the importance of television just as they embarked on a new ideological offensive to prove the superiority of socialism, competing with the West for the “hearts and minds” of
East Germans. Significantly, the SED believed that, given the right argumentation and an effective television service, this was a competition they could win.

Television and Shifting Cultural Policy after the
Hungarian Uprising
The events of 1956 changed the SED’s approach to both building socialism in
the GDR and television’s role in that effort. In 1953, violent demonstrations
against the Party’s hard line had won some limited concessions for the people
that even touched radio broadcasting, and, in early 1956, a modest thaw introduced some space for liberalization as well. More important, both conflicts had
demonstrated to the SED that their efforts to achieve both greater political
participation and socialist conviction were not showing the desired results. At
its first meeting since the cessation of protests in Hungary, in late January
1957, the Party leadership signaled a change of course. The SED took a harder
line, turning away from the West and declaring that the GDR belonged firmly
within the “socialist camp.” They rejected further social or political liberalization, and called for greater Parteilichkeit (partisanship) among Party members.76 As the SED folded the television service more closely into the apparatus
of agitation, this program, as well as their vision of television as a medium of
topicality and political argumentation, were the two principles guiding the television program as it came to take the shape it would have into the 1960s.
The contours of the SED’s new agitation campaign took shape over the
course of 1957. In the cultural sphere, there was some room for maneuvering.
At the Writer’s Congress of January 1956, for example, speakers had challenged the boundaries of cultural expression beyond Stalinist socialist realism,
setting the stage for literary experimentation.77 The SED leadership did not
reject this completely out of hand, but rather called for artists to “make use of
the wealth of revolutionary traditions from the workers movement in develop-
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ing an interesting cultural life.”78 In the longer history of cultural policy, this
could be seen as a forward step. In the early GDR, just as in the revolutionary
Soviet Union, the Party had had to decide on what basis to reconstruct a German socialist culture. Just as Lenin had called upon the classical Russian tradition exemplified by Tolstoy, among others, the SED had chosen to ground the
GDR’s socialist culture in the so-called Kulturerbe of the German past: the
classical German heritage, represented by German cultural leading lights such
as Goethe and Thomas Mann.79 In 1951 this had become Party policy, when, in
the first foray into the “modernism debate” since the foundation of the Republic, they had called upon artists to preserve the classical heritage, reject “avant-
garde tendencies,” and create art with “positive heroes” and “national sentiments.”80 In 1957 the SED renewed this mandate, but artists, particularly in
theater, began to experiment with the forms and themes of the socialist heritage
as well.81
At the Fifth Party Congress of 1958, the Party line emerged as a fully
developed program for the creation of a socialist national culture and the cultivation of socialist citizens.82 The “construction of socialism” was the main
focus of the conference. The SED viewed this as primarily an economic
problem—transform the economic foundation of society, and social transformation will follow—and called for East German production to “overtake” and
“outstrip” the West German economy by the early 1960s.83 But the Party was
impatient and also concluded that “the socialist ‘education’ of the people [was]
the key to solving the upcoming economic and political tasks.”84 They called
for unification of entertainment and culture, which should be “put into service
for the development of socialist consciousness.”85 Television, for the first time,
officially took its place alongside film, theater, and radio as a “new, significant
political-cultural factor of our lives.”86 (In April 1959, the SED went further,
predicting that television’s influence would overtake radio and all other media
in the foreseeable future.)87 Significantly, though, the SED still thought about
this in terms of the technology and not the medium, identifying the “generously expanded television transmission network” and not reception—much
less programming—as the source of its power.88
By 1958, political upheaval and shifting political priorities led to a new
mandate for the television service. Now, television would “more aggressively
and connected to life (lebensverbundener) intervene in the revolutionary process of socialist transformation” of East German social life, and second, “push
back the reactionary influence of West German broadcasting and win West
German audiences” for East German television.89 In this context the DFF reevaluated the programming they had been developing since 1954, and the re-
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ports resulting from intensive research suggested the DFF’s emerging priorities. They “discovered” that so-
called culture programming, intended to
introduce East Germans to important cultural figures and works of art, poetry,
and literature, had achieved little success in effectively catching viewers’ attention or being politically valuable.90 In November 1957 there were attempts to
revive the genre, along with admonitions that “in every case the treatment of
the subject must be made to come alive, even visually.”91 Youth programming
had shown “no resounding success as yet.”92 The department of Dramatic Arts,
which broadcast directly from Berlin theaters and developed (medium-specific)
television plays, had produced some valuable “humanistic and progressive
works,” but entertainment programming (Unterhaltung) was inconsistent. The
DFF reported, “Difficulties in the area of entertainment and satire across the
Republic are reflected also in the television program. As yet we have not succeeded, either in cooperation with radio or with existing Kabarett, to make
shows that are a sharp weapon in the battle against the enemies of socialism.”93
The DFF, then, was particularly concerned about entertainment programming, especially its unpredictability and finding the delicate balance between
humor, taste, and political reliability. The dilemma, as expressed by head of the
Broadcasting Committee Werner Ley, was that “the entertainment department
must really support overtly political shows. Under no circumstances can one
tear apart that which the political shows are trying to make clear, through lazy
and effectively antagonistic jokes. Satire and irony must strike the opponent,
the political enemy in the West, militarism, and help the people of our Republic
to differentiate between friend and foe.”94 There were programs that were both
audience hits and political success stories, and exemplify the kinds of concessions the DFF would soon have to make in other parts of the program in order
to produce a popularly appealing, politically effective program. East German
audiences loved the musical variety show “Your request, please,” for example,
which aired interviews with East German workers about their lives, families,
and jobs, followed by the interviewee’s musical request. At the very least, the
musical requests appealed to viewers, while the service could fit in some agitation by means of the interviews, which focused on the life of the East German
worker.95 They would have to find similar ways to reach out to the elusive
youth audience.
The DFF’s experiences producing live programming in 1956 stood them in
good stead to exploit new possibilities in the search for new entertaining, youthful, politically pointed programs—and more of them. Sports programming, a
major draw for East German youth (and, reportedly, parts of the West German
audience), exploded after 1958, rising from just twenty-three hours broadcast in
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1955 to 455 in 1960 (or from about three minutes a day to just over an hour a
day, on average; see table 1).96 By 1958 broadcasts from the East German theaters, culture houses, festivals, and other locations outside of the studio complemented studio productions. The planned construction of new broadcasting facilities in Leipzig and, later, Dresden, Rostock, and Halle promised to allow
further expansion of television into the provinces of the GDR.97 This allowed
the emergence of “educational” programming (Bildung), in programs such as
Thinking Man, Creative Man, and Our Village Academy.98 The latter, broadcast
for an hour early Sunday afternoons, presented information on new developments in agriculture, vegetable production, and agricultural machinery.99 Such
education programs became an important component of the program in the
early 1960s, becoming the foundation of a new “television University.”100
Finally, the experiences of 1956 had demonstrated the political value of
televisual immediacy, and the new political direction mandated the incorporation of more, explicitly political, current events reporting, and topical themes.101
Consequently, the DFF expanded so-called current-political (aktuell-politisch)
programming in new shows aimed at exploring topical issues such as the anti-
imperialist struggle in Africa and the Middle East and coverage of class struggle in the “NATO countries.”102 The “nightly” news program Current Camera,
on the air in one form or another since 1952, expanded in terms of themes and
material, and as a component of the overall television schedule.103 Initially
comprised of still pictures with voiceover commentary, Current Camera began
to look very much like the Eyewitness (Augenzeuge) newsreels projected in
Chapter
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TABLE 1. DFF Programming by Type, 1955–60
Type of Show
Television drama and
feature films
Entertainment
Television journalism
Political shows
Children’s shows
Sport
Youth programming
Bildung
Other
Total

Hours 1955

Percent of
Program 1955

Hours 1960

Percent of
Program 1960

362

46.1

690

22.9

129
113
74
47
23
11
n/a
27
786

16.4
14.4
9.4
6.0
2.9
1.4
n/a
3.4
100

491
390
476
267
455
63
89
86
3007

16.3
13.0
15.8
8.9
15.1
2.1
3.0
2.9
100

Sources: Hoff in Hickethier, Geschichte, 192, 186, and Statistisches Jahrbuch der DDR, (Berlin: Deutscher
Zentralverlag, 1970). See also Schubert and Stiehler’s work on the dramatic shift toward “information” programming in Schubert and Stiehler, “Programmentwicklung,” 25–63.
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East German theaters after the introduction of regular filmed segments in
1954.104 This format survived into the early 1960s, when it was gradually supplanted by a format more familiar to the late twentieth-century audience: increasingly, news anchor Klaus Feldmann read the news while seated behind a
desk, with still pictures situating the story geographically (images of New York
or London, for example) or thematically (images of newspaper headlines).105
In 1958 it began to include more topical, short subject, coverage more often—
five nights a week (excluding Monday and Friday), up from four in 1955—
with plans to produce deeper, investigative reportage as well.106 Moreover, the
television service pledged to illustrate more vividly the advance of socialism
across the world, and not just in reports of economic progress. Instead, the DFF
would depict the lives of real, socialist people. Newly conceived, so-called
travel reporting (Reisereportage) showed viewers life in other communist
countries, with shows such as On the Streets of Stalingrad or From the Riches
of the Karakum Desert. Such programs sought to demonstrate the growth of
the global socialist camp “in an enthralling, convincing way.” Programmers
believed such shows could narratively link the anti-imperialist independence
struggles of the Middle Eastern and African states with the success and peaceful nature of European socialism and, at the same time, reveal the “aggressive
character” of NATO and the United States.107
After 1958, the program underwent a wider shift away from short, experimental formats toward longer, recurring shows that could function as program anchors. New and popular series did not come from the didactic department of culture programming. Instead, they were entertaining series produced
by Television Drama, the Department of Entertainment, and even the Department of Children’s Television. Series such as the children’s program Our Little
Sandman (Unsere Sandmännchen) or the crime thriller Blue Light (Blaulicht)
emerged in 1958 and 1959 and became long-running and well-loved components of the schedule.

Conclusion
Cold War conflict was instrumental in shaping the television service over the
course of the 1950s, but it was the crisis of 1956 that made clear television’s
potential as an important political force in the GDR. Television was understood
widely as a medium of topicality and visual simultaneity. The Olympic Games
provided evidence of what was possible just months after the DFF acquired the
technology to broadcast live outside of the studio. Nine months later, the Hun-
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garian uprising was an unexpected opportunity to mobilize topicality in the
service of socialism. Yet the DFF remained silent during the November uprising, broadcasting neither pictures from Budapest nor commentary on the
events. Their silence drew the ire of the Central Committee for which the incident had proven the potential power of the medium. As a result of the Hungarian uprising, the SED took notice of television, defined a narrower, instrumental vision of its political purpose, and followed its development more closely.
The SED cast television as both a defensive and offensive tool in the war
against the West. Television programming not only reflected socialist transformation but could also inspire East Germans to participate. Television could
distract viewers—the Party could not fulfill its goal of building socialism if
audiences were watching West German broadcasting—but the SED hoped it
could win viewers on both sides of the border to the cause of building socialist
consciousness. Between 1956 and 1958 the SED signaled a new direction for
cultural policy and, in response, the DFF introduced new programming in the
effort to inculcate socialist values—or at least demonize those of the bourgeois
variety. Television was beginning to come into its own—accepted as a legitimate and potentially powerful ideological force by the SED at the same time as
East Germans were beginning to accept it into their living rooms.

Chapter 4

Mediating the Berlin Wall: Television in
August 1961

In July 1961, the DFF presented the East German television audience with the
case of five East Germans arrested for economic espionage against the GDR.
The group appeared before the criminal court, accused of gathering information on members of the East German intelligentsia and convincing them by
means of blackmail, or even just false promises, to leave the GDR for the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG). The program described the ringleader of the
scheme, Heinz Adamo, as a man of some privilege, with his own car and a
monthly income of about 1,300 DM. Adamo revealed how West German agents
had recruited him while he had been on a student exchange trip in West Berlin.
He divulged further that the “East Bureaus” of the West German political
parties—from the left-wing Social Democrats and the federation of German
trade unions, to the more conservative Christian Democrats and the liberal Free
Democratic Party—supported the entire operation, the purpose of which was
to unleash chaos among both the intelligentsia and the people so as to undermine the East German economy.
Fact, or is this fiction? From a post–Cold War Western perspective, the
story is, at best, a convenient plot for a Cold War crime thriller; at worst, perhaps the “propaganda” of an authoritarian regime. In fact, the above episode
was part of a special report on the problem of espionage and “people-
trafficking” of the nightly news program Current Camera broadcast on 27 July
1961, less than three weeks before the construction of the Berlin Wall. Yet it
also perpetuated for the audience a narrative familiarized by East German
crime thrillers and other aspects of the television schedule since at least 1958.
The Current Camera report demonstrates just how porous the boundaries
between “political” and “entertainment” programming were. As Raymond
Williams has shown, the significance of the television program lies not in the
definition of specific genres or formats but rather in the flow of the entire
81
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schedule: programming, which “is an apparently disjointed sequence of
items . . . is guided by a remarkably consistent set of cultural relationships, the
flow of consumable reports and products.”1 Rather than approaching “news”
programming as a discrete entity, we can only understand it within the larger
framework of the television schedule. To dismiss the Adamo program described above as far-fetched “propaganda” would be to misunderstand the significance of television broadcasting: we should not be asking whether or how
the SED “warped” television to inculcate their ideas in the audience, but rather
try to understand the ways in which television as a new and powerful medium
was able to visualize the social, political, and economic ideology of the GDR
and shape the worldviews of Germans living there. How did television mediate
historical events and help to construct the interpretive framework within which
East Germans (and others) understood the turbulent political world in which
they lived?
This is particularly significant because what we understand as the “Cold
War” was not just a series of events set off by territorial conflicts with political
and diplomatic roots and consequences. Rather it was increasingly comprised
of a set of narratives mediated and disseminated in part by television broadcasting. Within these narratives there is an important relationship between fact
and fiction.
This chapter examines ways in which television programming—in particular crime thrillers and news reports—normalized East Germans’ everyday
experiences during the Second Berlin Crisis (1958–61) and provided an interpretive framework within which they could explain the crisis of August 1961.
Between 1958 and 1961, DFF television grew to become a much more significant part of East Germans’ daily lives, in part because of the emergence of a
regular, differentiated schedule. It was at this time that the DFF introduced
some beloved, long-running shows. Current events, and the diplomatic and
political skirmishes of the Second Berlin Crisis in particular, became central,
not only to programming defined by its focus on topical events, but to other
elements of the schedule as well. In particular, the crime thriller series Blue
Light (Blaulicht) was an especially popular component of the DFF schedule
that grappled with the fundamental problems central to the Second Berlin Crisis. When, by mid-July 1961, the East German press, and Current Camera in
particular, stepped up the campaign against “people-
smugglers,” “border-
crossers,” and flight from the Republic (Menschenhändler, Grenzgänger, and
Republikflucht), they mobilized a language that audiences had already familiarized themselves with through the narratives of television crime thrillers
since at least 1959.
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The Program in East German Daily Life
during the Second Berlin Crisis
During the period of the Second Berlin Crisis, television became an important
component of the ideological war waged over the German-German airwaves.
This was especially the case after the construction of the Berlin Wall, when
television became one of the few ways in which most East Germans could
“visit” the other side of the border. By 1958, television workers had overcome
many of the structural problems they had faced in earlier years. The acquisition
of more cameras and direct transmission equipment, as well as the planned
construction of regional studios, ensured a stable supply of programming.
Construction of a network of major and minor transmitting towers, especially
in the southwest corner of the Republic, was nearing completion.2 A shift in the
frequencies used to transmit East German television signals, undertaken in
1957, not only had expanded the viewing area but also put an end to the shadowy images of West German, Polish, and Czechoslovakian shows superimposed on the East German program.3 As a result, most East Germans and many
West Germans who owned television sets could now receive East German television signals and enjoyed improved reception.
Rising viewership was also encouraged by the increasing availability of
programming from broadcasters in both East and West.4 DFF broadcasts grew
from an average of seven to nine hours a day between 1959 and 1961.5 Prime-
time programming remained the cornerstone of the schedule but was supplemented by daytime programming, including children’s shows during the morning and afternoon hours and, after 8 October 1958, a midday program for shift
workers that repeated parts of the previous evening’s schedule. As a result, increasing numbers of East Germans were purchasing television sets. Television
ownership in the GDR climbed as quickly as in West Germany between 1958
and 1961. By 1960, West Germans had licensed over three million sets, while
there were a million sets in East German homes, a country with perhaps a third
of the West German population.
By 1958, the television program had also begun to take the shape it would
have throughout the 1960s. With a deeper schedule, a wider variety of (more
popular) programming, and an increasing availability of receivers, television
reached into viewers’ everyday lives.6 The rise of television reception, which
contributed to the transformation of the rhythms of daily life across the industrialized Western world, represented no less of a transformation in the lives of the
East German audience. By no means did television accomplish this on its
own—economic expansion, rising disposable income, automobile sales, and the
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transformation of political life were other important factors transforming everyday life across the West. In the United States, television helped to make postwar
suburbanization possible, allowing people to move away from the centers of
commerce and community and yet still be “connected” to the world.7 Just as
television allowed Americans to inhabit the circumscribed world of the suburbs
(home, the commute, and the workplace), it allowed the world of East Germans
to become more circumscribed. The construction of the Berlin Wall limited East
Germans to the world of the GDR and, for some, points east. Yet television
widened this diminishing world, through programming from exotic places
around the world and entertainment that “could seemingly bridge [long] distances . . . (with) reports from a number of cities, domestic and international at
a time, the contacts with Rotterdam, to the Antarctic-station. . . .”8 The juxaposition of the “remote” and “home” on television screens allowed the expansion of
the East German mental world beyond its relative physical confinement.9
The scheduling of the DFF program both reflected such social change and
played a role in redefining everyday life in the GDR. Programmers carefully
scheduled for their growing audience. For example, the East German workday
began and ended relatively early; so too did the television program. The television weekend began on Saturday evening, since most viewers worked six days
a week until 1965.10 The DFF broadcast extravagant variety entertainment
shows with live audiences after 8:00 p.m. on Saturdays. It programmed more
sedate theatrical productions, either DFF productions or broadcasts directly
from Berlin theaters, on Sunday evenings.11 On Thursdays, television addressed the youth audience. During the week, the greatest concentration of
explicitly political programming appeared on Wednesday evenings, often followed by (or sandwiched between) game shows or popular music programs.
The latter were well-liked television genres in the GDR that could draw viewers to the more conventionally political shows. The Black Channel (Schwarzer
Kanal) also generally appeared on Wednesdays, but in the late evening, after
many East Germans had already gone to bed. Its intended audience—Germans
living in the West, not in the GDR—determined its place in the schedule.12 The
DFF did not broadcast on Mondays before the late 1950s, using that time instead for practice and training. But, in 1958, a new prime-time schedule of
so-called women’s programming followed by repeats of old films, such as The
Blue Angel, Girls in Uniform, and Battleship Potemkin, began.
Between 1958 and 1960 the DFF began to experiment with the schedule
to achieve certain goals. For most of the 1950s, a guiding principle of the program had been to avoid scheduling against the rhythms of political life in the
GDR. For example, the television-free Monday evening allowed DFF staff
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some time to prepare for the week’s program, but it also meant that television
would not distract East Germans from going to Party and union meetings and
events. The introduction of Monday evening programming specifically for
women, then, reflected and ultimately reinforced a gendered view of East German political life. Media historian Peter Hoff argues that primarily men attended Party events;13 programming for women in this way could only have
reinforced that perception. Television historian Claudia Dittmar argues that the
introduction of Monday evening programming was in fact an attempt to attract
the West German audience.14 Likewise, media scholar Thomas Wilke argues
that DFF “women’s programming” was intended for women viewers in the
West as well. Certainly, West Germans often tuned in to watch old feature
films, which featured a mode of address familiar to Western audiences, and it
fit the mandate to try harder to draw Western audiences to the program. But the
programming the DFF made for women reproduced a very different view of
the world that almost certainly would have been alienating to many in the
Western audience. By the early 1960s much of “women’s programming”
sought to attract women into the workforce and transform gender relations
enough to make that happen. At the same time, the DFF generally avoided
regularly scheduled programming and was suspicious of the serial form in particular. Such programming was, of course, the cornerstone of the American
television schedule, where broadcasters depended on regularly recurring programming to draw audiences to the set in order to sell advertising. DFF director Heinz Adameck feared that regularly scheduled programming would discourage people from going to party rallies or from engaging in other “important
social tasks.”15 For this reason, they broadcast episodes of serial programming
irregularly, on different nights of the week or sometimes a month apart (not
weekly), for example.
Only a few programs were broadcast so regularly that they became cornerstones of the schedule—and East Germans’ evenings—by appearing almost
every evening. One such program was the children’s bedtime program Our
Little Sandman, introduced to the airwaves on 8 October 1958. The Sandman
became one of the most popular and well-loved characters on East German
television, quickly building a loyal East German audience, and it was one of
the few programs that could reliably draw a Western audience as well.16 The
animated Sandman arrived just before 7:00 p.m. Monday through Saturday to
offer his goodnight wishes to German children. He whisked children away on
exotic adventures, before sending them off to bed with a puff of sand. Along
the way he met other fairy tale figures and performed fantastic feats, like traveling to the moon. But he was just as comfortable in—and familiarized chil-
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dren with—territory closer to home in the GDR: he drove heavy machinery,
spent time at camp, played sports with young East German figures, or introduced young viewers to important national landmarks. In one such episode he
flew over the Spreeinsel (central East Berlin), to give kids a bird’s-eye view of
the newly built showcase of East German society and government.17
The other regularly scheduled program, which was also so important in
narrating the Berlin Crisis, was the nightly news show Current Camera. The
DFF introduced a very simple version of the program in 1952 that consisted of
still pictures with voice-over commentary, lasted about ten minutes, and was
broadcast only irregularly. By 1958, Current Camera had expanded to about
twenty minutes and appeared six nights a week at eight o’clock. Then, in 1960,
the DFF moved Current Camera to seven-thirty and introduced a second, late,
edition at ten o’clock.18 The central themes of news coverage in the 1950s were
the “German Question” and reportage from the Cold War, but the positions
taken on these issues shifted according to the priorities of the state. During the
first two years of the Current Camera, for example, reports on (and from) the
Federal Republic and especially West Berlin comprised a significant share of
each episode. By 1955, West Germany had begun to fade into the background,
replaced by reports from the GDR and the “People’s Democracies” of Eastern
Europe, segments on the broader subject of international peace, and topics
from other, more popular program areas such as sports.19 During the period of
the Second Berlin Crisis (1958–61), the news heavily favored reports of interaction between the four powers, examples of West German militarism, and the
revelation of former Nazis in West German leadership positions, alongside the
accomplishments of the socialist countries.20
The Second Berlin Crisis
The First Berlin Crisis of 1947–48 had resulted in the establishment of two
separate German states in 1949. Yet this alone did not rule out the possibility of
German reunification. Indeed, over the course of the 1950s, diplomats, politicians, and Germans on both sides held out hope for the “one Germany” solution. At the same time, however, the ideological and territorial boundaries of
East and West Germany were becoming more clearly drawn. The integration of
West Germany into the European Coal and Steel Community in 1950 and continuing debates about West German rearmament led to increased tension between the two states. In 1952, for example, the failure of the “Stalin note”—a
plan proposed by the Soviet Union under which East and West Germany would
be reunified as a neutral state in the middle of Europe—and Western European
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plans to integrate the West German state into the European Defense Community further reinforced the division of Germany. The Geneva Conference of
1955 achieved a sense of détente between the Americans and British, on the
one hand, and the Soviets, on the other, which was not matched by détente
between the German states.21 After the Geneva Conference, Khrushchev articulated his “Two-State Theory,” which asserted that “two states had emerged
during the postwar period, each with its own economic and social order” that
would be impossible to unify except on the basis of socialism, making the possibility of German reunification even more difficult.22 Thereafter, the Soviet
Union expanded the sovereignty of the GDR, disbanding the Soviet military
administration and rescinding orders given by the Allied Control Council during the immediate postwar period. Furthermore, passage of a West German law
allowing rearmament in 1955 set the two states more aggressively against one
another. Soviet and East German authorities alike feared the possibility of nuclear armament of the West German military.23 Destalinization and the crackdown in Hungary convinced SED leaders to draw away from the West and bind
the state more closely to the Soviet Union.
In 1958, Berlin became a central focus of the Cold War once again. On 27
November 1958, Nikita Khrushchev sent a diplomatic note to the Western occupation powers. Subsequently termed the “Berlin Ultimatum,” the note called
for the removal of occupation forces from Berlin and the creation of a neutral
“free city” in West Berlin. Khrushchev set a deadline of six months, after
which, if its demands were not met, the Soviet Union would sign a separate
peace with the GDR, recognizing East German sovereignty and allowing state
authorities to cut off Allied access to West Berlin. The deadline came and went
without a second “Berlin blockade,” but the issue of a peace treaty governing
the future of Germany led to a prolonged period of diplomatic wrangling that
became one of the most important flash points of the Cold War, even surpassing the Cuban Missile Crisis in its short-and long-term impact.24 Moreover, as
time passed the interests of the SED began to diverge from those of the Soviets,
and the SED began to pursue its own agenda more aggressively. By 1960 East
German leaders had begun to act somewhat autonomously of Soviet policy and
imperatives, increasingly pushing the Soviets to agree to some kind of border
closure.25 By the time the crisis had passed, the SED had closed the border
between the FRG and the GDR, built the Berlin Wall, and taken control of the
Allied transportation corridors between the Federal Republic and West Berlin.
Subsequently it was much more difficult for Germans to travel across Berlin,
and many on both sides of the Wall had to give up jobs, apartments, and even
relationships with people on the other side.
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The problem of the border had plagued GDR authorities long before the
Berlin Crisis. Walter Ulbricht had warned even before the Fifth Party Congress
of 1958, “it is necessary to carry out a great education campaign, that no citizen
of the GDR allows himself to be induced to flee to West Germany. We must
save all people from being exploited and degraded by West German big capital . . .”26 The language of this campaign constructed it less as a problem of
people fleeing the Republic and instead as a more criminal matter of the seduction and entrapment of otherwise loyal citizens of the GDR. There were numerous, wide-ranging reasons that people left the GDR: some sought better job
prospects or salaries in the West, while others used emigration as a tool to improve their standard of living—particularly their housing situation—in the
East.27 Some émigrés concocted flight plans that required “leaving behind”
one’s family, sometimes only outwardly, sometimes temporarily, or, sometimes, for good.28 There were organizations founded to facilitate the process of
emigration, as well as a number of more covert organizations that indeed operated against the GDR.29
While behind the scenes the government was well aware of the complications involved in emigration, in public discourse the state reduced the complexity of the situation to the language of “enticement” (Abwerbung), “people-
smuggling” (Menschenhandel), and “head hunters” (Kopfjäger) along with
dishonorable “flight from the Republic” (Republikflucht).30 Another category
of “migrant” was the so-called border-crossers (Grenzgänger), who lived on
one side of the border, yet traveled frequently to the other side. Border-crossing
was legal—most were commuters, who lived in East or West Berlin and traveled to the other side for work—and was encouraged by the currency exchange
rate. East Berliners (or Brandenburgers, for that matter) could work in the
West, earning some hard currency, and buy goods there, while paying reduced
(because they were subsidized by the East German government) rent and utilities in the GDR, for example. A number of border-crossers were youths who
traveled West to buy comics and “trash” literature, or to check out the latest
American film at the cinema.31
By the summer of 1961, Ulbricht’s campaign to warn East Germans of the
perils of Western exploitation had not yielded the anticipated results. True,
Republikflucht had dropped after 1956, after reaching its second-highest point
since the foundation of the Republic.32 But it began to rise again in 1960, in
response to a variety of problems including economic crisis (particularly when
it came to the supply of basic foodstuffs such as milk, butter, and meat), discontent with collectivization, increasing centralization of political power
(when Ulbricht abolished the office of the president upon the death of Wilhelm
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Pieck), and the ongoing Berlin Crisis.33 In early July 1961, Soviet ambassador
to the GDR Mikhail Pervukhin estimated that perhaps 250,000 people were
crossing back and forth across the border each day. This problem made the
border seem particularly porous since “the GDR police carry out selective
checking of people crossing the sectoral border into West Berlin, but in practice cannot really arrest citizens illegally leaving the GDR.”34 That month the
SED implemented stricter policies dealing with border-crossing, such as registering Grenzgänger, demanding Western currency for rent payments, and restricting the consumption of desirable goods, such as cars, apartments, and
television sets to East Germans who actually lived in the GDR.35 This caused a
spike in the number of people who left the GDR, which jumped sixfold by the
end of July.36 Overall, in the first seven months of 1961 Germans left the GDR
at a rate of almost one thousand per day.37 Against this backdrop the East German press had stepped up the campaign against people-smugglers, border-
crossers, and flight from the Republic.
If, during this crisis, Current Camera sought to shift East Germans’ focus
away from German reunification toward the development of the GDR and the
socialist world, as argued above, some of the most popular current affairs
shows continued to engage the German-German Cold War. The roundtable discussion program Rendezvous Berlin invited prominent people from the GDR
and the FRG, the United Kingdom, the USSR, and even the United States to
debate pan-German issues, and was broadcast simultaneously on GDR radio.38
DFF head Heinz Adameck described the show as “a contribution to the peaceful reunification of Germany.”39 Audience research and viewer correspondence
demonstrated that this programming was initially popular with East German
audiences. Viewers liked the roundtable discussion format that allowed them to
watch prominent politicians and commentators debating issues important to
them.40 Some episodes even responded to viewer calls on the air—that is to
say, a secretarial figure took viewer questions off-screen and then delivered
them to the panel during the show. After the first show aired, W.K. from Leipzig
wrote: “The show Rendezvous Berlin should be continued; it’s great!” S.N.
from Steinigtwolmsdorf declared: “if the show Rendezvous remains as hitherto, then one really takes pleasure in it.” Viewers particularly liked discussions
on pan-German issues. One viewer wrote: “Rendezvous Berlin is always interesting, when discussions slug it out between East and West.”41
When it was introduced in 1956, Rendezvous Berlin spoke to the issues
that viewers held dear: in particular the future of Berlin and a (temporarily)
divided Germany. As the border hardened, so did the ideological campaign
against the West and the ideology of the DFF’s topical current affairs program-
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ming. Viewer comments suggest the contours of debates that took place on the
show. “I never want to miss the show Rendezvous Berlin,” wrote R.S. from
Berlin-Pankow. “I only recommend that [the moderator] let the guests speak
more. It is more arresting for the viewer if one can correct an incorrect opinion,
than when one always cuts the speaker off . . .”42 This tendency to control discussion became more pronounced over time. As early as July 1956, W.R. from
Neupetershain wrote: “Rendezvous Berlin was very good, that is to say when
there were still real discussions. But discussions only come about when participants have different opinions. The last two were contrived. . . . It’s too
bad!”43
A product of its time, Rendezvous Berlin became increasingly uncompromising, which the viewer from Neupetershain pointed out. As audience numbers declined, the DFF encouraged programmers in 1958 to publicize the topics of discussion in advance in order to attract more viewers. Yet with the
construction of the Berlin Wall and the diverging social and political trajectories of the two German states after the Berlin Crisis, Rendezvous Berlin lost its
raison d’être. In 1964 the DFF announced plans to overhaul the show, but, in
the end, programmers abandoned the program, pulling it from the schedule in
the mid-1960s.
During this period, a number of shows were conceived primarily for West
German consumption. An example of this was the “magazine” show, Telestudio West, first introduced to the airwaves on 11 September 1957.44 The series
spoke explicitly to West German viewers, a conception that determined its subject matter, narrative style, and even its late-night time slot—the DFF often
broadcast it after most East Germans were already in bed. Each episode consisted primarily of filmed excerpts of news reports from the GDR and other
socialist bloc countries or even feature films on pan-German themes.45 Increasingly, the show also rebroadcast excerpts from the West German evening news,
re-narrated from the perspective of the GDR. This strategy was used to a much
greater extent in The Black Channel, for which political commentator Karl-
Eduard von Schnitzler provided scathing commentary on the pictures televised
by West German broadcasters.46 American authorities derided Black Channel
as a “vicious program,” but this “Cold War of the airwaves” was by no means
a one-way street:47 Black Channel responded—and replicated the approach
of—the West German Red Spectacles (Rote Optik), in which West broadcasters
similarly “exposed” East German “propaganda” through re-broadcast of DFF
programming narrated from the West German perspective.
Programs such as Telestudio West and The Black Channel were persistently and explicitly presentist and placed heavy emphasis on current events, so
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the important role of Cold War narratives should come as no surprise. But
programs of all genres explicitly dealt with the developments of the Cold War
and hoped to reach a pan-German audience while doing so. For example, the
DFF conceived Tele-BZ in the tradition of a political Kabarett (a sort of political variety show), mobilized to engage current political events and West German themes in particular.48 A very different component also played an important role in the state’s representation of the Cold War: television drama, and
especially crime series such as Blaulicht, explicitly explored pan-German
themes. Crime thrillers were immensely popular, and the genre could present
social issues and a political agenda in a manner that was less threatening for
viewers than more overt, politically loaded shows such as Current Camera or
The Black Channel.

Crime Thrillers: Blue Light (Blaulicht)
The television service introduced the series Blue Light to the viewing public on
20 August 1959.49 It appeared irregularly, every month or two, though usually
on a Thursday night at 8:00 pm.50 In all, the DFF broadcast twenty-nine episodes before taking Blue Light off the air in 1968.51 It was intensely popular:
each installment reached large audiences, often estimated to be 50 percent of
the viewing public. The series’ writer Günter Prodöhl previously had worked
as a journalist covering court trials and used actual criminal cases as fodder for
scripts. In the period before the construction of the Berlin Wall, most plots focused on the liminal space between East and West Berlin. Tiring of this setting,
Prodöhl put the show on hiatus in early 1961 and prepared to move the action
of the show beyond the borders of Berlin.52 Despite the geographic shift, from
Berlin to other cities of the GDR, the border and criminality arising from the
German-German Cold War remained integral to the conception of the series.
For some commentators, Blue Light exemplifies the ostensibly derivative
nature of East German television, proving that the DFF simply copied West
German programming, in this case, the crime thriller The Steel Net (Stahlnetz).53 The crime thriller, however, was not an especially innovative form, in
the GDR or the FRG. In 1958, for example, The Steel Net went on the air, reproducing the American television show Dragnet for the West German audience. Later that year Blue Light emerged on East German screens. Such programs emerged because they were easy to produce, relatively popular, and
made good use of the televisual conditions of live action and intimate settings.54 What is more important is that both GDR television and state authori-
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ties continued to privilege mainstream formats over new, experimental forms
that sought, by the early 1960s, to undermine the power of established narrative modes.
Blue Light established the vital importance of the German border in the
very first show, appropriately entitled “Tunnel on the Border.”55 This episode
dramatized the case of a jeweler who smuggled his wares, both stolen and legally obtained, out of the GDR to sell on the West German market. When discovered, the culprit attempted to flee the Republic by way of the defunct but
not yet obstructed East-West subway tunnel under Berlin’s Potsdamer Platz.
The cornerstone of the series was the depiction of economic crime—in this
episode, the crux was the jeweler’s attempt to smuggle goods out of the Republic for sale elsewhere—and it established the interpretative framework within
which crime could be understood to undermine the GDR.56 Crimes against
property were attacks on the Republic itself—as well as citizens loyal to it—
who ultimately were the victims in every episode. In the episode “Antiquities”
(November 1961), for example, the perpetrators are caught smuggling art out
of the Republic in order to run up their value on the West German art market.
Officer Timm visits the State Art Brokerage, where an East German art expert
explains to Timm the “Western” method of inflating the price of artwork to
make huge profits.57 Crimes against persons, including fraud and murder, also
played a role in the series, but these crimes were similarly framed in terms of
their ramifications for the Republic.
The conception of the series established a clear framework within which
viewers could understand the “true crimes” they were about to see. Of the first
episode only remnants still exist, including the television script, which includes
live television scenes but not other scenes that were committed to film. The
script tells us that the director, Hans-Joachim Hildebrandt, appeared at the beginning of the episode with the DFF adviser from the Volkspolizei (People’s
Police) and the actor Bruno Carstens (who played the officer Wernicke) to introduce viewers to the series. Hildebrandt described the development of Blue
Light as an “almost utopian undertaking.” In the GDR, “murder announcements, unlike the weather report, don’t belong to the repertory of the daily
press. We know no gangster nuisance, corruption economy, kidnapping, drug
trade, nor even an armed bank robbery, which elsewhere virtually belongs in
the urban landscape.”58 In Blue Light, then, all of these problems originated
instead on the other side of the border, and the series demonstrated the valuable
work of the People’s Police (Volkspolizei) in protecting GDR citizens from
such pernicious influences. The conception of the show also drew clear con-
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trasts between the representation of crime and the practices of the criminal
police in East and West. Hildebrandt explained the central role of the police
adviser, who counseled the DFF on what policing was “really” like: “the People’s Police don’t get their pistols out of the drawer and cock them demonstratively when they go to arrest a perpetrator. He carries the weapon more likely
with him, always ready for action, even if that doesn’t suit the director of the
crime thriller.”59 Hildebrandt confronted viewers’ expectations of policing,
which they had learned in a very different social and political context. He argued that Blue Light’s representation of policing would be depicted much more
realistically than what they were used to (from trivial literature, Western movies, and the like). He could have been speaking directly to the viewer we met
on page one of this book. With this, Hildebrandt might have hoped to disarm
the threat of the West German crime program Steel Net, which viewers could
easily distinguish from Blue Light, due to its greater adherence to the hyper-
masculinity of the hardboiled crime thriller tradition.
Before 1961, the open border was a primary plot device for the Blue Light.
The border was presented as a major source of crime, which most often originated in the Federal Republic and was “exported” to the GDR. The border also
offered the opportunity of escape to criminals fleeing from the law on either
side of the border. Border-crossers were common figures, portrayed as people
who took advantage of either the East German economy or its people as a result of the openness of the GDR. For example, some Berliners lived in the
(cheaper) East, but worked in the (better remunerated) West. Some characters
traveled East to buy cheaper goods, which they re-sold upon their return to the
West. Criminals were sometimes “Returnees” (Rückkehrer)—those who had
left the GDR for the West, only to return later.60 More troubling were the so-
called People-smugglers who facilitated illegal emigration, or worse, kidnapped honest citizens into West Berlin. In other words, Blue Light incorporated precisely those issues that most preoccupied GDR authorities during the
Second Berlin Crisis and were often reported in topical-political programming;
the fictionalization of such narratives permeated public consciousness and
played an integral role in making intelligible the government’s decision to
build the Berlin Wall—and put an end to such problems—in August 1961.61
The series’ focus on depictions of cross-border crime was both entertaining and didactic: it allowed for the creation of entertaining thrillers, while also
attempting to demonstrate that West Germans, and Western capitalist culture,
were ultimately responsible for crime in the GDR. Blue Light used dialogue,
visual cues, and plot structure to educate its viewers. Dialogue between East
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German characters lampooned Westerners who assumed the worst about the
East German “police state.” Rowdy teenagers, or Halbstarken, were clearly
coded through their dress, reading habits, and relationship to authority figures.
Visual cues identifying rowdy youth were reinforced and emphasized through
the action and dialogue. In “Cigarette Butts” (“Kippentütchen”) from January
1960, a young man described to the police the kid they were looking for, making sure to point out that his jeans were real American jeans, not the East German variety: “Real American jeans! . . . Original Texas. Made in the USA.”62
The motives and moral fiber of adult characters were likewise encoded in the
origin of the cigarettes they smoked: criminal characters smoked West or
American; the police proudly smoked East cigarettes. The eponymous cigarette butts signified the anti-fascist past of the honorable police captain, who
learned this specific way of rolling tobacco during time he spent incarcerated
in a concentration camp during the Nazi period.63 Finally, Prodöhl wrote early
episodes in such a way that viewers often knew the identity of the perpetrator
from the beginning: in this way messy plot twists would not divert the audience
from the show’s central message. Audience research carried out in 1960
showed that this narrative strategy failed to appeal to viewers because it detracted from the episode’s level of suspense. In an effort to improve the series,
the shows began to hide the identity of the perpetrator, as exemplified by the
episode “Antiquities” (1961).64
Blue Light could legitimize the state for its audience, especially through
the development of characters representing the state.65 Each show focused on
the police work of a trio of regular male actors, police captain Wernicke and
police lieutenants Thomas and Timm. Forensics officer Inge Martens (a
woman!) and public prosecutor Siebert also made appearances throughout the
series. It is unsurprising that the shows depicted these characters sympathetically but they did so effectively using common narrative devices. In fact, one
of the most favored comic devices of the series was to put the police officials
in situations in which their official identities were unknown; the disrespectful
or familiar attitudes of other characters quickly transformed when they realized
they were speaking to none other than the People’s Police.66 In one such scene,
a distracted hotel concierge will not let Timm get a word in edgewise and mistakes him first for a doctor, then a British trade delegate. Timm stuns the concierge with his police badge, who thereafter gives his undivided attention.
In a letter to the leader of the Agitation Commission (and member of the
SED Politburo) Albert Norden, DFF director Adameck argued that the political
value of the series lay in the popularity of the three actors: “In this way the
creators of the Blaulicht series have been able to strengthen and reinforce the
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trust of the people in the Peoples’ Police.”67 Audience research also suggested
that viewers really did like these characters. A 1960 survey asked respondents
whether the show should retain the characters of Wernicke, Thomas, and
Timm. One woman claimed that the characters were vital to the series: “(they)
simply belong to Blue Light.” A construction worker from Hoyerswerda reflected that the characters had become “like good, old friends.”68 In order to
achieve this kind of familiarity, the show capitalized in part on stock characters. Lt. Thomas was a tall, good-looking fellow who could charm the ladies.69
Lt. Timm, on the other hand, was a shorter, more comical figure: he often lamented the legwork required for policing but always came up with an odd, ingenious, and often folksy way of solving the case. Wernicke was the tough but
fair patriarchal figure, keeping the other two in line.
“Twice Dead” (“Zweimal Gestorben”)
Two episodes from the series broadcast before the border closure serve as good
examples of the way in which the series represented cross-border issues, crime,
and policing, and the more general crisis of the postwar period. The second
episode of the series, “Twice Dead,” broadcast on 15 October 1959, serves as
a good example of the kinds of themes and characters introduced by the series
during the period of the Second Berlin Crisis. Familiar characters appear representing the state: Police officers Wernicke, Thomas, and Timm, as well the
State Prosecutor Siebert and the forensics officer Inge Martens. A large cast of
additional characters, including the brothers Heinz and Peter Kosswig (played
by one actor), Peter’s girlfriend Edith May, and petty criminals Alfred Natke
and Fiebach, also appear; the especially large cast is, in this case, an indication
of the convolution of the plot. The episode primarily dramatized murder, insurance fraud, and flight from the Republic, intertwined with subplots about
forged documents, smuggling, border-crossing, and American espionage.
The primary plot follows Peter Kosswig and his girlfriend Edith, who
conspire to kill Kosswig’s invalid brother Heinz, to inherit his property in the
GDR and to profit from a West German insurance policy they have taken out in
his name. For some time, Peter has been leading a double life, posing as Heinz
when living in West Berlin, while his brother is housebound in Rostock. Setting the plan in motion, Peter brings Heinz across the border, sending an urn of
fake ashes to Rostock as proof of Heinz’s death in order to claim the property;
thereafter, Edith poisons Heinz. The conspirators dump the body in the remains
of a bombed-out building in West Berlin that is scheduled for demolition the
following morning. Edith tips off the West Berlin authorities that someone is
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“living” in the building, but they arrive too late to “save” Heinz. Edith collects
the insurance money, only to be murdered by the third co-conspirator Alfred
Natke, who conveniently has denounced Peter to the East German People’s
Police as the mastermind behind an operation to smuggle Meissen porcelain
out of the GDR, a subplot that explores Natke’s associations with his underling
“Fiebach” and with an elusive (American) figure by the name of Mister Joe,
who seems to be running the show.
The plot of this episode was perhaps too complex to be a compelling piece
of televisual storytelling, but it aptly demonstrated the centrality of the open
border and the importance and impact of cross-border crime in the early Blaulicht series. In the ninth scene, the first in the episode in which the People’s
Police appear, Prosecutor Siebert holds forth on the problems of the border:
Siebert: You all know that what appears on this map as a harmless, black
line, in a large city such as Berlin, passes through streets, sewers . . .
even through houses. What did that old crook say recently . . . Comrade
Wernicke?
Wernicke: He said, ‘I was born too late. These borders in Berlin are the
most lucrative (segensreich) creation of the twentieth century.’
Siebert: We don’t share this opinion. But we constantly have to deal
with people who do have such ideas. Now, I mean in particular the career criminal border-crossers, with residence and employment in West
Berlin. . . . The more criminological evidence we have against certain
smuggling and spy rings, the better our chances become of getting to
them. You know what I mean. Smugglers and Spies aren’t understood
as criminals by our colleagues in West Berlin. In cases of economic
crime or espionage, we don’t even [notify them over there.] . . . 70
The implication is that Western authorities do not take such crimes seriously.
The audience later learns that Natke earlier had fled the GDR to avoid arrests
for crimes committed there, suggesting that criminals could disappear in West
Germany. He was a symbol of Western decadence, wearing flashier clothing
than the other characters and meeting Peter for strategy sessions at a gambling
hall in West Berlin. Indeed, all three involved in the smuggling scheme profited
repeatedly from the open border: they were all guilty of fleeing the republic, but
they had no difficulty returning to the GDR at will. Peter had even smuggled his
(still-living) brother across the border relatively easily and with impunity.71
Yet the root of their crimes lay deeper than the culprits’ own selfish interests. Fiebach testified, for example, that he (and, by implication, the others)
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had gotten caught up in an American crime syndicate while trying to enter the
West. According to Fiebach, Natke had told him of a job involving porcelain
smuggling. Fiebach decided to stay in the West:
Wernicke: As a refugee?
Fiebach: I wasn’t yet recognized. The Mister . . . Mister, yeah, the Ami
said I had to prove that I was for the West.
Wernicke: What did he demand of you?
Fiebach: Not him. He sent me to others. For them I had to go to Treptow
every day and leave a letter. . . .
Wernicke: And you also had to buy the porcelain for this man?72
The mysterious “Mister” compelled Fiebach and the others into a life of crime
in return for recognition as refugees from the East—certainly not the warm
welcome East Germans who might have been contemplating fleeing the Republic might have hoped to expect. Repeatedly Blue Light put its characters in
situations that were familiar to DFF viewers from coverage of current events
and, perhaps, their own life experiences. In this case, Fiebach’s plight demonstrated the hidden dangers of allowing oneself to be seduced by the other side.
We may find these situations and their resolutions implausible, but they certainly carried a different weight for audiences watching the show during the
uncertainty of the Berlin Crisis. In this way Blue Light was able to shape the
ways in which its viewers thought about the world they lived in.
“The Butter Witch” (“Butterhexe”)
Broadcast on 28 July 1960, the series’ eighth episode, “The Butter Witch,”
dealt with similar cross-border issues, but drew starker comparisons of crime
and policing in East and West Berlin. In the episode, Lisa Wendler—the eponymous culprit—poses as a representative of the state social services department. She appears on victims’ doorsteps with promises of butter donations or
coupons for coal. After gaining their trust she robs them of their pension disbursements. The audience learns she has stolen from hundreds of pensioners
(all women) in the districts of West Berlin, always using the same method, yet
the West Berlin police have no idea who the “butter witch” is, nor do they seem
to care very much to find her. They ignore tips from witnesses, fight to shift
jurisdiction over the case to other districts, and, when one victim dies of a
stress-related heart attack after her ordeal, decide that the police force is too
busy with other things to pursue a case in which the victim—and primary wit-
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ness—is dead. For the pensioner community, Wendler has become a phantom
figure, hardly real. The VP decides to keep an eye on the case and begins mobilizing all means possible to warn pensioners of the scam. It is only when the
“butter witch” starts to operate in East Berlin that any serious headway is made
on the case. After Wendler swindles a woman at an isolated cemetery in East
Berlin, Wernicke, Thomas, and Timm dive headlong into the case, following a
trail of paper evidence—old case files sent over from West Berlin, a mass transit pass used by Wendler, and the forged coal coupons, which lead to an old
ration card from 1955. They quickly establish a profile of the woman, trail her,
and catch her red-handed.
This episode, as was the case for most of the early episodes of Blue Light,
was a strong indictment of the conditions created by the war and the open question of the status of Berlin. Just as in “Twice Dead”—a case of fratricide—the
dissolution of family ties came into stark relief in this episode. The “Witch,”
Lisa Wendler, has little control over or, seemingly, love lost for her wayward
teenage son. She bribes him to spend the night away from home, so that she can
entertain her hoodlum boyfriend. The West Berlin police, acting on a bad tip
they leave uncorroborated, arrest the wrong woman; her husband, a respectable
businessman, hastily plans to divorce her before news of her arrest is released
to the public, thus sparing himself the public shame. Moreover, communal ties
and basic civility have been affected. Wendler preyed on the weakest in society,
women over the age of seventy-five, and went so far as to seek victims out even
while they were visiting loved ones in a cemetery.
Blue Light’s answer to these desperate conditions was to model citizen
involvement and cooperation. In the Kosswig case, an ordinary citizen from
Rostock approached the police with his own suspicions of shady, if not overtly
criminal, behavior. The shop employees were able to identify suspicious activity and intervened to prevent crime from occurring. In “The Butter Witch,” the
People’s Police were able to mobilize a substantial number of ordinary East
German citizens to prevent crime. By contrast, West Berliners who went to the
police with concerns or information about the “butter witch” were ignored, or
worse, did so only to collect rewards for the information. Thus Blaulicht encouraged viewers to identify, not necessarily with the representatives of the
state such as Wernicke or Timm, but with the cast of supporting characters who
represented ordinary East Germans. This strategy of encouraging viewers to
empathize with and even relate to those characters and their situations was not
only important in terms of building a loyal audience for the series, but it also
performed an important ideological function, encouraging viewers to think of
themselves as “East German.” Viewers could more easily “recognize” and de-
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fine the smuggling of goods, “people-smuggling,” and border-crossing as legitimate, criminal problems. Blue Light dramatized the issues of the Berlin
Crisis, made them relevant, and offered East Germans ways of understanding
the motivations and the impact of such crime before such damning language
became central to the language of Current Camera news coverage. The narrative strategies of so-called entertainment television gave ordinary East Germans a visual and narrative context within which to understand the subsequent
political pronouncements of the Party and the State.

Broadcasting the News: Current Camera
In early July 1961, the DFF leadership informed its members of new guidelines
governing summer and fall programming. The driving force behind the new
guidelines was the unfolding political situation, including the ongoing discussions about the status of Berlin as well as the upcoming elections to be held in
September. The Television Council directed Current Camera, “as the most important political show of the DFF,” to focus as often as possible in both the
prime-time and late editions on topics such as the negative achievements of
West Germany, which they identified as massive agricultural debt, high rates of
women dying during childbirth, and a rising wave of youth crime. Similarly,
the show broadcast the satirical segment “We have Adenauer to thank for that,”
as well as “the most asinine lie of the week,” and stories on human trafficking
and border crossers. In particular, the news was instructed to demonstrate the
role of West German militarism in stirring up “war hysteria.” The Television
Committee mandated that contrasting reports should show the efforts of the
East German working classes toward the success of the nation and the preservation of peace. Current Camera was to propagate the peace plans of the Soviet and East German authorities and prove that “all peace-loving men will win
through the implementation of our suggestions.”73
Between the end of June and the beginning of August the tone of Current
Camera shifted, reflecting the impact of the 6 July directives. On 28 and 29
June, for example, coverage focused on international peace talks (including
separate statements on the issue of West Berlin from British prime minister
Macmillan and American president John F. Kennedy), international worker unrest (in France and England), and domestic issues such as the wheat harvest
and meetings between Walter Ulbricht and GDR workers. Current Camera
also reported the ongoing detention of GDR citizens in the Federal Republic
and denied “rumors” of a crisis of supply in the GDR, refuting an article in the
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sensational West German daily Bild Zeitung entitled “The Zone Starves,” with
pictures of East German markets stocked with cauliflower, tomatoes, and at
least thirty kinds of cake.74 By 2 August the tone had become much more strident: Current Camera refocused on West German authorities’ revanchism and
ties to Nazism contrasted with the strength of the socialist world, while
“human-trafficking” and border-crossing crimes took center stage. Current
Camera reported extensively, for example, on the five-day trial of Heinz Adamo and his accomplices for human trafficking, introduced at the beginning of
this chapter, which began on 2 August 1961. The case made wide-ranging accusations. A witness for the prosecution indicted a number of Western agencies
in the scheme to smuggle people westward, including the American and British
intelligence services, the West Berlin “political police,” the East Bureau of the
SPD, the Ministry of All-German Affairs, and RIAS (Radio in the American
Sector). The news included commentary from a man identified as a West
Berlin–based exporter and former investigator of the Marienfelde refugee
camp in southwest Berlin, who elaborated on the process of people smuggling.
He linked it to the West German Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution and the West German Federal Intelligence Service (Bundesnachrichtendienst) and confirmed that smugglers targeted the intelligentsia in particular. Reports such as these fulfilled the Television Council’s new guidelines to
the letter. In the months leading up to the building of the Wall, the television
service was already in the process of easing the way to explain to East Germans the concrete and mortar division of the two German states. The kinds of
issues raised in both “entertainment” programming and the nightly news provided a number of avenues that could be exploited by the SED as the Berlin
Crisis reached a high point on 13 August.
“It was an entirely normal day . . .”
On 13 August 1961, Germans in East and West awoke to the news that the
GDR authorities had closed most of the Berlin border to through-traffic. Overnight East German soldiers had erected temporary barriers of barbed wire,
which were soon to be replaced with less-permeable concrete pylons and, later,
a full-fledged wall. That evening Current Camera went on the air as usual at
7:30 for approximately twenty-four minutes. The news began with a recitation
of the Council of Ministers decision (as it had been printed in the national political daily newspaper Neues Deutschland) that had led to the day’s actions.
The report did not criticize the border blockade, reporting the events instead as
something that had been looming on the horizon since the foundation of the
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Republic.75 At the top of the broadcast, the show transmitted images filmed at
the border as well as man-on-the-street interviews eliciting opinions on the
day’s events from passersby. Thereafter, the announcer reported a variety of
other news items focusing on the socialist world, from the meeting between a
Romanian delegation and Brezhnev in the Soviet Union, at which statesmen
called for the conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany, to the visit of Ghanaian independence leader Kwame Nkrumah in Romania, to folk-dancing at a
youth meeting in Arnstadt.76
The regularly scheduled Current Camera and the following special edition, as well as a third, late edition that evening, emphasized the state of normality at the border. This message was expressed clearly and repeatedly by
DFF announcers and through the use of filmed images taken at various border
crossings. At the top of the regular edition, for example, the announcer set the
framework within which the audience should interpret the images: “at all of the
control points identified in the decisions, traffic proceeded today as on all days,
as you can see in [these] pictures.” The film included images of checkpoints,
including the Brandenburg Gate, Sonnenallee, and Friedrichstrasse that suggested relative quiet on the streets of Berlin. Mixed in were other images that
complicated the primary message, including pictures depicting traffic on inland waterways, the naval fleet, a zoo, and a sporting event in Oberschöneweide. The primary images situated viewers on the front line of the Cold War
at the border in East Berlin. Images of the naval fleet were representations of
power that suggested state authority and strength. Yet, other images depicted
sites of everyday life that were likely less sensitive for the average viewer, focusing on leisure pursuits and the rhythms of daily life. Current Camera coverage reinforced the impression of normality and stability by reminding viewers
that other things were going on in the world.
DFF reportage emphasizing normality and stability also implied the legitimacy of the action, a notion expressed explicitly in the late edition. Clips
broadcast in the late evening took three approaches to the problem of the border: they examined the responses of authorities from the Federal Republic, the
American state department, and ordinary Berliners. Current Camera anchor
Klaus Feldmann informed viewers of a conference convened “in feverish
hurry” between West German Chancellor Adenauer, Secretary of State Hans
Globke, and the Minister of All-German Affairs, Ernst Lemmer. According to
Feldmann, they had made the decision to foment unrest in West Berlin. Coverage suggested the impression of impotent West German authorities, futilely
trying to exert pressure on the GDR. The characterization of West German intent to encourage protests in the streets together with the evidence of existing
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relative calm suggested, of course, that any disturbances of which viewers
might hear were protests undertaken not by GDR citizens but by agents of the
West in the GDR.77 The representation of West German rage and powerlessness contrasted sharply with Current Camera reportage of the reaction of other
Western leaders. American Secretary of State Dean Rusk lodged a formal complaint on behalf of the Western powers. Yet neither John F. Kennedy nor Charles
de Gaulle had responded to the “crisis” or even broken off their weekend vacation plans. Unlike authorities from the Federal Republic, other Western leaders
appeared relaxed and unconcerned. Finally, Feldmann reported East Berliners’
responses as uniformly supportive of the regime and Current Camera reportage. A top story of the special edition, for example, suggested this meant “no
more domestic servants from East Berlin,” implying that rich West Berliners
were exploiting the labor of East Berliners. Later in the broadcast a “man in the
street” interviewee reinforced this message, asserting that the measures of 13
August would mean that the class enemy (West German managers) would no
longer benefit from the labor of the GDR.78
The only remaining remnants of the Current Camera reportage are some
film fragments and transcripts of the broadcasts collected by the West German
authorities as part of their ongoing project of recording East German broadcasts for their own use.79 No documents are known to remain that can illuminate the conditions of production for these installments of Current Camera. We
cannot verify the announcer’s claim that filmed excerpts of border crossings
were taken earlier that day, or whether they were instead clips from earlier that
year, for example.80 In the same vein, we cannot determine the truth behind the
street interviews with passersby. Were they individuals reciting a predetermined text, or genuinely concerned citizens? Footage could suggest an answer,
but not conclusively. Indeed, as Patrick Major has pointed out, even the SED
leadership was aware that its citizens were meeting the border closure with
legitimate questions, outrage, and a few impulsive attempts to flee before it
was impossible.81
Regardless, the point here is that these were the representational strategies
of the television service at a moment of political crisis. Through its reportage
the DFF tried to dispel the notion of a crisis, casting the border closure as a
defensive measure that would strengthen the GDR state and its citizenry and
weaken the power of the Federal Republic and West Berlin. Television’s narrative may actually have been quite effective, in part because it tapped into existing resentments, mediated or otherwise. SED reports found that efforts to register border-crossers in the midst of the crisis were met with resistance from
some “native” East Germans. Once registered, border-crossers could find a
work placement in the GDR. During one incident, workers hectored their new
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workmates, calling them “traitors to the workers” and asserting, “you should
crawl on your knees and beg us to take you on again.”82 Some East Germans
even suggested that border-crossers should be deported or, in what must have
been a horrifying prospect for the government, identified by means of a G (denoting Grenzgänger) attached to their clothing.83
Indeed, one of the most striking aspects of these first news reports on 13
August is not just that the subject matter and language are so similar between
news coverage and the crime thrillers as seen in episodes of Blue Light since
1959, but rather the similarities between the language of television programming and the rhetoric of East Germans as seen in the example above. Other
examples abound. E.W. from Haida wrote to the weekly broadcasting magazine Radio and Television demanding “the severest punishment” for “Agent
Adamo” and the “headhunters” who “have been working as poachers for years
on behalf of West German groups as well as American and West German spy
agencies . . .” and whose goal was clearly to “damage and destroy our worker
and peasant state.”84 Similar language emerged in street interviews conducted
with passersby. One woman asserted:
as a mother one lives lately in constant worry about one’s children. When
one hears about human-traffickers and kidnappers, even the last example
from Lichtenberg that was published in the press yesterday that, thank
God, was unsuccessful, one also heard, [about] the children from Cottbus
and the little girl from the Neustrelitz district, that the parents live in constant worry about their children and they are still so uncertain. And I find
it so terribly mean and disgusting that one tries to kidnap children in order
to induce the parents to flee the Republic. Yeah, and that’s why I welcome
the measures of our government, which will finally bring forth normal
circumstances in Berlin. . . . 85
The rhetoric of criminality and smuggling was reinforced in interview clips
with a soldier and Walter Ulbricht himself in the special edition of Current
Camera:
Ulbricht: Can we just let that happen, that people here loot and steal,
like the West Berliner smugglers, etc.? The people work, and the others, they occupy themselves with speculation from West Berlin. That
must come to an end.
Soldier:. . . the entire public . . . is also really ready, to accept such measures like bad traffic [caused by the border closure—HG] . . . but the
basic principle is that finally this smuggling will come to an end.
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East German reportage of the 13 August “crisis” played down the significance
of the building of the Berlin Wall. Current Camera tapped into a vocabulary
established long before in entertainment programming. The Wall was built not
to stem the tide of emigration, but rather to protect East Germans from the
manipulations of criminals, human traffickers, and the war-hungry West Germans.

Conclusion
The language of border-crossing, people-smuggling, and other cross-border
capers did not appear out of thin air on 13 August; it gradually emerged in news
reportage throughout the Berlin Crisis. The stories reported in July and August
1961 were more strident than earlier reports and comprised the framework
within which the DFF explained the measures of 13 August. The narrative of
these stories bore unmistakable continuities with the narrative strategies of a
series of East German television crime thrillers produced after 1958. In particular the focus on the investigation, prosecution and conviction of so-called
people-smugglers, on the border-crossing phenomenon, flight from the Republic, and other kinds of cross-border crime, all of which had been the major
theme of the earlier crime thrillers, placed the crisis within a context already
familiar to East German television audiences, ultimately reinforcing the state’s
justification of the Berlin Wall. What this and the next chapter make clear is
that the real significance of television rested not in repression but rather in its
function as creator and disseminator of narratives that familiarized and normalized East German events such as the construction of the Berlin Wall.

Chapter 5

Coercion and Consent in Television
Broadcasting: The Consequences of
August 1961

As the Second Berlin Crisis reached a climax with the border closure of August
1961, East German authorities were in a position of renewed strength both in
relationship to the West and in their relationship to their own citizens. The
initial international diplomatic uproar over the Berlin Wall faded, but 13 August marked the beginning of a battle against dissent within the Republic. In
particular, the drive to identify and root out border-crossers (Grenzgänger) had
not only continued but gathered strength since 13 August.1 This campaign expanded to include other enemies of the state including so-called slackers (Bummelanten) and resulted in cases of outright repression of the population. For
example, the State Prosecutor could detain those defined as “work-shy” for
evaluation and rehabilitation. State authorities had allies in pursuing people
identified as slackers or dissenters, while loyal FDJ members purged their
troops of those who openly criticized the Wall, for example. Newspapers reported with approval malicious attacks on people for similar transgressions,
and at least one person had to be admitted to the hospital. Some East Germans
denounced their own coworkers for “insulting Comrade Walter Ulbricht” or
calling for free elections.2 The airwaves were integral to this ideological battle.
In the year after the construction of the Berlin Wall, government authorities
worked on cutting off communication between East and West and making sure
that East Germans could not watch Western television. Television officials reassessed the purpose and party line of broadcasts to ensure a politically more
reliable program, and, at its most heavy-handed, the government simply banned
programs from the airwaves.
In the political history of the GDR, the border closure and subsequent
construction of the Berlin Wall is one of the quintessential examples of state
repression of the population. Before it, people still had the relative freedom to
105
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vote with their feet by emigrating to the West; after the Wall, they were simply
held captive behind barbed wire and, later, a concrete wall. For some scholars,
it was the events of June 1953 and August 1961 that truly forged the East German Republic, suggesting that the GDR existed only because of the force levied on the population living there.3 But this is only part of the story. The Wall
was a coercive instrument, but it was one of many tools used by the state to
establish and maintain its power, disciplining the population to conform to
socialism as defined by state authorities. In his book on the Berlin Wall Crisis,
Patrick Major notes “the wall provided a literal ‘discipline blockade,’ but other
‘discipline mechanisms’ were available both before and after 1961, not least of
which was the all-seeing secret police or Stasi, but also citizens’ own self-
censorship.”4 At the same time, the state began to leverage the institutions of
social power, key among them the party, labor, and education, to “incentivize”
citizens to choose to conform. The institution of television, I argue, was chief
among them. Hermann Weber has suggested that the crisis marked a shift in
which “by adaptation to the constraints of a modern industrial society, the
methods of rule in the GDR altered considerably: they shifted more and more
from terror to neutralization and manipulation of the masses.”5 But what the
study of television at this moment in time demonstrates is not simply the attempt to “neutralize,” “manipulate,” or even “incentivize” the population, but
rather a much more complicated process of organizing consent.
In this chapter, I explore the strategies of coercion and consent mobilized
by the state and the television service after 13 August. After the border closure
the government began to reassess the value of the relative freedom of television
signals between East and West Germany. Authorities reconsidered their program of explicitly targeting Western audiences with their own signals and,
more important, considered ways to cut off the traffic in West-East television
signals. But attempts to disrupt reception and even jam Western transmissions
altogether—fairly plain examples of outright coercion—either never came to
pass or made little impact on public behavior.
Despite this, such measures took on new life in narratives about the crisis
of autumn 1961. On the face of it, changes to the political agenda for television
broadcasting also exemplify top-down repression. Programmers increasingly
intervened in the battle against “ideological border-crossing” and sought to
further develop “class consciousness” and national pride. Prominent entertainers also succumbed to incidents of “censorship.” Finally, a good example of
political repression of the television service seems to be the saga of Fetzer’s
Flight, one of the world’s first television operas. Based on an award-winning
East German radio play, it was an experimental production that broke narrative
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conventions and used modernist visual devices to tell the story of one man’s
conversion to socialism. The Agitation Commission censured it shortly after its
premiere, setting off months of debate about how to represent socialism on
television screens in the GDR and amplifying the larger debate raging among
artists, state authorities, and audiences about the contours of the GDR’s new
socialist national culture. The story of Fetzer has often been reduced to a case
of simple political censorship, but the circumstances surrounding its censure
are much more complex. In particular, they were shaped by an emerging consensus among programmers, government authorities, and viewers that defined
television as a medium of light entertainment—a clear shift from the government’s vision of television in 1956.

Controlling the Airwaves
The Berlin Wall imposed a tangible barrier between the communist East and
capitalist West, but one that did little to disrupt the transmission of ideas over
the airwaves.6 By late 1961, though, authorities in the GDR sought to deepen
the division by cutting off even this means of communication between East and
West Germans. The DFF and Postal Ministry pushed back their plans to introduce a second television channel, previously intended to directly address the
West German audience. In addition, the head of the Politburo’s Agitation Commission Albert Norden investigated the possibilities for curtailing broadcasting
from the West. He explored the use of jamming transmitters (Störsender),
which could interrupt television signals coming in from the West, and the potential for removing parts from existing receivers that allowed the reception of
the West program.7 Technicians reported that, of these two strategies, the jamming transmitters had the greatest likelihood of success. They were relatively
cheap and, politically, perhaps the most effective option, since they were least
likely to elicit protest from—or even the attention of—the public.8 But, in the
end, plans to use technology to deny the West German program to people in the
GDR remained largely unrealized due to authorities’ reluctance to provoke
widespread unrest over this issue.9 The only real option for state authorities
was to exert moral pressure on television audiences.
The moral campaign against Western broadcasting hinged on attempts to
convince people to not change the channel. But appealing to viewers in the
clubhouses of the National Front or factory break rooms of the GDR had persistently failed. Then, in the first week of September 1961 authorities and activists set in motion the so-called Ochsenkopf Campaign (Aktion Ochsenkopf),

Fig. 3. GDR television’s reach into West Germany, 1962. Text on map
reads: according to Bonn government information. BArch, Bild
183-A1204–0059–003/. (Photo: o.Ang.)
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also known as the Blitz against NATO Transmitters (Blitz kontra NATO-
Sender). This campaign sought to mobilize a mass movement of East Germans
convincing their neighbors to reject West German and American media. Activists made arguments that equated listening to and viewing West media with
letting the enemy into one’s own home:
What do you do with a burglar, who sets your home on fire and after that
still wants to abuse your brother? . . . You wouldn’t ever willingly open
the door for these bandits, settle down with them over a glass of wine or
cup of tea to a peaceful “briefing”, knowing, as you do, their motives. . . .
On 13 August we brought reason to the arsonists who wanted to transform
our home into pile of ashes. . . . Now that the front door is locked, they try
to get in through the back door. Their lying transmitters and channels have
increasingly taken over the task of further preparations for war among our
people.10
The Department of Agitation coordinated publicity for the campaign, contacting every major media outlet, from newspapers to radio and television. District
leaders of the national youth organization Free German Youth (Freie Deutsche
Jugend or FDJ) received a set of “talking points” in preparation for upcoming
discussions with local residents, as well as instructions to report back on the
details of those discussions, especially regarding who had been in attendance
and the kinds of opinions they had voiced.11 FDJ members made the rounds of
their communities, talking to television viewers and distributing pamphlets
against West television. In some places, leaders went into the schools and led
discussions about West television and radio, agitating against listening to RIAS
and eliciting pledges from schoolchildren to renounce West media. In extreme
cases, youths scrambled across rooftops removing antennas or adjusting them
to hinder reception of Western signals.12
Press releases from the Department of Agitation and Propaganda applauded the success of the intervention. They described the work of the youth
brigade Steinach, for example, which had renounced Western broadcasting,
“Because we know that the class enemy wants to ideologically corrode the
heart and brain through radio and television.” These youths’ antennae were
tuned to socialism, claimed the Department of Agitation.13 Elsewhere in the
Republic several hundred actual antennae had been readjusted; incorrigible
television viewers had had their antennae forcibly removed. FDJ members in
Gera distributed five thousand bumper stickers in support of the campaign with
sayings such as “You’ll be smarter in a flash, if you try out our airwaves” and
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“If you don’t want your mind to rust, turn your antennae to the east.”14 In
Frankfurt an der Oder, groups of youths sought out people “known” to tune in
to West shows and posted handbills on their front doors to draw their neighbors’ attention to their betrayal. According to the press release, “these measures were met with great approval among the people.”15
But these were press releases and, as such, they were crafted to suggest
the greatest possible success for the agitation campaign, despite the very real
difficulties—and even failures—the campaign had suffered. Reports of measurable successes at the very least were matched by incidents of lukewarm
success, but more often overwhelmed by examples of complete failure. Behind
the scenes the Agitation Commission lamented that some districts took the task
more seriously than others. In some places, people enthusiastically participated
in the campaign even if they understood neither the issue nor how to approach
the public about it. Leaders complained that many participants never grasped
the principal task of the campaign. Activists were supposed to prevent “ideological border-
crossing” by making the dangers of the West media clear
through persuasive discussion. Instead, they approached it as a simple matter
of repositioning antennae.16
Many of the youths and their mentors in the FDJ refused outright to take
part in the Aktion, which also hampered its success. In Neubrandenburg, for
example, only 30 percent of the “troops” supported the campaign.17 Some
youths argued that the campaign was an unnecessary attack on people’s individual rights to property and privacy. FDJ members of the Freienwalde District
asserted, “we are not ready to help out in adjusting the antennae, because we
can’t change anything about private property.” One youth from Halle asked:
“How can I get to the antenna of someone who proves to be incorrigible? He
could press charges against me. That is trespassing.” Another young woman
declared simply that “whoever doesn’t want to see or hear the West, won’t turn
it on.”18 Members of the FDJ and the larger public also defended their “right”
to watch television, with arguments like “That is limiting my personal rights,”
or “You don’t have the right [to do this].” Others took positions that directly
challenged the state: “Then make a law about it,” challenged one, while others
charged, “These are Nazi-methods.”19 Still others appealed to reason, downplaying the threat identified by the state, asserting, “The broadcasts are not so
dangerous. We just want to listen to music,”20 or “one should be able to watch
and listen to sports, music and entertainment,” and “one has to inform oneself
from all sides.”21 Some criticized the East German “alternative” (“GDR Television must be improved”), implying that the problem would not exist if the DFF
program were better. Thus, the campaign violated some citizens’ sense of eth-
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ics and, unsurprisingly, put them on the defensive about their own viewing
habits. Responses to the campaign also revealed gaps in the state’s attempts to
transform East Germans’ worldviews. The program to create a national, socialist culture had been under way since at least 1958, but such comments reflect
the tenacious persistence of the language and values of liberalism.
The Ochsenkopf campaign, however, achieved profound, symbolic power
that far outpaced its actual impact during those first weeks of September. At the
time, radio, television, and most newspapers, with the exception of the youth
newspaper Junge Welt, did little to publicize the campaign.22 Even the Department of Agitation admitted that the campaign had raised awareness and stimulated discussion against the reception of West media, but it had not unleashed
the anticipated mass uprising against the threat of RIAS. Thus the campaign
could only be seen as truly successful if it were understood as simply the beginning of a long-term operation.23 Yet, the long-term outcome was not the one
Agitation authorities had envisioned. Instead, their own press releases “produced” popular German and scholarly memory of the incident,24 ultimately
“confirming” the view that the SED could not rule without terror: in one recent
evaluation, for example, the Ochsenkopf campaign “showed that [the SED]
was prepared to use overt intimidation, violence, and humiliation against members of the population involved in activities (such as tuning in to Western media) that it had arbitrarily condemned as being hostile to the state.”25 The campaign was ill conceived, haphazardly implemented, ineffective, and short-lived,
yet people “remember” this having happened to them, their families, and
friends, in far greater numbers than the incident involved.26 This has become
part of a larger scholarly narrative of the lengths to which the SED was willing
to go to repress the liberal legal and political rights of individuals, as well as
the organs of communication. But there were other strategies, pursued more
tenaciously, that held more consequential implications for organizing consent
in the GDR.
The ideological battle set off by the 13 August crisis had implications not
just for the television infrastructure but also for programming. Just like the
Hungarian uprising of 1956, this crisis caught the DFF off-guard, and it was
under pressure to continue to provide programming in an uncertain political
climate. This time, though, the Department of Entertainment reacted quickly,
organizing and transmitting a special broadcast of more than two hours that
day that incorporated “news, commentary, entertainment, and film.” Later in
the week, it staged an elaborate entertainment program, The Clock Strikes
Thirteen (Nun schlägt’s dreizehn), broadcast from multiple locations that celebrated the border protection measures. At the Berlin People’s Theatre (Ber-
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Fig. 4. A performer addresses the camera on location at the Berliner
Volksbühne for the broadcast The Clock Strikes Thirteen, 20 August 1961.
Note the theatrical nature of the interior locations of the production.
BArch, Bild 183–85618–0001/. (Photo: Eva Brüggemann.)

liner Volksbühne), Heinz Quermann, the popular moderator of the variety show
The Laughing Bear, interviewed construction workers who had helped erect
the temporary barriers dividing East from West. Meanwhile, another well-
known DFF personality, Erika Radtke, chatted with soldiers at the Brandenburg Gate, while perched on a National People’s Army tank.27 The Department
of Television Drama could not adjust so quickly, hampered as it was by the
longer production schedule of dramatic works. On the evening of the thirteenth, the DFF broadcast the department’s scheduled programming from the
comic opera in Moscow; later in the week, they replaced scheduled dramatic
programming with a well-known (and known to be politically reliable) television play, Flight from Hell (Flucht aus der Hölle), first broadcast to critical
praise in 1960.28
What followed was a period of transition during which programmers, artists, Party officials, and even audiences reevaluated what was possible on television. It took weeks after the border closure for the various departments of the
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television service to produce revised schedules based on the new political situation. The new task of the DFF was to “deepen [the understanding of] the true
power relationships, of the tangible defeat of German militarists,”29 and to emphasize the superiority of the GDR over the West.30 These goals shared clear
continuities with the guiding principles of shows broadcast before the construction of the Berlin Wall, including renewed efforts to publicize the GDR’s
peace plan and expose the Nazi pasts of powerful figures from the Federal
Republic. But true to the aggressive campaign against dissent already under
way, it was the tenor of the programming that changed. New, stronger language
delineated the principles of a new program. Youth programmers noted that the
action had demonstrated the state’s strength to wayward youths. Now, the task
was to address their questions, which ranged from being cut off from the movies and pulp fiction available in West Berlin, to questions about the military
draft and whether or not they would be required to shoot their own relatives in
the course of military service. In the process, they would fight “ideological
border-crossing” and develop class-consciousness.31
These two, interrelated principles—
preventing ideological border-
crossing and inculcating class-consciousness—became the cornerstone of the
program. Programming completed the transition from the representation of
pan-German themes (geared toward preparing Germans for reunification on
the basis of socialism in the early to mid-1950s) to the creation of a new, specifically East German consciousness. The department of entertainment programming pledged to produce programming that among other things “developed a new Heimatgefühl (national pride, patriotism).”32 This was a particular,
militarized, patriotism: the department of television drama vowed to expose
the “false ethos of general love of the Fatherland, togetherness, brotherhood,
and pacifism.”33 Television in the GDR began to turn inward. The politics of
demarcation took over the airwaves, even before the explicit statement of that
goal in the National Document of 1962 and, ultimately, in the new constitution
of 1968.34
Social conditions during the crisis complicated—or sometimes cleared
the way for—the task of switching ideological gears. Even as late as 1961,
some DFF workers lived on the other side of the border in West Berlin and
were now cut off from Adlershof.35 One prominent example was Gerhard Wollner, who portrayed one of the key personalities on the beloved entertainment
program The Laughing Bear. Audiences first heard this long-standing program
on the radio in 1954, and, after 1955, it was simulcast on East German television. It was a variety show conceived in the context of the June uprising of
1953 that sought through entertainment to bring more listeners to the project
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of—at the time—German reunification on the basis of (socialist) democracy.36
It was one of the first shows the DFF had transmitted from outside of the studio. It featured artists from across Europe and employed three moderators, the
so-called three Mikrophonisten. Each moderator represented a Cold War constituent of Germany: Heinz Quermann represented East Germany, while Gustav Müller and Gerhard Wollner represented West Germany and Berlin respectively.37 Wollner, who lived in West Berlin, did not continue with the show after
13 August; he was replaced by Herbert Köfer, who became a well-loved television personality.
The show lost one of its most celebrated and well-liked characters in a
very public way and, although other artists helped fill in the gaps, the show
soon ran into a different set of difficulties. By February 1962, efforts were
under way to discipline the remaining moderators’s humor. In one such incident, Quermann had written a gag capitalizing on a joke that was reverberating
across the Republic. Television favorite Eberhard Cohrs had become so popular that he appeared on a number of different shows, including a musical variety show called Amiga-Cocktail. In one episode of that show, Cohrs poked fun
at the state system of food distribution. Coffee had become scarce in the GDR,
and the state agency for trade had attempted to deflect criticism for the shortage of coffee beans by blaming Atlantic storms for cutting the GDR off from
its Brazilian suppliers. Cohrs lampooned the shortage, announcing: “Now
we’ll hear a coffee-bean song: ‘A ship will come.’” It was reportedly a deliciously naughty moment for the studio audience.38 Quermann prepared to refer
to the incident in a subsequent episode of the Laughing Bear, in a joke that
played on the word Streuung (“spreading” or “distribution,” but which could
also mean “deviation”).39 The straight man in the bit engages in innocent wintertime small talk, asking about the Streuung (here referring to salting of the
roads). Through wordplay his partner turns it into a discussion of Cohrs’s “deviation.” The joke even goes further than Cohrs’s original infraction by suggesting that his “punishment” for this infraction was to work for the very
agency responsible for the distribution problems.
The moderators hoped to capitalize on the buzz surrounding the incident,
but the increasing visibility of television and its personalities brought programming more closely under the scrutiny of authorities and, as artists came into
conflict with state goals, what was possible on television began to change. This
particular joke caught official attention and was cut. Heinz Quermann, a hot
property for the DFF who participated in a number of different programs, did
not take kindly to the new strictures and began to threaten to quit the show.
Herta Classen, director of the Berliner Rundfunk, took the matter up with
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Quermann. For Quermann it was a matter of expectations, which were different on television than they were in other cultural venues across the Republic.
He argued,
You imagine it’s so easy, for me to demand clarity and cultural-political
progressiveness from the artists. . . . But these people travel the whole year
long through the Republic and there is no state authority taking exception
to the kinds of jokes they push out there. Now [the artists] say: one has to
have taken part in the “Bear”, and then you know, what you can’t do.40
Quermann argued that the state set an impossible task for visiting artists—to
divine the boundary between the acceptable and unacceptable on television—
when few of them had yet been on television.41 The standards of good taste and
acceptable humor clearly varied depending on where and when these performers appeared elsewhere in the Republic. In their study of cabaret and satire, for
example, Sylvia Klötzer and Siegfried Lokatis demonstrate that the size of the
audience mattered: the smaller the venue in the GDR, the greater the freedom
for political humor.42 Yet by this time, the “venue” of television was expanding
exponentially. As television’s audience grew, so did its potential for challenging the government.
The problem for Quermann was not just the size of the venue, but also
that the rules for acceptable humor were unstable and particularly unpredictable in the wake of the Second Berlin Crisis. In a letter written to the Department of Agitation later that month, he suggested regular meetings between
state authorities and artists to clarify the boundaries, by discussing current
topics such as:
What must Humorists know in future when it comes to jokes about
women, mothers-in-law etc. in line with the communiqué “The Woman,
Peace and Socialism” [which had been released by the Central Committee
in January 1962]. . . . Indications must be given to what extent humor
(heitere Muse) can intervene helpfully in certain things (special problems
of agriculture, trade or industry). Frank details must also be given as to
what topics at the time are best not dealt with publicly (for example problems of supply).43
The bit about the “mothers-in-law” likely came from an encounter Quermann
had with Gerhard Eisler, head of the Broadcasting Committee. Eisler had
warned him to quit with the jokes about “our brave women” and “mothers-in-
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law,” then summoned Quermann to his office to receive a copy of August Bebel’s Woman and Socialism for his edification.44 Thus, the tone of the letter
suggests Quermann’s frustration with the absurdity of the situation, which
could lead to very serious results for artists, especially freelancers without institutional support, who could not possibly be expected to keep up with the
Party line.45 But Quermann did not directly challenge the right of state authorities to find certain jokes in poor taste; instead, he couched his criticism in
terms of the difficulties facing artists and state authorities in putting together a
mutually acceptable, politically reliable program. The mechanism for this was
not top-down, state censorship, but through cooperative efforts between the
artist and the state. Quermann finally warned that the point of these discussions
was not to homogenize art, but to inform artists about real social problems to
avoid mishaps in the future.46 The Department of Agitation agreed with Quermann’s suggestions and set the first meeting of the Central Committee and
twenty-five freelance artists for the afternoon of 5 April 1962.47 State authorities did not simply exercise veto power over programming in development or
on the airwaves. Instead, there was still room to work through thorny issues of
acceptable taste collaboratively.
State authorities’ apparent tolerance was due, in part, to the tension between the desire to win audiences through increasingly popular television personalities, yet limit their power to undermine the state with their performances.
The head of the Politburo’s Commission on Agitation and Propaganda, Albert
Norden, wrote to Gerhard Eisler, Chairman of the State Broadcasting Committee, to express precisely this frustration:
Dear Comrade Eisler!
We can’t afford another appearance by Eberhard Cohrs in The Laughing
Bear, as it happened last Wednesday. You know that I have discouraged the
attempts to eliminate him. His current manner can only be understood as
revenge for the attacks to which he was exposed. But it can’t go on like
this. If he wants to feature only unpolitical humor (like the successful business with his driving)—He’s welcome! But when he shoots off political
jokes and directs them exclusively against the GDR, then it’s obnoxious.
On the other hand, we should do everything to keep this so extraordinarily
loved comic. My suggestion: it would be great, if you would take a half an
hour of your time to help him go beyond the tip of his nose to recognize
the way things are in the whole of Germany and the world . . . 48
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Norden clearly recognized the value in cultivating popular performers like
Cohrs. The confrontations revealed in these documents suggest several important points about the status of television entertainment in the GDR. State authorities and television personalities alike were clearly aware of the importance
of popular entertainers: on the one hand, Quermann was reportedly willing to
use his reputation to push through his artistic vision. On the other hand, authorities as senior as Albert Norden recognized the desirability of keeping
popular personalities like Quermann and Cohrs on the radio and television and
were sensitive to the scandal that could erupt from what would be a very public
dismissal. These incidents also demonstrate the complicated nature of censoring a live medium. A producer caught one “error” before it went on the air, but
several others had to be “corrected” after the fact. It should be noted that this
kind of “censorship” was not specifically socialist in nature but rather exemplified the problems live television posed to broadcasters in the GDR and elsewhere.49
The debates over television infrastructure and artistic license outlined
here speak to the nature of SED control over television at what was a very
specific period of crisis and transition. The consequences of 13 August included the discussion of direct efforts to limit the infiltration of Western ideology into the GDR. The SED considered authoritarian interventions to more
tightly control East German society, including jamming Western broadcasts
and forcing East Germans to accept a more circumscribed world of communication. Yet these measures remained mostly unrealized. Much more important
and of greater long-term consequence for East Germans was a new focus on
using—and shaping—television narratives to shore up political commitment to
socialism. Programmers sought to work with a sharpened ideological message
that focused on strengthening East Germans’ class-consciousness and discouraging ideological border crossing. But artists like Quermann had to experiment
with what that looked like on screen. The following year, the broadcast of
Fetzer’s Flight shifted the rules of the game once again, as audiences also began to define the shape of East German television narratives.

Fetzer’s Flight
In December 1962, the DFF celebrated its tenth anniversary with a schedule of
special programming.50 Included on the agenda were two short television plays
resulting from the collaboration of author Günter Kunert and director Günter
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Stahnke. The first to premiere, on 13 December, was the television opera
Fetzer’s Flight. The central figure of the show is an East German teenager who
flees the GDR, murdering an innocent man in the process. Haunted by his
crime and hunted by West German authorities, he takes no pleasure in the
“freedoms” of the West and returns to the GDR. This was a television version
based on an award-winning East German radio opera first broadcast in 1959.
This version featured leading actors from the Berliner Ensemble and the “very
best” musicians.51 Media critic Gisela Herrmann, spouse of Agitation Commissioner Joachim Herrmann, greeted the premiere with anticipation.52 So did
Horst Knietzsch, correspondent for the national daily Neues Deutschland, who
wrote, “(w)hat this collective is presently developing will certainly result in
fodder for the discussion of the theme film-opera. But not only that; questions
about the presentation of conflict in television films, image composition and
montage will be raised. . . .”53 Despite widespread pre-broadcast acclaim, a
groundswell of protest broke out soon after the broadcast leading to widespread public discussion among viewers, artists, members of the Agitation
Commission, and eventually the SED leadership. In reaction to the furor, the
DFF shelved plans to air Kunert and Günter Stahnke’s second television play
Monologue for a Taxi Driver (Monolog für einen Taxifahrer),54 and Kunert and
Stahnke reportedly “distanced themselves from the film.”55
The Fetzer program demonstrates that what we have defined as political
censorship is often actually the result of very different pressures. We see the
ban on Fetzer as top-down censorship, but in fact something quite different was
happening: the show broke down narrative conventions and used modernist
visual devices, but it was really the inability of the show to tell a clear story that
appealed to the viewer. Viewers began to claim the right to be entertained.
Through such confrontations with the different, and not always competing,
concerns of the state and the public, television began to emerge as the medium
of socialist realism.
The saga of Fetzer began in 1959, when Günter Kunert and Kurt Schwaen
began working on an opera together in honor of the tenth anniversary of the
GDR.56 Kunert was a young poet, on his way to becoming an important contemporary German author. Kurt Schwaen, twenty years his senior, was an established composer of chamber music and orchestral works. Radio DDR
broadcast the opera in the evening program on 30 July 1959.57 Contemporary
reviews described it as a “work of contemporary art that went beyond just a
radio show” and demonstrated that opera composed specifically for the radio
was something new and different than the stage operas that had long been
transmitted by radio.58 The radio version replaced “the visual elements of tra-
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ditional opera . . . with acoustic ones,” “communicate(d) more with the radio
audience,” and much more effectively interpreted feelings through just sound
and word.59 Reviewers deemed it “the first socialist radio in Germany” and
even “the first opera of socialist realism.”60 Fetzer went on to win recognition
at an international competition of the International Radio and Television Organization of Eastern European states (OIRT), adjudicated by a jury headed by
the renowned Soviet composer Dmitri Shostakovich.61 Cultural institutions in
the GDR and abroad, including the State Opera and the DFF, approached
Kunert and Schwaen to discuss producing the work.
Despite such positive attention, reviewers did have reservations about the
radio opera. In general these had less to do with the music and language, and
more to do with telling the story of Fetzer.62 Before the broadcast in July 1959,
discussion of the opera at a press conference with members of the Association
of German Artists (Verband deutscher Künstler, or VdK) was generally positive, though punctuated with some “carping” about Kunert’s libretto, described
as text that “Brecht would have recognized,” in particular for its distancing effects.63 Later reviews of the work, sometimes written by the very same members of the VdK, amplified these concerns. It was “topical” and “of high artistic
quality,” reviewers noted, but the opera was too “symbolic” and abstract, due,
in part, to the use of a Greek chorus and a third-person narrator, typical
Brechtian devices. Reviews also worried that the line between dream and reality was not always clear, muddying the message. Finally, Kunert had not
“trusted the simple psychology of the story,” making it “overcomplicated,” and
trying too hard to present Fetzer as a “typical story.”64 So Fetzer was widely
acclaimed as inventive, but it pushed the boundaries of storytelling in radio a
little too much.
Production of the radio version had been a fairly quick, painless affair, but
that was not the case for the stage or the small screen. In March 1960, Schwaen
still anticipated an April premiere for Fetzer in the State Opera, only to get
bogged down over the course of the summer in a number of meetings with its
head dramaturge, Werner Otto, on questions about the libretto. Otto complained that Fetzer was “too epic, too diegetic, [and] not dramatic” enough, so
Kunert set about revising the opera to expand Fetzer’s backstory and include
more characters associated with a “work brigade,” for example. The television
production of Fetzer was a similarly fraught, though much more drawn out,
two-
year saga, during which Kunert, Schwaen, and the director Günter
Stahnke—none of whom had worked in television before—chafed at the
“shameful handling” of the negotiations on the part of the DFF.65
Difficulties in negotiations with the DFF centered on two issues particular
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to the television service and to the artists’ inexperience with the new medium:
the working conditions of the television service and debates over content and
representation. Kunert and Schwaen had worked together before and continued
to do so after the Fetzer scandal, but they were just getting their feet wet in
television. Stahnke had some experience with film, first as a film critic and,
more recently, working as a director’s assistant for DEFA; he worked on Fetzer
as a first-time director. As a result the three artists were perhaps unprepared for
the conditions of working for television, especially, their status as independent
contractors, DFF budget issues, and the very different production schedule.
The artists had not expected to work for so long without a contract: Schwaen
first signed a contract in January 1962, for example. They had also expected
higher compensation.66 By February 1961, Stahnke and Kunert had received
DDM 6,000 for a draft script; they proposed to complete the work for another
DDM 4,000 apiece, which was about twice the price the television service was
willing to pay for authorship.
The monies spent to produce the work dwarfed their honorariums—the
DFF proposed a budget of DDM 100,000 just to film a test scene that would
determine the fate of the television version of Fetzer, a stunning number for the
artists, who had expected they could finish the whole film for that sum.67 Finally, the whole production took far longer than the artists had expected. The
DFF notified the artists that it would delay the start of production until they had
submitted a complete script with music.68 In February 1961, Schwaen was
shocked to discover that the DFF’s production schedule would stretch into
1962, a full three years after the broadcast of the radio opera. Schwaen objected in his diary, “who would be interested in a project such as that?”69
The second important issue of the negotiations had to do with telling
Fetzer’s story. By this time, television staff had defined a number of rules they
felt made effective television, rules that governed editing, narrative, and character development, for example. It was difficult for Kunert to adapt Fetzer to
these rules, conceived as it was for radio. Indeed, by the end of the “scandal,”
the most prominent conceptual difference that emerged seems to have been
the problem of how to tell Fetzer’s story in a way that would appeal to an audience that was watching the story unfold. The radio production contextualized,
described, and acoustically suggested Fetzer’s path but left the audience
somewhat to its own imagination to envision the story. Television’s ability to
show the audience Fetzer’s story called for a different treatment much more
focused on character development. This was particularly important to DFF
staff for two reasons: first, they argued that the central problem of the opera—
Republikflucht in the late 1950s—“happily has been overcome” and was no
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longer topical per se.70 Second, Fetzer was a murderer, and viewers needed a
reason to root for him.
The wrangling began in July 1960, when the Department of Music and
Dance requested extensive revisions to the script. DFF staff suggested expanding Fetzer’s backstory with detail that would be familiar to the television audience. Perhaps Fetzer had decided to leave the GDR because he had done something wrong within his work brigade, but it had never come to a resolution
through collective debate, for example. They also thought the audience would
not believe that West Germans would approve of the murder of a train conductor, suggesting that Kunert kill off a member of the People’s Police (Volkspolizei) instead.71 These concerns were all about developing the central character
in a way that television viewers would be able to suspend enough disbelief to
both enjoy and be edified by Fetzer. Despite this debate, the authors won out:
the libretto of the television version changed little from the radio version, suggesting that, at some point, the authors went back to the original and left some
of the more expansive elements of the story behind. This would prove a hollow
victory.72
In the months before the broadcast, the DFF was able to generate considerable buzz in the press. The DFF distributed admiring press releases in Fernsehdienst, invited journalists to visit the set, and reached out to viewers through
the television magazine Rundfunk und Fernsehen. Sybill Mehnert, the reviewer
at Stahnke’s former employer Junge Welt, wrote that the film was “awaited
with great excitement. . . . It is the first attempt of the DFF to grapple with the
conflicts of our time with the means of modern opera.” She asked, “Will it succeed?”73 Most reviews offered a short synopsis of the opera (taken directly
from Fernsehdienst), and a few began the interpretive process for the viewer.
Heinz Linde of the Wochenpost described Fetzer as a story about a young man
who needs to decide for himself where he belongs. Fetzer’s storied
background—the fact that it had won recognition as a radio play, that the creative team of Kunert, Schwaen, and the cameraman Werner Bergmann were
nationally decorated artists, and the high profile of the actors involved in the
production, including Fred Düren, Gerry Wolff, Horst Kube, Erik S. Klein,
Rudolf Ulrich, and Christel Gloger—inspired the press.74 Many reviewers anticipated the performance of Ekkehard Schall, a noted actor from the Berliner
Ensemble and Bertolt Brecht’s son-in-law.75
Part of the buzz surrounding the broadcast resulted from anticipation that
Fetzer would break with the conventions of both opera and television. In April
1962, when Fetzer was still in production, critic Horst Knietzsch considered
the possibilities: “knowledge of diffuse passages of the film doesn’t let any-
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thing conclusive be said. But one thing that’s already noticeable is the desire of
the contributors to overcome the conventions of film composition and to enrich
the means of expression of film art.”76 Manfred Heidel of the Neue Berliner
Illustrierte described the opera as “one of the boldest, most interesting and
courageous experiments in the artistic area,” that was reimagining how to bring
together image and sound on the small screen. Early reviewers suggested that
perhaps a “new genre (was) being discovered for the small screen.”77 In the
Wochenpost, Heinz Linde anticipated, “maybe—and we wish this for the entire
collective from our hearts—[this is] a new way to emulate how one can make
modern opera artistically convincing for film and television—or will it be an
entirely new genre of dramatic musical?”78 Opera posed difficulties for screen
productions because, unlike film and television (generally), it was non-
naturalistic. Singing appeared to viewers as “grotesque mimicry,” destabilizing
the reality effect that was so important to (especially) television programming.
An earlier production of Fidelio had worked to minimize this effect simply by
not showing the singers singing, a strategy the Fetzer production used as well.
The choice to depict the actors responding silently rather than with their faces
screwed up as they burst into song might have been one of the elements most
noted in pre-broadcast reviews, but at the moment of reception it was one of the
most startling (and, indeed, alienating) elements of the production for viewers
nonetheless.79 It was one of a number of aesthetic choices that became contentious issues over the next month.
On 13 December 1962, viewers finally could judge for themselves.80 Before the broadcast, the buzz suggested that this was one television production
that would meet widespread approval and admiration. Certainly, Fetzer had
many of the elements of a good story: a protagonist faced a moral quandary
and came to the “right” decision; the action was suspenseful and essentially
composed of an extended chase scene; it allowed for a little bit of vicarious
danger—embodied in the depiction of the decadent West—and, it even included a topless dancer (Astrid Much)—very risqué in comparison with contemporary programming in the FRG and the United States. Instead, Fetzer set
off a wave of criticism that reverberated for several months, both fueling wider
debates about the representation of socialism and pulling the television service
into those debates.
Criticism began soon after the opera aired, coming from several quarters
and growing quickly. The BZ Am Abend the following day described an audience of “curious onlookers” who were treated to a “terrifically successful”
piece, especially due to the efforts of Schwaen, Stahnke, Bergmann, and the
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actor Ekkehard Schall, while lamenting it had “stirred the reason, but not the
emotion.”81 But some viewers were much less generous. One viewer wrote to
the Berliner Zeitung, “to come right to the point, we, me and four other people
who watched it were very bored by it. Colleagues with whom I talked about it
today said it’s not understandable why people would give this to us . . . we are
of the opinion that this piece did nothing for the esteem of the DFF.”82 Later
that week, Kurt Schwaen was scheduled to speak at the State Opera. He was
unhappy to report, “everything went great [until] finally we were supposed to
talk about Fetzer as agreed. The opinion was negative; nobody liked it.” Werner
Otto, who had earlier negotiated with Kunert and Schwaen to bring Fetzer to
the stage of the State Opera, “liked it least.” Schwaen defended the work “but
it was hopeless to achieve something here.” He left exasperated and disappointed “although there was lots of applause.”83
Negative criticism rarely touched the music, but Schwaen closely followed
the debacle.84 By the end of December, he believed that the rising din of criticism in the press had reached the level of a “smear campaign.”85 “Vicious criticisms of the opera . . . irrelevant, insulting, sycophantic. . . . Nauseating,” particularly in the Berliner Zeitung and BZ Am Abend, incensed him.86 He wrote an
open letter to the BZ Am Abend, expressing his great surprise at the paper’s
coverage of Fetzer, given that its reviews of the radio opera from July 1959 had
deemed it “contemporary material in a partisan artistic form of top quality.”87
For Schwaen, the press had begun to shovel “buckets of dirt and viciousness
made worse through stupidity and arrogance,” which was compounded by colleagues from the VdK who had begun to use the “old vocabulary” of socialist
realist criticism: “decadence,” “cool, without emotion.”88 He was similarly exasperated that Radio in the American Sector (RIAS) was reporting the Fetzer
debacle as an example of SED repression of artistic expression.
The day following the Fetzer broadcast, the Agitation Commission made
it clear to Adameck that this was not the sort of programming that belonged on
East German television. Adameck appeared on television two days later to
openly apologize.89 It was a failed experiment, he conceded, since the audience
was having difficulty with the aesthetic components of the opera: “understandably, nothing unintelligible is desired, in the music, or in the whole method of
composition.” Music, for example, “must stay in the ear . . .” it should be
“folksy (volkstümlich) and melodic.”90 But the rising hue and cry in the press
and among viewers convinced the Commission that more had to be done to
head off further public debate. They asked Walter Baumert, an up-and-coming
DFF director, to publicly disavow the opera. The result was a screed pillorying
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Fetzer in the national daily Neues Deutschland. “The results were staggering,”
Baumert wrote. “The masses of the television public reacted with uncharacteristic great disgust” at the
fatalist and abstruse work of an unbelievable, limited chump and hardened criminal . . . For 54 minutes one asks oneself despairingly how the
author expects one million workers before the television screen, who devoted their honest strength to the building of socialism, with any seriousness to identify the schizophrenic figure of a murderer with their own
comrades, colleagues and friends.91
Fetzer was hardly the positive hero the authorities hoped to see in socialist
productions. Baumert’s critique followed same general narrative as the wider
criticism in the press. What made this critique different was the fact that a television “authority” wrote it, invoking incredibly vehement language that both
damned and dismissed the show, and the fact that it appeared in the “Party paper” Neues Deutschland. The piece sought to demonstrate to the television
audience that the DFF and the Party were aware of, and agreed with, such
criticisms. Baumert further promised that the DFF would “continue to follow
the path we’ve taken with such works as Revolt of the Conscience, Naked
among Wolves . . . and The Blue Light,” which had been much more popular
with audiences. Three days later the DFF “apologized” in a completely different way: an episode of the variety show The Laughing Bear lampooned Fetzer
when the moderators presented an old, broken-down bicycle to the audience,
asking what could be done with this useless relic. Their answer was to pour
vanilla sauce over it, put it on display, and call it “Fetzer’s Flight.”92 It was a
small moment, but it played out in a huge forum—a show that broadcast on
television and radio through the Republic—sending a clear message to the audience about the future of television entertainment.
Pre-broadcast press reviews heralded Fetzer’s premiere as a great new
experiment in television opera and a true-to-life account of the tribulations of
living on the front lines of the Cold War, but the broadcast challenged audiences with its stark music and images and complex structure.93 The opera began with a decisive warning shot of bold trumpets and staccato piano and a
fade in to the bright lights of West Berlin at night. Flashing neon lights advertise shoes, women’s hose, furniture, currency exchange, and the department
store C&A. Fetzer appears, glancing anxiously over his shoulder. The neon
seems to follow, dwarf, and overwhelm him. A man in a car watches; his car
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telephone betrays him as an agent of the West German government. The music
is too frantic to be jaunty and seems to chase after Fetzer. Fetzer evades the
West German agents, hiding behind a neighborhood café. Safe, he continues
on, comes upon a fishing boat, asks for shelter. His fear of the police gets the
better of him, and he tells his story to the fishermen.
At this point, the program tells Fetzer’s story in a series of flashbacks.
Hanging out by the train tracks, Fetzer hopped a train going West on a whim.
He faced his first moment of decision when confronted by the train driver: he
would not “let (Fetzer) slip through” (the border) and, after a short struggle, the
driver fell to his death on the tracks. Having crossed the border, Fetzer found
himself wandering among the neon lights of West Berlin. He lived in close
quarters in a refugee camp, where his nightly dreams were so vivid that they
raised suspicion among his bunkmates. The police investigated and, learning of
his crime, they offer him two choices. He could “confess” that he had killed for
his freedom, be held up as a hero and propaganda symbol for the freedom of
the West, and live the life he had come to West Germany to live, or he could
refuse and face a pauper’s death. In this second decisive moment, Fetzer goes
along with the authorities, and they outfit him with the riches of the West: a
leather jacket, evenings at the cocktail bar. Having convinced himself of the
rectitude of his ways, he is taken by surprise when Gesa, the wife of the train
driver, arrives at the camp to confront him with his crime. Faced with his guilt,
Fetzer leaves camp in the middle of the night, with the West German authorities in hot pursuit. He finds the fishermen and takes refuge on their boat. Having told his story, Fetzer finally decides to return to the GDR and rows for
home with one of his confessors.
In telling this story, the production team made many convention-breaking
aesthetic decisions that were unfamiliar on television, and perhaps even for the
average filmgoer. The narrative is complicated: Fetzer’s Flight tells two
stories—that of Fetzer’s flight from the GDR and that of his flight from the
West German authorities. These two stories are woven together so that the narrative unfolds out of chronological sequence. The opera uses a framing device:
it begins and ends with Fetzer’s flight from the West German authorities, and
includes flashbacks to this narrative throughout. But only the first of these
flashbacks is indicated through the use of a fade. Otherwise, the present and
past narratives are fairly seamlessly intertwined. There is also a short scene
depicting the explosive aftermath of an atomic bomb blast that appears toward
the end of the film without warning or, seemingly, reason (but which was
meant to suggest the imminence of nuclear catastrophe). This narrative flow
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Fig. 5. Broadcasting the tenth anniversary program of the DFF, December 1962: Fetzer “dreams” of the West. Fetzers Flucht (dir. Gunter
Stahnke, 1962), frame capture.

was very different from contemporary televisual storytelling, which relied
heavily on an orderly sequence of shots to make the dramatic action understandable to viewers.
The discontinuous narrative was one of many modernist and “distancing”
effects the production used in the camerawork, editing style, and mise-en-
scène.94 For example, Stahnke used point-of-view shots that forced the audience, used to voyeuristically observing television action from behind the fourth
wall, to take Fetzer’s place during his most traumatic experiences. We see this
during his struggle with the train conductor (played by Fred Düren), when
Düren “fights” with the camera, for example, and when Fetzer fearfully boards
the fishing boat, in a high-angle shot as the camera unsteadily descends the
boats’ steps toward the fisherman seated at his dinner table. Viewers, used to
watching an orderly sequence of medium and close-up shots of people and
their faces, were instead confronted with a seemingly random flow of shots,
often in extreme close-up, of feet, hands, clothing, and even inanimate objects
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Fig. 6. Broadcasting the tenth anniversary program of the DFF, December 1962: Fetzer four-shot. Fetzers Flucht (dir. Gunter Stahnke, 1962),
frame capture.

around which the action took place, most notably lamps, light bulbs, and lanterns. Stahnke used high-and low-angle shots, intensifying the mood of fear or
menace in particular scenes (as above). Some scenes were shot askew; in some
shots, parts or the entirety of the actors’ heads lay outside the film frame. Superimposed images suggest Fetzer’s innermost thoughts: when Fetzer imagines the West, for example, the screen is filled by an extreme close-up of his
right eye, over which images are superimposed of him and his expensive car,
or surrounded by beautiful women, representing the riches of the West. The
editing style was differently paced than most contemporary television, with
both long and increasingly rapid short cuts, smash cuts, and a disorienting
circling swish pan.95
There were many other startling shots that similarly broke the “rules” of
televisual representation as they had been developed over the past decade, creating visually stunning—or deeply confusing—tableaux. Stahnke used rear
projection to alienate Fetzer from the onscreen action. In the very first scene,
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Stahnke projected a film consisting of short, two-or three-second shots from a
variety of perspectives of the lights of West Berlin by night. At first it seems to
be a conventional establishing shot, but then Schall steps onscreen in front of
it, appearing literally overlaid onto the changing street scene and destabilizing
the established perspective. Schall’s figure is entirely out of scale and synchronization with images appearing behind him.96 Later, Stahnke used mirrors to
capture and complicate the action of the story. When Fetzer tries on his new
leather jacket, for example, what might have been a one-shot of Schall is actually a four-shot: a double paneled mirror revolves out of a wall cabinet, and, in
the left-hand side of the frame, we see Schall with his back turned; in the
middle third of the frame we see Schall and Rudolf Ulrich (the Western agent)
reflected in the mirror face forward; in the right-hand third of the frame Schall
appears alone, face forward, reflected in the second mirror. Not just Fetzer’s
conscience, but also the representation of his person is split by his dilemma.
The production amplified Fetzer’s psychological state—his uncertainty,
fear, and isolation—through the mise-en-scène as well. Sets were very spare,
establishing a stark, inhospitable mood. Exterior locations, such as the cobbled
road down which Fetzer flees the West German authorities, the river location
where the crew shot the boat scenes, and the courtyard of the refugee camp,
were stark, barren, late winter landscapes, often filmed in wide-angle shots in
which the horizon could not be seen, a very claustrophobic style. Other “exterior” locations, such as the train wagon where Fetzer struggled with the train
driver or the neighborhood café, were conspicuously interior sets. The “train
wagon” was a large, wagon-sized wooden box filled with “coal bricks” swaying in the rhythm of a moving train. The café was little more than a simple
structure on a soundstage, a fact easily betrayed by the plywood floor (visibly
nailed down) and urban skyline silhouette constructed in the background. (We
know it is a café in part because Fetzer takes a moment to gaze ambivalently
through the window at the petit-bourgeois gnawing his wurst and drinking his
pils—a character sketch that could have been straight out of George Grosz’s
1919 work Germany, a Winter’s Tale.) Interior sets, such as the refugee camp
quarters or cabin of the fishing boat, were similarly spare, but much closer,
cramped spaces, expressing Fetzer’s sense of confinement. Modest curtains
and a simple table gave the barest indication of the purpose of Gesa’s quarters,
while the “shop” where Fetzer acquired his leather jacket consisted of no more
than walls, mirrors, and a chair. These choices were not taken simply to make
the most of few resources but rather were aesthetic decisions that focused the
audience’s attention away from the plot of the work and toward the implications of the characters’ thoughts and actions. Of course, they were also per-
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fectly suited to the conditions of early television, when simple set details transmitted much more effectively than cluttered, large-scale sets.
Such aesthetic choices may have been thoughtful attempts to compel
viewers to empathize with Fetzer and experience the cold and desolate alienation from the homeland, but this narrative style was new and unfamiliar, making it difficult for audiences to know how to respond. Post-broadcast reviews
charged that the production had paid too little attention to establishing and
developing individual characters, their origins, intentions, and motivations.
This “weakness” resulted from a number of factors ranging from the acting
style to the confrontation of the conventions of opera with those of television.
The acting was incredibly restrained, even cold. Christel Gloger (Gesa) shows
no emotion when she realizes Fetzer murdered her husband, nor when she
confronts him in the camp. Horst Kube (the fisherman) is stony-faced and appears threatening or sympathetic only due to context. As noted above, song
replaced “dialogue,” though the audience almost never sees the actors singing.97 Indeed, we often do not see their mouths or even their faces, but rather
eyes and noses, or hands on cigarettes, bricks, and other inanimate objects.
Given these conditions, Fred Düren and Ekkehard Schall (the conductor and
Fetzer, respectively) achieved great rapport in their short scene together, a testament to their abilities to communicate emotion without much “acting” at
all.98 There is only one moment in the opera when the audience can see an actor
singing—the West German agent is speaking to Fetzer—but rather than allowing the audience to identify more fully with that character, it further disrupts
the “reality effect,” especially since the actor, Rudolf Ulrich, breaks the fourth
wall and sings directly into the camera. The effect is incredibly jarring: it does
not appear “real,” an effect heightened by the fact that the sung words were not
synchronized with the image of the actor singing.
The innovative narrative style and camera work, the austere, minimalist
mise-en-scène, and the seemingly dumb and uncommunicative nature of the
characters were all elements of the opera discussed with enthusiasm in pre-
broadcast cast reviews, but once realized on-screen were deemed too inaccessible, too pitched to the audience’s “reason” and not their “emotion.” Critics
and viewers wondered how Fetzer came to his decisions. This suggested, in
part, that the narrative flow confused them: after all, Fetzer already made all his
choices before the narrative even begins, and the opera is a tale of what happened afterward—of his flight from the West German authorities and the re-
telling of his story to the sympathetic fishermen. That structure was not necessarily clear after one viewing, however. The opera, then, contravened a number
of contemporary conventions. It did not offer a conventional story, and it told
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that story without the emotion or pathos viewers had come to expect of melodramatic screen narratives. The production relied not on naturalistic reenactment (action and dialogue), but on images and the chorus, a modernist mise-
en-scène, and experimental editing to express the thoughts, emotions, and
deeper meaning of the drama. Contemporary television relied on the “reality
effect” to make the story intelligible and draw the audience in, but Fetzer was
built around subverting reality effects.
Scholarly critique of the events that led to the censure of Fetzer and the
banning of Monologue for a Taxi Driver has argued that the affair was, above
all, about political ideology. Günter Agde and, more recently, Henning Wrage
have described the wave of letters to the press and the DFF as a campaign “obviously organized . . . by the higher echelons” of the SED because the Party
faithful did not like the politics of Fetzer.99 For Agde, the plot of Fetzer dealt
with material that was “politically suspect”; even the representation of crossing
a border, which was impossible for many East Germans at the time, was impossible for the SED to accept. For Peter Hoff, it was inconceivable that a program
about Republikflucht—taboo, after the Wall—could be broadcast “just sixteen
months after the construction of the Berlin Wall.”100 He argues that there was
enough ambiguity in the play that government officials could not be sure that
audiences would not identify with the Fetzer who chose to leave and not the
Fetzer who renounced that choice. There is a related school of thought that the
decision to censor the opera and their second play, Monologue for a Taxi
Driver, came from Walter Ulbricht himself, the very next day.101 By this account, Fetzer’s fate had everything to do with timing: the plot was inopportune,
and the broadcast occurred at a moment when artistic experiments drew unwanted attention. In fact, it took some time for the DFF to make this decision:
they continued to advertise Monologue—not just in the television magazine
sent out to viewers, but also through press releases that continued through the
middle of December.
But the politics of Fetzer could be said to be true: it dramatized and celebrated values promoted by the SED at least since the “Ten Commandments” of
1958, for example.102 Both the textual and visual message of the opera reinforced those values. The film set the tone from the very opening shots, in which
Fetzer runs, apparently frightened, from the bright lights of the capitalist West.
An almost identical scene later on (in flashback), in which Fetzer drinks in this
spectacle this time with curiosity, only amplifies the viewers’ sense of Fetzer’s
fear: once fascinated, Fetzer now “knows better” and has to find a way to return
home. In the end, according to the narrator and the chorus, Fetzer “recognizes
himself as his own enemy” and decides to turn himself in for his crime, in the
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process “liberating himself” by returning to the GDR. Fetzer even passed one
early political test with flying colors: the head of the DFF, Heinz Adameck, a
member of the Central Committee, reportedly “loved” it.103 Henning Wrage
agrees. For Wrage, though, that is all the more evidence that “the GDR nomenclature often persecuted precisely those who believed in the socialism of the
land in the most engaged way.”104
In his encounter with television, Kunert’s situation exemplifies the growing power of television to define the way socialism could be envisioned in the
GDR. Similar criticisms were flying in literary quarters, for example, and literary censors even denied publication of some of Kunert’s poems in the early
1960s. (They were later published in revised form.)105 But literary scholar Holger Brohm argues that Kunert’s troubles with the state would have dissipated,
were it not for the television version of Fetzer. The Fetzer affair, of course, was
a blow to Kunert;106 even so, it was not the end of his literary life in the GDR.
He went on to publish extensively in the GDR and the West, and he continued
to contribute passionately to artistic debates in other GDR cultural forums,
notably the explosive “poetry debate” of 1966 that splashed across the pages of
Forum.107 For literary scholar Ingrid Pietrzynski, Kunert was a “master” of the
medium of radio. She writes, joyfully, “with increasing confidence, he conquered artistic forms of representation and experimented with the use of different artistic media,” and laments that the debacle over the television version of
Fetzer reshaped Kunert’s art. He left the legacy of Brecht—didactic theater and
“erzieherpose” (educator position)—
behind, and his work was no longer
“future-oriented” and “utopian.”108
As Wrage and Pietrzynski have argued, Kunert indeed seems to have been
deeply engaged in questions of cultural identity and socialism in the GDR. And
I would argue that Fetzer was a stunning piece of work, narratively, structurally, and visually.109 But within the emerging television culture of the GDR,
being committed was not enough: it was instead about what came across the
television screen. For the state, it was about managing the ways in which socialism was understood and envisioned by the audience. In other arts in the
1960s, it was possible to allow debates to circle around the same issues of
representation, alienation, and narrative for years, with little movement on the
part of the artists.110 But television could not operate that way. It was constrained by the demands of the production schedule, available resources, and
the inexorable, relentless demands of the transmission schedule—television
had to be on the air. Artists also had to concede that television productions
emerged out of collective authorship (in which authors, but also producers,
technicians, programmers, and others shaped the production), to a degree not
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seen in most other arts. And, finally, television reached too large an audience to
“flop” or to engage in effective debate. Kunert has suggested that he was attacked by “people who didn’t have the faintest idea of art and literature,” and
that a much more productive critique could have come from a discussion in
which viewers, critics, director, composer, and author could all take part.111
That is likely the case. But what that demonstrates is that, by this time, television had come to be defined differently than as a medium of high “art” and
debate. Television disciplined artists like Kunert—and Stahnke, who spent the
rest of his career working in light drama (heitere Dramatik), later earning the
“Chaplin prize” for entertainment television.112 Fetzer, and experiments like it,
could have revolutionized cultural debate and identity in the GDR, not to mention the way we think about television in the West. But it did not. Instead, it
mediated the “loss of the Lehrauftrag (educative mission)” in the drive for a
socialist, national culture.113
Fetzer’s crime was that it contravened the aesthetic “rules” of contemporary television. Agde admits that the overwhelming majority of the contemporary television audience preferred more traditional narrative styles and programming. Viewers responded to the “reality effect” and narrative conventions
of melodrama that were central to contemporary television, so it was important
that the story be told in a certain way, with a clear narrative, context, and character development. With its achronological timeline, the narrative was confusing and perhaps even, as one viewer suggested, “boring.”114 It is meaningful
that seasoned media critics remained measured, even laudatory, even after the
public outcry had gained momentum.115 One reviewer claimed: “The television
film opera Fetzer was not ordinary. The screen has been drooling for such intensive and dramatic creative power of the camera. Ekkehard Schall’s expressive face, caught by the masterful camera was fascinating.” But less knowledgeable critics described Fetzer as underwritten, overstylized, conventional,
confusing, banal, and “pantomime with music.”116 While the radio opera had
begun with a long chorus setting the context of the story—the Cold War division of Germany—the television opera instead presented a work that was more
a suspenseful story of a fugitive from West German authorities, told in a way
audiences had difficulty following.117 In (melo-)dramatic television programming, character development allowed audiences to care about (not to mention
follow) the story, but viewers and reviewers found this lacking. Kunert’s and
Stahnke’s negotiations with the DFF had been so difficult in part because DFF
staff anticipated that these were the areas that audiences would criticize, and
they were right. At the time, Fetzer did not make good television: audiences did
not necessarily understand or like it, which they expressed vociferously in letters to newspaper editors, letters to television service, and, in some cases, even
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in discussion with the artists themselves. M.L. of Lichtenberg wrote to the
Berliner Zeitung, “I kept asking myself how it could’ve come to this performance? How could such important actors be available? What exactly did the
author and director think as they were preparing this performance. . . .”118 A
viewer from Hohenleipisch wrote to the television magazine that the opera succeeded through its direction, artwork, and acting achievements, especially
those of Ekkehard Schall, but “the narrative, the music, the singing—no I
didn’t like that. I expected something completely different . . . [from] the term
opera.”119 That this viewer could not accept this as an opera exemplifies why
the tropes and conventions of narrative forms matter. A viewer from Dresden
spoke directly to the formalism debate, describing Fetzer as “crass monkey
business”:
Forty years ago in Dresden there was a student organization that called
itself the Dadaists . . . The public was ready for an end to this Dadaist
phantom already after ten minutes. Compare this to the television opera
Fetzer . . . We workers have the right and the duty to raise the sharpest
protest against it after a day of hard work we wish to see an edifying evening of entertainment, but not the products of the handful of surrealists,
that waste our intellectual and material people’s goods and give offense in
such a punishing way. In addition, those at the DFF should think to themselves . . . our shows are also seen abroad and in West Germany.120
The latter viewer was particularly incensed by the “dadaist” and “surrealist”
nature of the piece, rejected the non-socialist realist socialist past, and claimed
his right as a worker to be “entertained.” It is possible that, as Wrage and Agde
suggest, letters such as this came not from viewers but were instead “planted”
by government authorities. But that would not change the way the letters defined the “problem,” nor that they both drew from and fueled wider discourse
about what “socialist” television should accomplish. This was not the first time
the DFF had heard the call for entertainment after a hard day’s or week’s work;
the DFF viewership had demanded that sort of entertainment since at least the
mid-1950s, and this demand had come to shape both the DFF staff’s and, as we
will see in the next chapter, the SED’s definition of effective television.

Conclusion
The Second Berlin Crisis opened a period of cultural ferment during which
artists, government officials, cultural organs, and audiences probed the limits
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of the SED’s new socialist, national culture, gradually delineating its contours.
Early discussions of outright repressive tactics, including jamming Western
signals or otherwise preventing “ideological border-crossing,” were deemed
ineffective and left unimplemented. The GDR would have to rely on the appeal
of its own program. To that end, authorities paid new attention to the messages
and overall appeal of the DFF program. The DFF, which had, since the 1950s,
worked hard just to put a full schedule of programming on the air, had finally
reached a point at which they could experiment with television aesthetics and
form. Experiments like Fetzer exploded the conventions of classical narrative
storytelling and demonstrated new ways that the visual could be exploited on
television. Unhampered by the conventions of traditional formats like the quiz
show or the crime thriller, such programming could be revolutionary, reshaping the way (East) Germans saw the world and, in this way, could contribute to
the state’s mandate to engage audiences in the construction of a new socialist
culture in the GDR. But the DFF had managed to achieve this in a context of
increasing ideological conformity, and the furor over Fetzer exemplifies the
state in which this program of revolutionary change found itself after the Berlin
Wall. Now that the border was closed, the state turned inward and encouraged
East Germans to do the same. The balance between ideological commitment,
so important to the campaign to build socialism in the late 1950s, and ideological conformity had shifted in favor of the latter. Fetzer did not fail at being
ideologically reliable, but it did fail to be ideologically effective—to be comprehensible to and popular with the audience. Vigorous, public criticism led to
calls for more “relaxing” and “entertaining” fare. This is an important distinction to make, because scholars and the lay public alike assume that censorship
scandals such as Fetzer and Monologue happened because the state simply
banned outright works it found unacceptable. Here, by contrast, is an example
of an unsuccessful program that never aired again because it was palpably unpopular, not because it was politically suspect.

Chapter 6

Reaching Consensus on Television
In August 1961, just days before the construction of the Berlin Wall and while
the DFF was still working out the final storyline for Fetzer, the department of
television drama of the DFF filmed the final scene of a new mini-series, Revolt
of the Conscience (Gewissen in Aufruhr). Hans Oliva wrote the script based on
Rudolf Petershagen’s widely read memoir of the same name published first in
1956.1 In five parts, the story followed the life of Nazi officer Ebershagen. The
series began with the battle of Stalingrad, which Ebershagen barely survived,
and continued with his decision to surrender the city of Greifswald to the Red
Army without a fight in the spring of 1945. His eventual return from postwar
captivity to become a champion of German unity was followed by his subsequent arrest and “show trial” at the hands of American intelligence officers,
and, finally, his ideological conversion and decision to settle in the GDR.2
The series aired in September 1961, one month after the construction of
the Berlin Wall. It featured a large cast, including Bruno Carstens and Alexander Papendieck, familiar to television audiences from their roles in the crime
thriller The Blue Light, which may help to account for its wide popularity
among East German audiences. It was also released widely in the eastern bloc
and found receptive audiences in Cuba, Sweden, and Austria.3 In 1962, it appeared on Soviet television screens. Soviet television scholar Alexander
Prokhorov argues that Revolt revolutionized Soviet television producers’ approach to serial production and its role in structuring leisure time. He writes
that, for Russian TV critic Sergei Muratov, “Gewissen in Aufruhr created a
shock: ‘We simply did not know that a film can last five evenings in a row’ . . .
[A]n entire week’s schedule could be organized not only around work, but also
around television programming—
the screening of a mini-
series.”4 Unlike
Fetzer, then, Revolt found acclaim among audiences and state authorities in the
Department of Agitation and Propaganda, the Politburo, and beyond. It became
the standard by which the value of other DFF programs was measured. In the
GDR and elsewhere, Revolt facilitated the emergence of television as a medium not just of information but of leisure and entertainment as well.
135
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That Revolt of the Conscience would enjoy such success was not self-
evident in the summer of 1961. It had taken the author and dramaturge Wenzel
Renner some time to find a home for the project. Producers at the East German
film studio DEFA were torn about the political implications of the plot—it is a
story in which the hero was a (former) Nazi officer—and a similar narrative
had led to fierce discussions several years earlier with the release of DEFA’s
The Devil’s General. That story had also presented a situation in which viewers
could identify with military insubordination in an era in which GDR authorities were trying to build the National People’s Army.5 In the end, the Politburo
struck the Revolt script from DEFA’s plan.6 But the material interested television producers, who felt that it could appeal to the pan-German audience and
who had the relative freedom to adopt such a screenplay. When the series aired
in September 1961, the broadcast became an event unmatched by any previous
television program. Despite DEFA’s early fears, Revolt of the Conscience even
appeared in cinemas: the DFF released a two-part version in movie theaters, to
reach viewers who did not yet have access to a television set.7
The making and ultimate success of Revolt of the Conscience represented
a watershed in the shifting political status of the television service in the GDR.
The steady development of the medium in the 1950s had led the SED to recognize that television was a “new and meaningful political-cultural factor” in the
GDR, but had done little to prove its ideological power in a palpable way.8
Revolt of the Conscience’s striking success made the advantages of television
apparent in dramatic fashion: it could reach more people, more quickly than
any other medium in the Republic. The faulty reportage of the Hungarian uprising had demonstrated to government authorities the potential power of disseminating their own message through television to meet the Western challenge in 1956. The success of Revolt of the Conscience, by contrast, compelled
SED authorities to discover the potential for reaching the domestic viewing
audience, increasingly drawn to television in droves. It also contributed to an
emerging consensus about how best to depict socialism on screen. Both Fetzer
and Revolt told stories of socialist conversion, but in very different ways. Fetzer
gave rise to debates about television aesthetics, narrative form, and the “new
hero” of socialism, a term coined to refer in a disparaging way to characters
such as the republikflüchtige Harry Fetzer. By contrast, Revolt of the Conscience found acclaim for “bringing the past to life” in a “realistic” and “convincing” work that made viewers feel that Erwin Geschonneck (playing Ebershagen) “had actually lived through” the events depicted.9
That viewers and others identified precisely this distinction between the
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two programs both fueled and reflected a larger debate going on in Party conferences and in the Agitation Commission, which continued to roil the DFF in
the early 1960s. Artistic works like Fetzer, but also plays, poetry, and even industrial design, troubled the SED for their depiction of socialism and, especially, “the new socialist man.” At the Sixth Party Congress, Walter Ulbricht,
Kurt Hager, and others disparaged the state of the East German arts: in their
haste to liberalize (due to ongoing destalinization), artists were ignoring all
that socialism had accomplished. GDR artists were not alone in this. In May
1963, Czech artists convened the “Kafka Conference,” with participants from
across the eastern bloc and the West. The conveners sought to rehabilitate the
author and, more widely, the legacy of modernism as avenues for a new socialist culture. Indeed, it set off a new wave of liberalization in certain parts of the
eastern bloc, especially Czechoslovakia—but not in the GDR.
Between August 1961 and December 1965, the battle against the progressive socialist artistic past was won on East German television screens. The
public response to Fetzer and government pronouncements on the “right” direction for cultural activity shaped internal debate about the direction of future
television productions. Where the “rules” for television had been fairly fluid
and unstable in the late 1950s and early 1960s, the larger debate delineating the
acceptable contours of socialist national culture now produced narrative stability on East German television. This narrative stability coalesced around new
types of programming that left the televisual aesthetics of the 1950s behind,
fully embracing the “live” potential of television, while telling stories of East
German socialism in a way that appealed to both audiences and political authorities. New programs told a certain kind of story about the lived experience
of socialism. There were conversion stories, such as Revolt and, later, Dr.
Schlüter. But increasingly the DFF focused on the problems and triumphs of
viewers’ everyday lives, in the topical “investigative” program Prisma and
light entertainment programming such as With Open Hearts, for example. Following up the success of Revolt of the Conscience, the release of the historical
mini-series Dr. Schlüter in 1965 made television a role model for other GDR
media. During the Eleventh Plenum of 1965, where Honecker and Ulbricht
excoriated GDR cultural institutions, television escaped relatively unscathed,
and Schlüter received rare praise. Television had become the preeminent medium of socialist realism in the GDR. By the end of the decade though, the
exigencies of the television industry had begun to take their toll. Increasingly,
the DFF relied on programming produced elsewhere with unexpected consequences for the socialist national project.
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Disciplining “Socialist” Culture
Although Fetzer triggered one of the most important controversies ever to beset the television service, it was but one work caught up in a much larger controversy already unfolding over socialist values and how best to represent them
in socialist art. The Fifth German Art Exhibition opened in September 1962,
for example, exhibiting new, modern, socialist design. Walter Ulbricht complained about the “grey-ness” on display.10 In October, the Academy of the
Arts hosted a Lyrikabend—an evening reading of new poetry. The evening reinvigorated poetry. Over the next few months a number of other similar events
took place, drawing large, enthusiastic audiences to hear experimental works
and, beginning in 1963, also drawing scrutiny from the government.11 Lyric
poetry became an important medium for the articulation of controversial attitudes, and poetry evenings became an important space for open discussion and
debate among artists.12
October also saw the premiere of a new play that became the focal point
of the rising wave of criticism that caught Fetzer in its undertow. Renowned
playwright and dramaturge of the German Theater (Deutsches Theater) in Berlin, Peter Hacks, opened the latest version of his work Problems and Power
(Die Sorgen und die Macht). The play depicted industrial workers who confront the problem of quantity over quality in the products they make in their
factories.13 The contradictions of socialist development are at the heart of the
play but are resolved by means of a “happy ending,” in which the protagonist
“becomes a positive collective hero.”14 Nonetheless, the play unleashed a powerful debate among SED leaders, who described it as “cold,” “without life experience, identification or illusion,”15 and claimed that it “alienated the audience from political sympathy and commitment.”16 Commenting on the debate,
literary critic Peter Demetz noted that, “at present, the odds weigh heavily
against the heritage of Brecht. The regime condemns Hacks and ardently favors . . . Kleinadam (sic) and his new play Millionenschmidt in which the
pressing problems of productivity in the construction industry are handled in
the expected way. There is a highly positive bricklayer who converts his ideal
colleagues to better work; and the state conventions remain absolutely loyal to
the theater of Dumas the younger.” He predicted, “(Friedrich) Wolf and Brecht
are dead, a new generation of playwrights has emerged but it is still yesterday’s
battle they fight.”17
This larger public debate shaped the television controversy. Kunert had
become a fairly easy target by this time, having fallen under scrutiny for “reactionary” works, including an appearance at the 11 December Lyrikabend of the
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Academy of Arts just days before Fetzer aired, and was castigated in the press
and behind the scenes. The Agitation Commission arranged for a private viewing of Kunert and Stahnke’s other work, Monologue for a Taxi Driver, as soon
as the film was “in the can.” Afterward, the play was quietly withdrawn from
the television schedule, and the Agitation Commission called a meeting of
DFF staff to discuss both works.18 At least a hundred DFF staff attended the
meeting, which was an attempt to discipline television workers by “revealing”
the reactionary nature of the two shows.19 Producer Gerhard Scheumann tore
apart the plays, accusing the authors of imbibing Heidegger’s “Atom Bomb
philosophy.”20 Kunert and Stahnke reportedly “distanced themselves from the
film.”21 Having dealt with the authors, the Commission moved on to everyone
else who had a hand in the film, holding meetings with the DFF’s Party organization (Betriebsparteiorganisation or BPO), the department of Dramatic
Arts, and the Party Committee for Radio and Television, until it was satisfied
that the matter had been brought to a close.22
In turn, Monologue and similar works fueled discussion about the future
of socialist culture in the GDR as the SED sought to discipline other East German artists in early 1963. In mid-January, the SED met in Berlin at the Sixth
Party Congress to discuss the new economic plan. It was the first such meeting
since 1958, at which the Party had announced the economic and cultural
“struggle for socialism.” That congress mandated a tighter relationship between the artists and the people, a call that was renewed at the Bitterfeld Conference of 1959. Artists were to delve more into the lived experience of socialism in the GDR, and the people were meant to “storm the heights of culture . . .
recognize their leading role,” and get more involved in artistic creation.23 Now,
in January 1963, they could survey the results of that campaign. There were
some notable successes: modern technology meant that art, broadly conceived,
could be disseminated much more widely, particularly through the medium of
television. Artists of all stripes were probing “new themes and problems,” and
proving themselves “true helpers of the party and our state.”24 But socialist
realism was under attack by artists like Peter Hacks, Stephen Hermlin (progenitor of the Lyrikabend), Peter Huchel (editor of Meaning and Form), and
Günter Kunert.25
At the Sixth Party Congress, Walter Ulbricht set out the terms the Party
would mobilize throughout the spring of 1963. He warned broadly of the influence of Western decadence in the GDR and “revisionist thinking” among certain intellectuals, and against “ideological coexistence.”26 Artists were depicting a “gray and drab” vision of socialism, dwelling on the struggle and
contradictions of socialist development, rather than celebrating all that East
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German socialism had achieved or representing socialist life in all its diversity
and beauty. “Formalist” experiments demonstrated artists’ conviction that
“their individualistic perception is more important than the conception of the
community.” By definition, certain narrative forms and modernist devices
could not appropriately celebrate socialism and were unacceptable. The interior monologue Kunert used in Monologue, for example, could never represent
the beauty of socialist life, because it made “capturing the lifelike connections
of living people” impossible.27Art should instead “educate the reason, as well
as the strength of feeling (Gefühlskraft) of our working people,” and “(the)
present should become more beautiful than ever before through the collaboration of artists and the working people.” Artists could create successful works of
art that grappled with the conditions of contemporary life demonstrating their
socialist loyalty: not in heavy, modernist experiments, but through light entertainment. Artists should satisfy the simple desire of the people to be entertained and do so using the material that was right in front them, including stories and songs germane to the socialist world of East Germany.28 The most
prominent example of this, for Ulbricht, was none other than Revolt of the
Conscience: a “fantastic example of the fact that an artistic work can determine
the thoughts and feelings of the people.” It was a “masterwork” that “gave . . .
people . . . around the world the answer to the question of the development of
a new journey.”29 Revolt was a program that suggested a new narrative of East
German socialism.
The attack on modernism continued in the party newspaper Einheit,
reaching a fevered pitch in March 1963 and dividing the artistic community.30
The Stasi reported that artists were taken aback by the vehemence of the debate, and many considered themselves personally attacked. Artists were taking
sides, and rumors were flying. Some distanced themselves from Kunert and
Hacks, while others sought to turn one or both of them against the Party. Staff
from the satirical magazine Eulenspiegel invited Kunert to strike back at Heinz
Quermann, who had ridiculed his poetry at the Sixth Party Congress (and also
been involved in the “Laughing Bear” sketch lampooning Fetzer described in
chapter 5).31 Kunert demurred, although the magazine published at least one
deprecating cartoon, ridiculing a thinly veiled Quermann for knowing nothing
about art. Someone tipped off Kunert that one of his detractors had been an SA
man at the same time Kunert had been “sitting in a concentration camp (KZ).”32
But Kunert, once defiant, kept his cool. He described the criticism of his work
as “thoughtful” and “sensible.” He was, however, “particularly depressed
about Baumert,” who had congratulated Kunert on “his great opera” one day,
knowing that his own derogatory review, “Kunert’s Flight into Schematism,”
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would appear in Neues Deutschland the following morning.33 Overall, the
mood was bleak.
A conference held in the last week of March sought to confront this malaise by clarifying the direction of cultural policy. Discussions ranged widely,
from the cases of Kunert and Hacks, to the emergence of generational conflicts
in the artistic community, to the role and leadership of the Ministry of Culture.
Gunter Stahnke undertook an exercise in “self-criticism”; Kunert, loath to attend, already had taken sick leave in the countryside.34 Walter Ulbricht denounced “backsliders,” “modernism,” “bourgeois decadence,” and “ideological coexistence.”35 Newly minted Central Committee member Kurt Hager
outlined a vision of a partisan culture in which artists did not embellish, whitewash, or distort socialism, but rather “communicate(d) the optimism of our
socialist worldview that comes from the true love of life” and venerated “socialist” values, including respect and propriety, consideration, prudence, forbearance, and esteem for the community. He declared that artists falling afoul
of policy (such as Kunert) should not be drummed out of their vocations; the
Stasi, however, doubted the artists believed Hager’s call for second chances.36
The conference mollified some artists and brought Kunert rhetorically back
into the fold. But most important for authorities, it set out to put an end to the
public debates that had been going on for months: the Television Committee
reported, for example, that “the main task now is to advise about creative problems and help the artists to be effective on radio and television as defined by
socialist realism.”37
The notion that these debates had successfully headed off the challenge to
socialist realism was sanguine, indeed, and betrays the SED’s miscalculation
of the contemporary cultural-political context. For the SED, “modernist” influences came from the West; increasingly, though, they were coming from the
East as well. Similar debates were raging in the Soviet Union and the eastern
bloc, but sometimes with very different outcomes. The international Kafka
Conference of May 1963 was one such example. Participants from Poland,
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Austria, France, and the GDR met to discuss the
possible rehabilitation of Kafka and aspects of modernist literature, such as the
problems of realism and alienation, in socialist art. The East German delegation, fresh from the disputes described above, was the lone holdout speaking
against it.38 The conference opened a space of transnational discussion that
complicated the ability of national socialist parties like the SED to control the
terms of the debate.39 It also set off a sort of “counterculture” in parts of the
eastern bloc.40 The ramifications for East German television were profound.
During the Second Berlin Crisis, the SED had sought to prevent border
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crossing—both physical and ideological—by cutting the GDR off from the
West. One of the conditions that made this possible was opening the country to
the East, binding the GDR more closely to the socialist bloc, and shifting East
Germans’ attention away from the pan-German future that had been the focus
of the (early) 1950s. In 1958, the SED had even mandated that television raise
awareness about the “fraternal socialist countries,” a requirement the DFF duly
met with programming that reported on the advance of socialism outside of the
GDR. By the early 1960s, though, they had also come to rely on programming
from those countries. And the eastern bloc was turning out material that was
not so reliable.
The Agitation Commission began to realize this contradiction when, in
March, Commissioners returned to the DFF. They were surprised to find little
had changed since the Fetzer affair, and, worse, the DFF staff was “displaying
a lack of political instincts.” The DFF had broadcast two dubious films, two
days running. One, a French crime thriller called On a Dangerous Mission, was
highly objectionable. It “contributed to” rising youth criminality in the FRG,
and it was morally suspect: “the hero, an unsurpassed ‘superman,’ is a drunk
and disreputable womanizer, who picks up everyone from the general’s daughter to the whore and emerges from every malicious adventure as a resplendent
victor.” The problem with the French film seems clear, but the second film,
Stolen Bombs, was a Romanian film that had already enjoyed a first run in East
German cinemas. The DFF did not anticipate a problem. But the Commissioners found it to be “inferior in the confusing form of Fetzer’s Flight” and reminded DFF staff that they were responsible for vetting the programming they
sent over the airwaves.41
The Commission recognized that dramatic programming in particular was
subject to a long production cycle that was measured in months rather than
days, resulting in some of these missteps, but it did not appreciate the wider
context in which the DFF made programming decisions. In 1963 television
producers still faced the same overwhelming conundrum they had in the 1950s,
that is, how to fill the television schedule while also fulfilling its political mandate. That mandate, to provide a differentiated, topical program that not only
reflected socialist life in a way that East Germans could identify with but also
appealed to the West German audience, was increasingly difficult to accomplish. It was also contradicted by the Agitation Commission’s own demands,
still made in 1965, that the DFF broadcast more crime thrillers (and romantic
movies), even from the West, to distract East German viewers from West German crime thrillers broadcast in the same time slot in the television schedule.42
Since the Fetzer scandal, or more broadly, the cultural scandals of 1961 through
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1963, the relative freedom of the DFF to find material wherever it could was
gone. Feature film exhibition in the GDR previously had been more closely
supervised than television, which meant that such films were already vetted
and ready for television transmission; now the tables had turned. The DFF
imported films from socialist countries because they fulfilled the mandate to
expand coverage of and film exchange with neighboring socialist countries.
But by the mid-1960s, even this was a political minefield for the DFF. The film
department had come to see its purpose as finding cheap, varied programming
with which to “fill gaps” in the schedule. Producers, accustomed to ordering
films because they happened to be available, now had to pay closer attention to
the politics of the works. In the DFF’s view, this was complicated by the fact
that socialist film companies had begun to produce works specifically for the
Western television market, which they could sell for hard currency. This made
it harder not just to find politically acceptable programs from the eastern bloc
countries but also to buy the exhibition rights. Socialist countries often sold
programs to capitalist countries with non-compete clauses, making those films
unavailable for purchase and exhibition in places like the GDR. The DFF noted
that West German broadcasters ARD and ZDF were buying up whole annual
film catalogues, which kept them from the DFF regardless of whether the West
German channels broadcast the films or not.43 But they took the task to heart
and attempted to remove any film from the schedule that deviated at all from
the party line, even if that meant broadcasting “boring and artistically insufficient films. . . .”44
The Agitation Commission fell back on the habits of the 1950s and, taking an instrumental view of the problem, investigated the DFF leadership.
Commissioners found the director of the DFF Heinz Adameck to be “self-
important.” They complained he made decisions himself outside of the framework of collective leadership, and often “forgot” to invite Georg Puppe, leader
of the Party organization in the DFF, to important meetings of the leadership.
The weekly talking points disseminated by the State Broadcasting Committee
often did not make it past the television leadership into the individual departments of the DFF.45 But at least Adameck was politically competent.46 Puppe,
likewise, was competent and commanded the respect of the membership, but
he was not a true representative of the Party’s interests, instead toeing Adameck’s line on most issues.47 They found that partisanship (Parteilichkeit) and
“being of the people” (Volkstümlichkeit) were in short supply at the DFF, especially in the departments of International Relations (responsible for concluding
agreements for film exchange as above), Television Drama, Entertainment, and
even Sports. The report criticized the “inadequate political-ideological” educa-
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tion of DFF sports reporters, the evidence for which was the “one-sided admiration” and “obvious favoritism” of the (capitalist) Canadian hockey team in
their World Cup match against (socialist) Czechoslovakia.48
It took at least another year to sort out the DFF’s ideological affairs. Indeed, six months later, Commissioners returned to discover that nothing in
particular had changed. Commissioners put this down to the fact that DFF staff
felt no pressure to make substantive changes before the new Fall-Winter program, due to the belief—among television producers, no less—that “no one
watches [television] in the summer.” Documentation from viewers increasingly discontented by that summer’s viewing schedule proved otherwise.49 The
Agitation Commission shook up the party leadership within the DFF to exercise greater control over ideological discussions, introducing new staff positions intended to contribute to future programming conceptions at the television service. Thereafter the DFF met the mandate to bring television closer to
the viewers by reaching out to citizens’ groups and creating a whole new, more
“scientific” (or at least more methodical) Department of Audience Research
that, beginning in 1964, began to publish an internal journal of its findings.50
As the scandal came to a close, the SED brought television broadcasting more
closely under the control of the Party leadership by appointing DFF director
Heinz Adameck to the Central Committee, a position he held until 1989.

Projecting Socialist Culture
In a number of meetings over the course of 1963, then, the Agitation Commission had lobbied television producers to create television programming that
displayed greater political partisanship and to do so in a manner that would
appeal to audiences, while taking measures to make sure they followed through.
The DFF developed two new programs that successfully fulfilled this mandate.
A new “journalistic” treatment of socialism in East German society, Prisma,
emerged from the Department of Economics. A very different show was With
Open Hearts (Mit dem Herzen dabei), produced by the Department of Entertainment programming. Despite the differences between these programs, their
significance was essentially the same: both encouraged audiences to understand themselves as part of a larger socialist collective, and each contributed
toward shaping the ways of thinking and behavior of viewers in the GDR.
The DFF introduced the “investigative” magazine show Prisma in March
1963. One of the most popular and long-running shows on East German television, Prisma ended only after the DFF was dismantled in 1991.51 Gerhard
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Scheumann, founder and first moderator of the show (1963–65), unabashedly
modeled Prisma on the first West German political magazine Panorama, reportedly going so far as to analyze the timing of the show with a stopwatch.52
The format of Prisma resembled the West German program, but the content
differed dramatically. Unlike Panorama, which dealt with “big political events”
and often confronted prominent public figures on air, Prisma sought to delve
into “the real problems . . . with which socialist society is grappling”—the
problems of everyday life.53 The Prisma editorial department cast the program
as an intermediary “between the pinnacle and the rank-and-file” of GDR society that could also work to close the gap between the two groups.54 DFF viewers actively participated in this project, mailing in their complaints, questions,
or comments on wide-ranging subjects, including work conditions, the environment, the availability of consumer goods, and life in the socialist home.55
Viewer correspondence often asked Prisma to help expose the contradictions
behind the triumphal rhetoric of socialist successes broadcast by shows such as
Current Camera.
From its inception, the Agitation Commission recognized the potential of
the show to be both politically effective and widely popular. They praised the
Department of Economics’ shows for “winning the hearts and minds of the
audience . . . being for them aide and advisor, with particularly effective (massenwirksam) shows in the prime time program of the DFF.” Such shows “do
not deal just with economic questions, but rather make the viewer aware what
the all-embracing (umfassend) construction of socialism means.”56 Like DFF
staff, the state also envisioned that the show would mediate between the Party
and the DFF audience, helping them to understand the ideas and policies of the
state and generally facilitating the development of socialism in East Germany.
The show lived up to the Agitation Commission’s expectations of it, and
it came to enjoy a special place in GDR society. One of the most cited examples of Prisma’s ability to appeal to viewers and even effect change was the
show’s intervention on behalf of a young woman who was denied entry into the
teaching profession. As a young child, bullies had tossed her into deep water
although she could not swim. The traumatic experience had left her terrified of
water. At school she refused to swim in gym class and received a failing grade
as a result. Despite high marks in all her other classes, this failing grade disqualified her from attending teachers’ college and achieving her dream. Prisma’s report on her case unleashed vigorous debate across the Republic. Viewers were divided as to whether the girl had been treated fairly or not; this debate
was especially striking among teachers, many of whom felt that Prisma had
undermined their authority to give grades. In the end, the young woman went
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on to study education and become a teacher, a result that viewers directly attributed to the show.57 It was this kind of story that led viewers such as Walter
R. from Dresden to claim, “your shows have often led to restoring people’s
rights or dealing with known shortcomings. That’s the reason why I trustfully
turned to you with my concern.”58
The furor surrounding this episode of Prisma exposed the contours of (at
least) three visions and three centers of power, even if they were disproportionately influential, operating on the television program. The DFF was an institution set between the state and the people, and it mediated a vision of socialist
Germany that coexisted uneasily with the vision of state authorities and expectations of East German citizens. The state set out a mandate for programming
with popular appeal that could also “uncover contradictions” and “demonstrate
solutions” in a way that focused on the positive development of socialism.
It was not the only program to do this in the early 1960s. Programming
such as Your Second Shift (Ihre zweite Schicht), which can almost be described
as a sort of “infomercial” for women, dealt with the problems women faced in
everyday life now that they had to work and keep house. One episode asked
women to identify their least favorite chore. The resounding consensus (at
least, as it was shown on-screen) was the “Great Wash” (Grosse Wäsche, or the
day that women laundered the family linens and clothing). Many East German
women still did this by hand, which required heating and hauling water, scrubbing linens, wringing them by hand, hanging them to dry, and so on; it was a
task that took most of the day. The program introduced the state’s solution: the
state laundry. The program utilized a number of strategies—“man-in-the-
street” interviews with women, short interviews with “state authorities” from
the Party member responsible for the local laundry to the laundry supervisor,
tours of the facilities, and even featured viewer letters that both lauded and
complained about aspects of the laundries—to introduce, advertise, and even
improve the service.59
But both Prisma and Your Second Shift demonstrate that the characterization of television as mediator between two poles does not recognize the many
fissures in the categories of “state” and “people.” Former Agitation Commissioner Eberhard Fensch described in his memoirs the complexity of arbitrating
conflict over television programming. Prisma, in particular, struck many
nerves, and he fielded complaints from state authorities, artists, DFF staff,
viewers, and all sorts of other interested parties—including foreign dignitaries—
protesting either the program or the way they were depicted in it, just like the
teachers above. An episode about the housing shortage brought complaints
from the local authorities of the state construction agency, while (different) city
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authorities complained about an investigation into lax oversight of environmental damage there, for example.60 The Agitation Commission thus did not
just operate in the interests of the state but also mediated conflicts among and
between the DFF and a number of other groups. Historian Andrew Port argues
that there were “serious frictions and fundamental divisions” among and within
social groups in the GDR. Port contends that it was precisely these divisions
that accounted for the longevity and relative stability of the regime.61 These
(sometimes) played out on East German television screens, perhaps buttressing
the power of the state by performing (and reinforcing) existing social divisions
that Port identifies.
Television producers sought to engage their viewers in topical issues, and
Prisma is but one example of how they struck a chord with the audience. The
audience enjoyed it and came to trust in it, and it contributed to a culture in
which people could openly discuss issues of “socialist development.”62 The
state (loosely) set the agenda, and television projected some element of the
state’s vision. But the variety of “viewing positions” made it difficult to tailor
a particular message to be received in a particular way. Such debate shaped the
ways in which the state and the television service could envision socialism.
After the teacher-training episode, Scheumann met with the head of the DFF
and Agitation Commission authorities and agreed to smooth things over; in the
next episode he reassured GDR educators that they had the DFF’s support.
Scheumann remembers this as one of many “retractions” he made on the show,
but in the larger view, it was simply part of the conversation.63 Indeed, such
“retractions” even allowed viewers to believe that the show was “on their side,”
interceding between them and “the state.”
Prisma was critical of the SED, at least in a limited way, and officials gave
the show some leeway over the course of the 1960s due to its popularity among
viewers and the political advantage to be gained from supporting “critical journalism” on television.64 When he left the show in 1965, Scheumann left behind
the so-called Prisma Testament, a document that he hoped would one day unleash open discussion of the difficulties of investigative journalism at the DFF,
an institution that “(was) an instrument for the leadership (Führung) of society
on the one hand (and) an institution of public opinion (öffentliche Meinung) on
the other.”65 In the Testament, he described the significance of Prisma, in part,
as showing audiences the larger context that helped explain policies that otherwise viewers would never have understood. He noted that this had been difficult when he had been faced with bureaucrats who advised him that some
topics were better left alone. Defending the right of the author to “his own
opinion,” Scheumann asserted (just as Quermann had done a year before) that
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it was often unclear “what leeway (Spielraum) institutions of public opinion
had in relationship to officials of the socialist state apparatus.”66
Prisma did not fundamentally challenge the legitimacy of the state or
prominent state authorities, although it often presented a different picture of
social problems than the authorities might have wanted. Ina Merkel argues that
the function of Prisma as a “critical” program not only eased the relationship
between the audience and the state, but fulfilled a second role, as “a sort of
buffer between viewers and a television service that hardly lived up to its role
as a public (öffentlich) institution.”67 For Merkel, although Prisma reporting
challenged specific aspects of the GDR society, it ultimately preserved the system by sustaining consensus among viewers based on the hope that, through
the application of reason, the system might change.68 But should we expect
otherwise? In 1963, even television in other countries could hardly be described as centers of hard-hitting journalism that regularly confronted the political powers-that-be. Television in the FRG had only recently weathered the
attack on broadcasting independence that was Konrad Adenauer’s attempt to
set up his own (state-directed) television service.69 The British Broadcasting
Corporation, a much older “public institution” until then fairly narrowly conceived as a medium of education and edification, was, in the 1950s and early
1960s, not interested in “get[ting] deeply entangled in politics as a presenter of
the news or as an organizer of a forum of argument.”70 Broadcasting historian
Anthony Smith argues that it was only in the first half of the 1960s that “the
BBC pioneered daring forms of television satire, instituted professionalized
political interviewing, and adopted traditional journalistic standards in its current affairs programs.”71
The wider significance of Prisma lay not in its potential to interrogate,
unsettle, or otherwise undermine the state but rather in its ability to project a
coherent vision of socialist society in the GDR. Government authorities, television producers, and a variety of viewing publics shaped this vision. The deeper
significance of television in general, and Prisma in particular, was that it re-
envisioned the socialist community of the GDR. The show was but one example of programming that both reflected the new social and economic conditions
of the GDR and projected a set of values defined as “socialist.”
Prisma’s ability to encourage viewers to understand themselves as part of
the East German community was surpassed by a new entertainment program,
With Open Hearts. For some time, the DFF and Agitation Commission had
called for new ideas in the realm of entertainment, shows that could break the
mold of the studio-produced game show. With Open Hearts fit the bill: it was a
recurring variety show unlike anything previously seen on East German televi-
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sion. The show was a sensation created to celebrate socialism and model socialists. With Open Hearts sought to honor ordinary East Germans for embodying “socialist” values such as hard work, devotion to Heimat, or teaching their
children the value of Familientreue. This vision of socialism, which emphasized decent living, consideration for others, moderation, and a “work ethic,”
would not have been out of place in other German times and spaces. It was
anchored to socialism only through geopolitical context and a cultural compromise that privileged nationalism and political partisanship over ideological
conviction.
With this mandate, the show capitalized on a longer-standing narrative of
socialist heroism: the “myth” of Adolf Hennecke, propagated since 1948.
Modeled on the Soviet Stakhanovite movement, the “Hennecke movement”
emerged in the context of a government drive to increase production and kick-
start the East German economy. The idea was to initiate a competition, then
celebrate a worker who had broken productivity norms in hopes of triggering a
broad-based movement of workers seeking to emulate him. The chosen worker,
Adolf Hennecke, had a good reputation among his fellow miners and a good
work ethic—he surpassed his quota on the job fairly regularly. On 13 October
1948, he reached the end of his shift having completed 387 percent of the day’s
quota. He was lauded by state authorities and rewarded with a new car. The
press told his story widely, and the narrative was preserved in East German
schoolbooks. Tracing the trajectory of the Hennecke myth, historian Silke
Satjukow has shown that the immediate outcome of Hennecke’s accomplishment was to alienate his coworkers (and other East Germans), who derided him
as a “scab” (Lohndrücker) and refused to look him in the eye or associate with
him. But, within a week of his accomplishment, reports of other similarly extraordinary feats had begun to emerge. Over time, workers indeed began to
aspire to such top performances. Satjukow argues that workers learned the lesson that they were not “just” employees but active collaborators in socialist
industries, and that their accomplishments could lead to professional and social
prosperity. Such individual feats of productivity were not enough for the government, though, which really wanted to raise the collective achievement of
workers. The SED ended this “competition” after just one month and implemented instead a competition between newly formed “worker brigades.” Satjukow argues that “socialist heroes” like Hennecke were not “chosen” people nor
did they have extraordinary gifts (which, she argues, made them different from
the heroes of traditional societies). Instead, they were examples of “the common person, who did what was right for socialist society over and over, every
day.”72 With Open Hearts drew from this narrative and, just as the Hennecke
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myth had done, mediated a social contract in which the values and goals of the
state became the hopes and ambitions of the audience.
With Open Hearts’ honorees were representatives of the mass of working
people in the GDR, often nominated by their coworkers and neighbors.73 In
1966, moderator Hans-Georg Ponesky described the show as “honoring especially deserving workers before the entire socialist community of the GDR.”
He said,
Our thanks (go out to) . . . Party activists and independent citizens. Everyday heroes, who oftentimes anonymously and unselfishly established,
developed and maintained our current condition, the advantages of socialism. In our show people who shrug off the doubtful, careful ‘But why
me’ take center stage, with the realization ‘I just did my duty, like any
other . . .’.74
The show encouraged people to take pride in the routines of work and everyday
life. Ordinary citizens also took part in each episode of the show, sometimes
numbering in the thousands.75
Broadcast in front of a live audience in halls such as the large “Friedrichstadt Show Palace” (the Friedrichstadtpalast in Berlin), but also from a countless number of locations around the Republic and even abroad, no two episodes were alike. The DFF broadcast the first episode of the series in part from
a new housing development (Neubauwohnung) where the producers of the
show had modified the plumbing. Hidden cameras observed the residents when
they returned home to discover beer flowing straight from their taps. Another
time, a trader (Kaufmann) arrived home from a business trip to discover his
house had been renovated. On another episode, a traffic officer in Magdeburg
faced gridlock comprised of more than one thousand cars. The cars turned out
to be the gag: her commanding officer arrived to promote her on the spot.76
One show began before a live audience when the moderator blindfolded the
episode’s lucky subjects. They climbed into a new Trabant, which, unbeknownst to them, was itself loaded onto a helicopter. They were flown to the
highway and sent on their way for a vacation abroad.77
With Open Hearts was a spectacle that “advertised” socialism. Indeed, in
the larger program, the show performed a similar function to the overt advertising program A Thousand Tele-tips (Tausend Teletipps). Tele-tips consisted of
commercial spots featuring both live and animated characters, interspersed
with “advice” films, that promoted East German consumer goods including
cosmetics, clothing, foodstuffs, leisure goods, or household appliances. The
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SED leadership had embraced television advertising in 1960 as another aspect
of its competition with the capitalist West: it could distract East German citizens from the excess of consumer commodities promised by West German
advertising and provide a counter-model both of “better products” and socialism itself.78 Similarly, With Open Hearts presented narratives of socialist success: that of the individual (who won a promotion, for example), but also those
of the state. Each episode exhibited the fruits of the GDR’s own “economic
miracle”—the Trabants, newly built or renovated apartments, exotic vacations
in the socialist East, and even private helicopter flight, all made possible by
socialism.
It was part of an effort on television to make use of the “live” in large
spectacles of entertainment. One episode in particular demonstrated the spectacular (and highly entertaining) nature of segments of the program. Moderator
Hans-Georg Ponesky introduced the honoree, Herr Stahlberg, “an excellent
train driver,” to the studio audience. By means of a “hidden camera” and microphone the audience watched as Ponesky awoke the sleeping shift worker in
his bed and invited him to join the broadcast at the Friedrichstadtpalast. The
gag was that he did not even have to get out of bed: a team dismantled his bed,
took it out the street, and rebuilt it on a motorized platform complete with
steering apparatus. Cameras accompanied him as he “drove” to the Friedrichstadtpalast. The “bed” made its way down Karl-Marx Allee, children skipping
alongside, while DFF sports reporter Wolfgang Strobel “called the race” with
stirring commentary from the sidelines: “I must say that is a sight . . . It’s phenomenal! Bent deeply over the steering wheel this bed-phantom is chasing us
down with great speed! It’s reached at least 12 kilometers an hour! . . . This
bed-machine is so fast this will be a new track record. Drivers from Ferrari and
Lotus can’t hold a candle to this. . . .”79 This scene was intercut with shots of
Ponesky on stage and viewers in the studio audience, beside themselves with
laughter, hooting and guffawing at the sight. This kind of programming built
on technical expertise first practiced in programming such as The Clock Strikes
Thirteen, broadcast in the week after the border closure in August 1961, transmitting feeds from interior and exterior locations. A similar show—
Play
Along!—demonstrates just how spectacular such programming could be. Each
episode, conceived to celebrate the GDR’s anniversary and broadcast on 7 October in the mid to late 1960s, comprised an entire day, multiple locations, and
a variety of scenarios, including “exciting live reports from the D43 (highway)
between Wittenberg and Jüterborg,” for example. They reached the largest
viewing audiences yet for the Department of Entertainment at the DFF.80 The
1966 episode involved 578 television workers—fully one-quarter of DFF
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staff—and over two million citizens from around the Republic. And the DFF
broadcast such huge spectacles at a time when, media historian Gerd Hallenberger argues, entertainment shows in the FRG only tentatively engaged with
the West German world.81
The show celebrated ordinary people and everyday life in extraordinary
ways. It was a utopian vision of the GDR that represented a community of
mutual cooperation and celebration, of partisanship (Parteilichkeit) and socialist duty. Audiences and state authorities alike loved it. Media historian Lutz
Haucke described the show as “melodramatic emotional kitsch” and argues
that it turned the “productivity principle” of socialism on its head: rather than
rewarding East Germans’ creativity, it rewarded their sense of duty.82 For Hallenberger, the show did not capture the GDR “as it was,” but rather projected
the official version of what the GDR was supposed to be as defined by the
state. It “emotionalized” the GDR and sent the message that East Germans
“who had done their duty and wanted to be rewarded for that, had to first subordinate themselves, indeed at the direction of the master of the game.” I agree
that television, discouraged from exploring the contradictions of socialist development, embraced entertaining genres and transmitted a vision of East German society and values that had left the idealism of the 1950s behind. But what
resulted cannot be reduced to an emotionally manipulative program of pacification through melodrama. Instead programs such as Prisma and With Open
Hearts projected a socialist “dreamworld” that was defined not by the state’s
vision of socialism but by a cultural compromise between previously competing visions of socialism that originated from a number of different (if disproportionate) centers of power. With Open Hearts and Prisma celebrated and
naturalized the world of GDR socialism in the 1960s.

Delineating Socialist Culture
Debates about the aesthetic boundaries of socialist national culture unleashed
in 1962 and 1963 resulted in a widespread consensus, among the members of
the SED, the DFF, and the audience, rejecting unconventional works in favor
of genres and narratives that were more stable and (politically) predictable.
Television entertainment programs like Prisma and With Open Hearts marked
the emergence of programming that turned away from engagement with the
big, geopolitical issues of the day, as Rendezvous Berlin or Blue Light had
done, in favor of the celebration of everyday life. They drew attention and motivation away from the mandate of the Fifth Party Congress to transform values
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toward a program of reinforcing acceptable behaviors. Historical epics, such as
Revolt of the Conscience, told stories of socialist conversion in “realistic” and
familiar ways. By 1965, television had overcome the criticisms that surrounded
the production of Fetzer, achieved greater popularity, and become one of the
most important vehicles for the dissemination of “socialist” values.
That television had become a reliable weapon of political agitation was
made clear during the Eleventh Plenum of December 1965. The Central Committee convened the meeting to usher in the “second phase” of the New Economic System, but, once again, the discussions that have garnered the most
attention, from contemporaries and historians alike, were the speeches disparaging the state of GDR culture. The impetus for this had been the emergence
of “youth criminality” by 1965. Where in the early 1960s the SED had allowed
some space for the rise of a youth culture, they increasingly disliked the ways
in which these youths spent their time—they were displaying an alarming lack
of discipline, whether that meant they did not apply themselves to their studies
or they staged drinking parties during the harvest draft, for example.
Erich Honecker, who would succeed Walter Ulbricht just six years later,
defined these problems as resulting from the “negative influence of West television and radio,” which had encouraged young East Germans to behave “in
the style of the reactionary corps of the West German student body.”83 But the
domestic media, Honecker claimed, deserved their fair share of the blame:
film, television, theatrical productions, magazines, and even literary works
contributed to such behavior, with their representations of “anti-humanism,”
“brutalities,” and sexuality as the prime motivating factor in human relationships. The GDR, he railed, was a “clean country . . . [with] immovable standards of ethics and morality, for decency and good customs.” He derided artists
and others, even those who were generally loyal to the state, including Wolf
Biermann, Robert Havemann, and Stefan Heym, for championing ideas that
were hostile to GDR socialism.84 Honecker claimed that “in the name of an
abstract ‘truth’ these artists focus on the representation of supposed deficiencies and mistakes in the GDR . . .”85 At the conference, authorities condemned
and proscribed an entire year of DEFA productions, including The Rabbit Is
Me (Das Kaninchen bin ich) and Just Don’t Think I’ll Cry (Denk bloss nicht ich
heule). Like Fetzer and Monologue for a Taxi Driver, the fault of these films
lay in their representation of social alienation. Their proscription led onlookers
to define this as the beginning of a cultural “freeze” in the GDR, even though
authorities like Honecker had spent several years honing and refining the language with which they launched their attack in December 1965.
In this context the SED lauded the television film Dr. Schlüter (1965). The
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five-part mini-series depicted the life and political transformation of a chemist:
from his collaboration with the Nazis to his eventual immigration to the GDR
and acceptance of socialism.86 The film denounced imperialism—“the greed of
which led to the loss of humanist values”—and political detachment, by depicting a man who is buffeted by historical forces and ultimately recognizes the
value of political partisanship.87 Unlike the forbidden DEFA films, Dr. Schlüter
had overcome social alienation, depicting instead “the harmony of the individual and society.”88 Yet the Eleventh Plenum held consequences for even Dr.
Schlüter: the production team revised the last episode, still in production, to
intensify Schlüter’s identification with not just socialism but also the state.89
The tale of socialist conversion found in Revolt of the Conscience and Dr.
Schlüter was a common narrative strategy in GDR literature in the late 1950s.
Literary scholar Marc Silberman notes that during this period, a substantial
body of anti-fascist literature appeared in the GDR, written by “young Nazis
who ‘saw the light,’ young people who were not old enough during the Third
Reich to resist actively, and soldiers who had never questioned the system they
served.” But, Silberman argues, the cultural movement introduced by the Bitterfeld conference shifted focus away from the war toward the achievements of
the socialist present in East German literature. He concludes that “the didactic
function of providing . . . identificatory conversion stories had largely served
its purpose.”90 That may well have been the case in the literary market, but the
1960s was the heyday of the conversion narrative on television, culminating in
the stunning Paths Across the Country in 1968.
For media scholar Peter Hoff, the achievement of Dr. Schlüter celebrated
by the SED was that it depicted a utopian harmony between the individual and
the state, which ultimately undermined television drama’s engagement with
the lived conditions of socialism. The film presented “knowingly, a false . . .
picture of reality that, in their increasing estrangement from social reality, the
state leadership of the GDR took to be true.”91 In his study of East German
film, Joshua Feinstein has identified a similar discursive shift, exemplified by
the transition from “films of contemporary life” (Gegenswartsfilme) to “films
of everyday life” (Alltagsfilme). Films of contemporary life evoked a society in
transition from the present to the (in this case, utopian) future, while films of
everyday life represented a world outside of time. For Feinstein, the increasing
emphasis on everyday life after the Eleventh Plenum indicated that an increasingly conservative notion of the GDR was rendered on East German movie
screens that “depended less on the future promise of universal emancipation
and more on the cultivation of a collective identity. . . .”92
But such interpretations rest on two assumptions: that the media re-
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sponded primarily to the dictates of the state, and that the media do and should
reflect social reality. Television, by contrast, responded to a number of pressures that made direct control impossible. As a broadcast medium it was both
powerful and ephemeral: it could reach many more people more immediately
than other media, but, until the advent of recording technology, the viewer was
not likely to preserve it. Television could broadcast every minute of the day, but
every broadcast minute represented the investment of a small fortune in human
and material resources. Hundreds of people, experiencing the GDR from a
variety of subjective positions, worked to develop an effective television program, overseen by a bureaucracy in which, at least until 1965, the leaders were
either artistically talented or politically shrewd, but rarely both. Television
could not force the viewer to tune in; it had to appeal to audience appetites.
Works such as Schlüter were popular among authorities and audiences alike for
these reasons. Second, the media rarely reflect “reality.” Even images that purport to be unmediated never are, but contain, at best, “bits of the real.”93 The
examples of Prisma and With Open Hearts exemplify that representational culture does not necessarily function in the way that it is intended.
Television entertainment programs such as With Open Hearts, Dr.
Schlüter, and even Prisma revealed the persistence, and even the triumph, of
older patterns of media use that went back into the Weimar period. Historians
such as Corey Ross, Peter Jelavich, Adelheid von Saldern, and Monika Pater
have demonstrated that Weimar Germans were highly attuned to the media.94
For Ross, Germans lived in a media system that was “powerfully molded by
older structures of class and milieu,” in which entertainment reigned supreme.
Radio audiences, for example, “stubbornly insist(ed) on light music and entertainment,” while cinema audiences similarly demanded entertaining features.
Historians Monika Pater and Adelheid von Saldern have identified similar patterns in early GDR radio.95 DFF audience research also demonstrated that the
“need” for entertainment persisted into the postwar period. But in another way,
television did seem to effect a shift in values among GDR audiences. The Weimar working class had sought out sensational, adventure films or “gripping
flashy kitsch,” while middle-class audiences preferred dramas, particularly
costume dramas, high-society flicks, literary adaptations, and Prussian-themed
military films. Everyone liked films on local—even hyper-local—topics: Ufa
reportedly even considered “equipping its cinema directors with small cameras
for making local films about ‘topical matters of special interest’” to draw viewers into the cinema.96 In comparison, GDR television drew the line at
sensationalism—although there is a case to be made that the aggressive, anti-
Western programs directed against the “powers-that-be from Bonn” or even
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episodes of The Black Channel (which, although they were conceived primarily for Western viewers, did find an audience in the GDR) were sensationalist
features. But the predominantly “working class” audience of the GDR gravitated to the dramas and literary adaptations (such as Revolt, Dr. Schlüter, and a
number of other examples) of Weimar’s middle-class audience. One of the
goals of the Bitterfeld Path had been to overcome the distinction between bourgeois and working-class literature;97 it seems that television achieved that goal,
if not quite how anyone might have expected.
Politically reliable and popular, the historical mini-series became one of
the most popular and respected genres on East German television. This new
genre helped define a new narrative about the creation of socialist man that was
much more politically acceptable than Fetzer’s story and rang true to viewers,
many of whom were more likely to identify with Schlüter than Fetzer. The
popularity of such narratives made them ideal programming for the DFF: such
entertainments represented a huge return on a modest investment, since they
could draw viewers to the program, fill programming hours by means of repeated broadcasts, and be exported abroad, sometimes for hard currency.

Conclusion
Between August 1961 and December 1965, television played an ever-increasing
role in the creation of the new socialist citizen. During that time it was shaped
by a three-year debate over the acceptable boundaries of representation. As
early as 1962 the SED defined the exploration of alienation from modern socialist society as “foreign” and “bourgeois” and suppressed non-naturalistic
representation. At the same time, audiences revolted against the unconventional direction of Fetzer’s Flight, calling for more accessible works of light
entertainment. This led the television service to abandon aesthetic experiments
as well as programming that probed the acceptable limits of socialist lives, instead projecting a cultural compromise that was much more about building
socialist nationalism than creating convinced socialists.
For media scholar Lutz Haucke, these developments, and the Eleventh
Plenum of 1965, represented the death of the progressive communist artistic
tradition: “the tradition of revolutionary proletarian art of the twenties, with its
conception of the organization of life and art by the masses was finally discarded in favor of the representational culture of a totalitarian state socialism.”
Instead, “in the state socialism of the GDR leadership the favoritism of . . .
kitsch and sentimental edification, paired with the expansive growth of petty
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bourgeois ideology had prevailed.”98 For Haucke, the Plenum represented the
triumph of a Party-directed vision of socialism that jettisoned the revolutionary, grass roots transformation of popular culture in favor of warmed-over
bourgeois values. In this view, popular “taste” had little to do with the kind of
socialism that emerged after 1965.
Certainly, the story of East German television is about the failure of revolutionary proletarian art, in part. But this was no simple matter of the ideology
or taste of a few Party leaders who enjoyed a totalitarian grip on the medium
and its messages. Instead, television was a complex industry shaped by various
constituencies, under pressure to provide a full program schedule to a mass
audience of diverse subjects, that increasingly relied on an unpredictable international market in programming to do so. As a result, it was not well suited to
be a medium of revolutionary transformation. In the GDR, as in other cultural
contexts, television envisioned a very particular, specifically middle class vision of society. The DFF mediated the resurgence and resilience of (bourgeois)
values such as Heimat, nationalism, hard work, and loyalty to the regime and
family, as well as the return of cultural forms and genres such as melodrama.
In this the audience was complicit in its own “repression.” Fetzer, a familiar
story told in a radically new way, was a failure. But it was not so because the
state banned it; it was due to the fact that people would rather have seen something else, and the television service obliged. State authorities wanted a politically reliable message, while audiences demanded to be entertained. As demonstrated above, “authorities” and “audiences” inhabited multiple and
sometimes conflicting positions. In the end though, each got what they wanted.

Conclusion

By 1989, there was a fairly widespread Western consensus that East Germans
spent their evenings watching Western television. Even the (former East) German cultural historian Helmut Hanke characterized West German television as
“the only open window on the world, a window that, even during the Cold War,
was opened each evening in the living rooms of GDR citizens, letting in the
messages of another, richer, freer world. . . .”1 Many people in the West could
not imagine otherwise. Television, far more than other media in the GDR,
seemed so thoroughly controlled by the state, producing ghastly propaganda
shows such as the nightly “news” Current Camera (Aktuelle Kamera) or the
ideological manifest The Black Channel (Schwarzer Kanal) moderated by the
infamous Karl-Eduard von Schnitzler. Even if this choice were to bring unwelcome attention from the state security forces, who would not turn to the messages of a “freer,” more fun, and more colorful world?
The assumption that East German viewers watched disproportionately
more Western television than their own programming is a construct of the Cold
War. It fits a narrative that defines—and dismisses—East German television as
an institution of political repression: the most significant, and yet insignificant,
organ of a propaganda machine. In this narrative, television in the GDR was
merely the conduit of SED propaganda and, as such, was unable to compete
with the West, capture the imagination of East Germans, or deal with the real
problems of the state before the end of the regime in 1989. Real challenges to
the state were made not through television, but instead through literature, and
to a lesser extent, film and radio. This narrative also helped to explain the end
of communism in East Germany. In this view, the East German audience persistently looked westward, held West German ideals, and sought “real” information about the world. Over time, that allowed the Western media to undermine the Socialist Unity (SED) government of the GDR by revealing the lie
that was the Party line and unleashing the seductiveness of life in the West.
Media scholar Michael Meyen argues that such a view is the normaliza158
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tion in popular memory of the rather anomalous context of 1989.2 Over the
course of that year, the East German television service (Fernsehen der DDR)
lost viewers as its programming became increasingly removed from the social
and political realities familiar to many East Germans. Television generally remained silent about the major upheavals under way—including the formation
of grass roots opposition groups, rising rates of people leaving the GDR, and
the opening of the border to Hungary—and, on 9 November, East Germans had
to tune into Western programming to hear SED spokesman Günter Schabowski
announce the opening of the border crossing to West Berlin. In the summer and
fall of 1989, West German television’s heavy coverage of events in the GDR
had become a crucial source of information for East Germans and even helped
crystallize opposition groups there. But although this kind of coverage was not
the norm of postwar West German television, it came to be understood that way
in popular memory. Western news coverage of the 1970s and 1980s instead
often gave East viewers the impression that “for them, we’re not even here.”3
Even viewers who disliked GDR television described it as a better reflection of
their lives than West television. If West television generally served an important function as a source of counter-information, people also generally understood it as no less ideological than East television.4 For most East Germans, the
“truth” lay somewhere in between.
Historians of the GDR have reached a sort of consensus that the 1960s
proved to be the most successful period of social, political, economic, and
cultural transformation in East Germany.5 Such transformation allowed the
emergence of a specifically socialist, national identity, despite claims to the
contrary by Peter Caldwell, Dietrich Orlow, and others. In what he describes as
the “first book to show how national identity was invented in the GDR,” historian Jan Palmowski contends that, by 1989, the only significant identities were
local. The SED worked for forty years to construct an edifice of “national”
identity but achieved, at best, rhetorical observance of the “public transcript,”
that is, lip service paid to the Party’s version of what the GDR should be. When
the revolution came, that edifice quickly fell away, leaving behind a passion for
Heimat that those living in the GDR shared with their counterparts in the West.
Whereas Palmowski maintains that the SED sought to impose a national identity that the people resisted to varying degrees, work by Daphne Berdahl and,
more recently, Edith Sheffer suggests very different conditions for identity formation.6 At Neustadt and Sonneberg in the German borderland, postwar East
and West German identities began to emerge just as soon as the occupation did
and were fueled by the traditions, legacies, and resentments of the region’s
common past. In this interpretation, identities grew in response to SED pro-
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nouncements and East Germans’ exercise of Eigensinn; state-sponsored festivals, events, and celebrations; the lived experiences of daily life; geopolitical
considerations; and personal passions and resentments.
A new, socialist community emerged that differed from the larger pan-
German community of the immediate postwar years and the West German
community forged in the “economic miracle”; it also differed from the collective entity envisioned by the East German state.7 Television helped mediate this
transformation. It did so by envisioning for East Germans just how their society was (and could be) different from the West. The principle of “cultural proximity,” elaborated by media scholar Joseph Straubhaar, explains how this project could be self-reinforcing. Straubhaar posits that audiences are drawn first
to the programming that most approximates their lives and worldviews, which,
in turn, can undermine the effectiveness of cross-border “media imperialism.”8
In the German case, for example, some West Germans did watch DFF programming, especially feature films, but quiz shows about Trabis and big socialist spectacles did not appeal to them. In 1958, a West German viewer wrote to
let the DFF know that “[t]elevision has proliferated greatly in Lower Saxony,
especially since one can get the television shows of the GDR.” This viewer’s
social circle loved films, especially “feature films and cultural films from the
Soviet Union,” but quiz shows were “very unpopular,” exasperating, and “rejected as idiotic kitsch.”9 These comments demonstrate the operation of “cultural proximity”: programming with a neutral or familiar mode of access, such
as films, were acceptable to this viewer and his friends, while entertainment
programming that drew upon—and celebrated—a whole different social experience of everyday life alienated them. A similar process of demarcation occurred in the GDR.10
Since its inception, the DFF could never fill the television schedule with
original programming, relying instead on everything from guest productions,
transmissions from local cultural organizations and factory events, to films and
other programming produced at home and abroad. In the early 1960s, they
could begin to rely on programming, primarily political and sporting events
(and including a live broadcast of Russian cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin’s return to
earth after his first manned flight to space, transmitted via Intervision, a consortium of Eastern European television broadcasters that spanned 9,000
miles).11 The DFF was not the only broadcaster facing this situation, exemplified by the growing transnational market in television programming. By 1965,
for example, the fine line between profit and loss in the American television
industry was already defined by its overseas sales of television productions.12
Not just American television studios but Eastern European ones were produc-
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ing content for this market, content that was culturally fuzzy enough for transnational consumption, and, as we have seen, often not politically acceptable
enough for broadcast on East German television.13 As the transnational market
developed (or succumbed to) an industrial mode of production, programming
that was innovative, experimental, and culturally specific gave way to economies of scale.14 In the 1970s, for example, Agitation Commissioner Eberhard
Fensch tried to appeal to the television service on behalf of one of the GDR’s
leading theatrical lights, to produce and broadcast a live theater production. By
that time, Adameck believed the transmission of theater to be “too expensive,”
requiring too many resources for too little return: audiences did not like it, and
it monopolized broadcast technologies best deployed elsewhere.15 The tyranny
of the television schedule led to increasing seriality, reflecting but also structuring the routinization of life in postwar industrial society (in the GDR and
elsewhere). DFF viewers called for “evening-filling entertainments,” and they
increasingly relied on them to relax at the end of a hard day’s work.
Television’s purpose as a medium of entertainment and relaxation, already recognized in the early 1960s, was ratified once again at the Eighth Party
Congress of the SED in 1971. Walter Ulbricht’s successor, Erich Honecker,
took the stage and pronounced DFF television “boring.” According to Honecker, the DFF
could look back on good achievements, [but] should endeavor more
strongly to improve the program, overcome a certain boredom, take into
account the need for good entertainment, frame television journalism
more effectively, and match the expectations of that group of the working
people, who start their working day very early and therefore want to see
valuable television programs already in the early evening hours.16
The “boredom” identified by Honecker was a situation of the SED’s own making. Since the cultural conference of 1960, the Party had held television programming up as an example to other GDR media, because it engaged the lives
of East Germans in entertaining and thoughtful ways.17 Its television plays
depicted the transformation of socialist life in inspiring narratives of positive
heroes and their contributions to socialism, modeling, by the early 1960s, what
socialist realism should look like. Television also fulfilled SED expectations of
the kind of impact that socialist realist art should have, because it could reach
so many Germans in East and West. But by 1963, the inexorable pressure of the
schedule, compounded by the political mandate to appeal to two populations
inhabiting diverse viewing positions while still transmitting “politically reli-
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able” messages, took its toll. After the Eleventh Plenum, the DFF took the path
of least resistance in meeting these contradictory challenges: filling the airwaves with programming that would easily pass muster, regardless of the artistic value, potential for uplift, or other, perhaps idealistic, values that had characterized the earlier program. The huge live spectacles that consumed as many
as one-quarter of DFF staff to broadcast just one day of programming disappeared by the late 1960s.18 Claudia Dittmar asserts that Honecker took a personal interest in television when he took power, even reserving the right to
make mundane decisions about programming and the television schedule.19
The path he defined for television, in the interests of making it “more entertaining,” was to look westward. In the 1970s, but especially in the 1980s, the DFF
expanded the amount of programming that featured Western “stars,” reproduced Western models, or even originated in the West.20
Television in East Germany emerged and grew in a way that was not exceptional for modern, Western, industrial societies. Writing in 1965, American
media scholar Wilson Dizard noted that the viewing density (number of receivers per capita) in the GDR was the highest in the eastern bloc. He described the
DFF as the “professional equal of any in the world,” which broadcast a diverse
range of programming, including operas and plays that were “often superior to
West German television.”21 Dizard’s role as a contemporary observer limits the
historical usefulness of his assessments, and historical analysis does not confirm all of his assertions. For example, he described the DFF as a “heavy-
handed propaganda outlet” and claimed that, in 1964, the DFF had fired commentator Eduard von Schnitzler because (political) “liberalization was out of
hand” on East German television.22 As I have shown here, the SED attempted
to achieve political discipline, but in a very different way than Dizard describes,
and, in any case, “liberalization” would not have come from von Schnitzler,
moderator of, among other things, Black Channel.23 Dizard also characterized
television as “developing as a powerful force for ending party-imposed isolation that separated East from West for two decades.” As we have seen here, the
SED never conceived television broadcasting as a means of cutting East Germans off from the West, but rather as a means of attracting and shaping a pan-
German audience.
If GDR television developed unexceptionally for modern, industrialized
societies in the broadcast era, the question remains in what ways it was particularly “socialist.” Television exhibited a number of cultural continuities with
the German past, not least the SED’s reliance on the legacy of German classicism. As television workers grew more adept at representing the world on
screen, they began to experiment with program forms, but this increasingly
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gave way to audience expectations, which had been defined by the media universe of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.24 The content of early
television—the world represented within those forms—was quite different,
and programming defined people not by their family, neighborhood, or region,
but by their occupation, encouraging them to identify with their class interests.
But even that gave way in the 1970s and 1980s. “Family” series (shows that
combined elements of the sitcom and the soap opera), that had once sought to
remove the idealized family from bourgeois structures, had, by the late 1970s,
“abandoned the uniqueness of the socialist family in favor of international
trends.”25 This reflected and was compounded by the rising influence of Western and Western-influenced content. As the program was increasingly saturated
with Western and Western-influenced programming, the DFF (at the behest of
the SED) undermined its own nation-building project.
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